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1 
CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

This thesis explores the possibility of harvesting energy from natural photosynthetic 
pigment-proteins for a variety of applications that include biophotovoltaics, 
bioelectrochemical fuel cells and biosensing. The electrochemical techniques used to 
exploit these proteins simultaneously allows us to explore the mechanisms of electron 
transfer processes within complex bio-photo-electro-chemical systems, providing us 
with the necessary tools for targeted design and improved system performance. This 
widely interdisciplinary topic encompasses photosynthesis, molecular biology, 
bioelectrochemistry and spectroscopy. As such, this introduction focuses only on the 
tools from each discipline necessary to understand this work. More authoritative works 
on photosynthesis, molecular biology and spectroscopy, much of which this 
introduction is based on can be found in 1–4, and biophotoelectrochemistry in 5,6. 

1.1 Energy on Earth 

Photosynthesis is the principal solar conversion process on Earth, storing energy from 
the Sun in chemical bonds that sustains life on our planet. Our generation is one of the 
few who are fortunate enough to reap the benefits of at least two and a half billion years 
of this process, stored in the form of petroleum, coal and natural gas. These products 
formed when dead cyanobacteria, algae, prehistoric plants and consumers thereof were 
buried under sedimentary rock and subjected to geothermal process over millions of 
years. The resultant fossil fuels are an energetically dense and valuable material that 
literally powered the Industrial Age, funded the biggest economy and created the 
largest world power to date.  

 Global energy consumption & CO2 production 

As of 2014, the rate of worldwide energy consumption has risen to ~18 terawatt 
(~5.7 x 1020 joules per year), whereby ~81% of this energy stemmed from the 
combustion of fossil fuels7. The energetic equivalent of burning 1 cubic mile of crude 
oil (1.6 x1020 J) helps put such astronomically large numbers into grasp, revealing that 
we burn the energetic equivalent of 2.8 cubic miles of oil (CMO) annually8. While oil 
supplies may be limited, at an estimated 43 CMO of proven oil reserves left, there is 
sufficient coal and emerging technologies such as fracking and horizontal drilling to tap 
into unproven reserves to support our energy dependency on fossil for centuries to 
come9,10. Unfortunately, the combustion of fossils fuels liberates CO2 into the 
atmosphere at rates that far outcompete that at which photosynthesis and other 
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processes capture and sequester CO2 back into the earth’s crust. CO2 is a greenhouse 
gas that absorbs and emits radiation within the infrared, physically warming the 
atmosphere leading to global climate change.  

As of 2016, we have surpassed the atmospheric CO2 content of 400 ppm, an 
alarming threshold not breached in the past 4 million years (Figure 1). When also 
taking into consideration the rising global population and energy demand, predicted to 
reach 28 TW by 2050, it is imperative that mankind find an alternative to fossil fuels 
that are sustainable and economically viable10–12.  

 

 
Figure 1. Atmospheric Carbon Dioxide content recreated from a compilation of data on the 
EPA website13–15. 

 Carbon neutral energy alternatives 

While solar, hydroelectric, wind, geothermal and nuclear energy are all proven fossil 
fuel alternatives, each come with their own limitations, be it economic viability, political 
discord, geographical accessibility or safety. As such, carbon neutral energy sources 
only accounted for ~19% of global energy consumption in 20147. Solar energy is 
perhaps the most obvious and abundant energy alternative, striking Earth’s surface at a 
rate of ~120,000 terawatt (23,652 CMOs annually). This is more than 6,000 times our 
current rate of energy consumption4,9,12, or enough to power the planet for a year every 
80 minutes! However, this source is diffuse and intermittent, averaging 170 W m-2, 
making cost-effective capture and storage of this energy quite problematic12.  

 Photosynthesis for fuel? 

Photosynthesis has solved this problem in sustaining itself and pre-Anthropocene era 
life, and continues to be the principal solar energy conversion process on the Earth, 
operating at an equivalent power of ~120 TW (25 CMOs per year)4,16,17. At this rate, 
global photosynthesis could produce enough biomass equal in energy to all the 
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1 
remaining proven oil reserves in under 2 years. While palpable, using the sustainable 
biomass of photosynthesis for energy consumption* is not economically competitive 
enough with fossil fuels to quench our current energy demands, not to mention that 
using photosynthesis for fuels would apply strain on arable land otherwise used for 
food11,18. This stems from innate inefficiencies in photosynthetic land plants which yield 
relatively low density biomass† that would necessitate the use of prohibitive amounts of 
land, compounded with the costly distillation process of obtaining bio-ethanol 
sufficiently pure enough for use in combustion engines18.  
 Limitations in photosynthesis stem from losses in light capture, charge separation, 
and subsequent biochemical steps, with most crop plants obtaining only a few percent 
energy conversion efficiency, and most plants in nature often only having ~0.1% 
efficiency11,17. These constraints are imposed by the organisms’ evolutionary history, 
which selected for reproduction, not high power conversion efficiency for quenching 
our energy demands. For example, much of the incident solar radiation is not absorbed 
by ‘’green’’ photosynthetic organisms, as evident by the limited absorption of light at 
wavelengths over 750 nm, (>40%) of the incident solar radiation. To illustrate this, a 
transmission spectrum of a dense solution of Photosystem I (PS I) from spinach, are 
overlaid with the incident solar radiation spectrum in Figure 2. Despite exploiting more 
of the solar spectrum, The Reaction Center Light-Harvesting I (RC-LH1) complex 
from purple bacteria are obviously not the dominant photosynthetic complex on our 
planet.  

The end result is that global photosynthetic conversion efficiency is estimated at 
only ~0.1% of the energy of incident solar radiation4,9,19. This has stimulated efforts in 
meeting the rising global food and biomass for energy demands by redesigning 
photosynthesis to increase its efficiency and productivity11. Strategies include 
expanding the range of solar light absorption, improving the efficiency of light energy 
conversion, enhancing the rate of carbon fixation by of the RuBisCO, improving CO2 
transport through the leaf and engineering plants with ‘smart canopies’ for synergistic 
rather than competitive growth in crops via the tools of genetic engineering and 
synthetic biology11,12.  
 

                                                                        
* Accounting for only 5.8% of total primary energy supply in the form of biofuels & waste 
† When compared to fossil fuels 
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Figure 2. Solar irradiance at Earth’s surface20 plotted in yellow superimposed with the 
transmission spectra of isolated photosynthetic complexes PS I (spinach), RC-LH1 (Rhb. 
sphaeroides) and crystalline silicon21. The figure reveals absorption of nearly all solar energy 
above the band gap of the material, but none below. Small windows in the transmission spectra 
of PS I and RC-LH1 lead to their green and dark-red coloration, respectively (inset). PS I 
(OD680 = 16) was kindly provided by Henny van Roon from the VU Amsterdam, RC-LH1 
(OD870 = 25) by Dr. Mike R. Jones from University of Bristol.  c-Si ignores reflection.  

 

 Photovoltaics 

Another way to harvesting solar energy comes in the form of man-made photovoltaic 
devices (PVs), which use semiconductor materials to convert solar energy into 
electrical energy. This technology is rapidly growing at ~25% annually, and achieved 
cumulative capacity of 227 GW at the end of 2015, supplying ~1.3% of the globe’s 
electricity demand* 22. In Italy, Greece and Germany, PVs accounted for more than 7% 
of total electricity generation in 201522. As infrastructure and manufacturing continues 
to improve, the cost of PVs have continued to fall 50% for every 10-fold increase in 
capacity. The so-called ‘’Swanson’s Law’’ learning curve suggests that at this rate, PV 
will supply >50% of global electricity demands before 205023,24.  

Typical commercial single-junction silicon solar cell modules nowadays have 
achieved ~20% solar conversion efficiency, defined as electrical output power (W cm-2) 

                                                                        
* Electricity generation accounts for roughly 1/3 of total energy consumption, with 75% of that energy 
stemming from fossil fuels (coal, natural gas power plants with efficiencies of approximately 50%). 
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divided by incident solar irradiance (W cm-2) over the entire solar spectrum. However, 
these efficiencies have stagnated and stimulated numerous emerging solar harvesting 
alternatives to crystalline silicon, including organic solar cells, dye-sensitized solar cells, 
perovskite based solar cells, and Cadmium Telluride thin film solar cells. These 
emerging technologies seek to further reduce the materials and expensive 
manufacturing costs associated with the growth of crystalline silicon * . While solar 
conversion technologies will no doubt mature into the dominant energy alternative, 
semi-conductor free alternatives may offer an even cheaper, more accessible and 
abundant alternative.   

1.2 Photosynthesis 

Two classes of organisms primarily perform photosynthesis: 
 

i) Anoxygenic (non-oxygen-evolving) photosynthetic bacteria 
ii) Oxygen-evolving variants such as green plants, algae, and cyanobacteria 
 

This classification goes hand-in-hand with defining where the organisms get their 
electrons—be it from H2S, organic compounds or even H2 for the anoxygenic species 
or from the unlimited reservoir of electrons in water for the oxygen-evolving variants. 
In order to tap into the electrons in water, nature evolved a biological complex with an 
oxidizing potential sufficiently large enough to split water, >(+)1.23 V vs SHE9. With a 
vast supply of H2O, CO2 and light at their disposal, these early cyanobacteria produced 
enough oxygen and carbohydrates to alter the atmospheric content from 0 to 20% 
oxygen, and at least 3.6% CO2 down to 0.02% over 2.5 billion years ago25. 

                                                                        
* 75% of which are material costs. 
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Figure 3. Structural hierarchy of the purple photosynthetic bacteria. a) A purple sulfur bacteria 
bloom in lake Buse, BC. b) Cellular micrograph of the non-sulfur purple bacteria Rhb. 
sphaeroides26. c) Zoom in of spherical intracellular cytoplasmic membranes (aka vesicles). d) 
AFM of RC-LH1 and LH2 membranes adsorbed on mica27. e) Sucrose gradient isolation of 
photosynthetic complexes LH2 and RC-LH1 from Rhodopseudomonas acidophilus taken at the 
VU. f) The RC-LH1 and LH2 R. sphaeroides rendered using UCSF Chimera. 

 
While oxygenic photosynthesis makes up most of the green we see around us today, 

anoxygenic photosynthetic species laid the foundation for photosynthesis. Today these 
include the purple bacteria, green sulfur bacteria, green non-sulfur bacteria and 
heliobacteria. While not necessarily the ancestors from which modern cyanobacteria 
evolved, their primitive reaction centers contain the simplest apparatus through which 
photosynthesis operates. As such, they are extensively studied ‘’model’’ systems 
through which much of the understanding of light energy transfer, electron transfer, 
membrane organization and CO2 fixation in photosynthesis have been elucidated1,28,29.   
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 Anoxygenic Photosynthesis 

Of the anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria, the purple phototrophic bacteria are 
perhaps the most heavily studied for a variety of reasons which include their 
biochemistry, metabolic versatility, amenability to genetic engineering and 
robustness30*.  In nature, these organisms inhabit the lower photic anoxic niche, deep in 
ponds, lakes, streams, canals, sewage and waste lagoons to name a few2,3. As such, they 
receive light filtered by the oxygenic phototrophs above, and must make use of 
remaining green and far red-light above 750 nm31. However, under the right conditions, 
they can also bloom creating dense purple colored lagoons (Figure 3a).  
 Since we strictly employed the photosynthetic pigment-proteins from the rod 
shaped purple bacteria Rhb. sphaeroides in this work (Figure 4B), oxygenic 
photosynthesis will not be discussed in further detail. Nevertheless, the photosynthetic 
principles of ‘’green’’ oxygenic photosynthetic and bacterial photosynthesis are similar, 
as is the process of interfacing them with electrodes for application purposes1. 

 Design Principles of Photosynthesis 

Perhaps the most pivotal design principle of photosynthesis is its division of tasks into 
distinct structures depicted in Figure 432: 
 

1) Light is captured by pigments in the light harvesting complex as an excited 
electronic state 

2) The excited state is rapidly and efficiently funneled to the reaction center  
3) The excitation induces charge separation in the RC, eventually reducing 

ubiquinone to ubiquinol 
4) Ubiquinol diffuses to cyt bc1, where it drives proton translation and the formation 

of a proton gradient, which in turn drives ATP synthesis 
 

                                                                        
* For more on anoxygenic photosynthesis and purple bacteria, the reader is referred to the following 
comprehensive books 2,3 
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Figure 4. Steps and energetics of bacterial photosynthesis (Rhb. sphaeroides) a) The solar 
photon flux with the (linear) energy of photons in eV on the y-axis superimposed with the 
absorption spectrum of the RC-LH1. b) The electronic transition of the carotenoids and 
bacteriochlorophylls, which thermalize to the fixed band gap of the reaction center c) Energy 
transfer to the special pair (P870), resulting in charge separation and electron transfer to the 
QB site (hole stays on the P870+ and migrates to cyt c2+).  d) Conversion of the reduced product 
ubiquinol to a proton motive force used to produce ATP using ATP synthase.  
 
The photosynthetic machinery of Rhb. sphaeroides are embedded within spherical 
intracytoplasmic membranes, also known as chromatophores or vesicle 50-70 nm in 
diameter33 (Figure 3c). The four transmembrane proteins which carry out the various 
steps of photosynthesis are depicted in Figure 5. Light harvesting is carried out by the 
aptly named Light-Harvesting-1 (LH1) and Light-Harvesting-2 complexes (LH2), 
which capture light and funnel excitations to the reaction center (RC). The RC 
transforms the light-induced excitation energy into a transmembrane charge 
separation, reducing ubiquinone to form ubiquinol*. This moiety diffuses through the 

                                                                        
* This is a two-step proton-coupled electron transfer: �� � 2�� � 	2�	 ⇌ ���� 
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membrane to the ubiquinol-cytochrome c2 oxidoreductase complex (cyt bc1) which, as 
its name implies, oxidizes ubiquinol and reduces cytochrome c2 (cyt c2). This electron 
transfer is also coupled to a transmembrane proton-transfer, resulting in the 
translocation of a proton from the cytoplasm into the lumen, which accumulates over 
time to form a proton gradient that is used to drive ATP synthesis. The circuit is closed 
when the reduced cytochrome diffuses back towards the RC, reduces the special pair 
and thereby primes the RC for another charge separation.  
 

 
Figure 5. The Bacterial Photosynthetic Apparatus. Cross-section of the bacterial 
photosynthetic membrane with four integral membrane proteins and the redox mediators 
ubiquinone (UQ10) and cytochrome c2. Excitation energy transfer from 
B800�B850�B875�SP is indicated by wavy black arrows, electron transfer between RC-
LH1 and cyt bc1 in grey, and proton transfer in light blue.  Scale bar represents 5 nm. Prepared 
using Protein Databank Entires 1NKZ for LH234,  4V9G for RC-LH135,  5KLI for cyt bc1

36, 
5T4O for ATP synthase37, and 1HRC for cytochrome c38. Interprotein spacing is exaggerated 
for clarity and UQ is depicted outside the membrane for clarity, but is membrane confined.   

 Light Harvesting 

Photosynthesis begins with absorption of light by pigments held in place within a 
protein scaffold. The main light harvesting pigment in purple bacteria is 
Bacteriochlorophyll a (Bchl), a porphyrin ring whose conjugated π-electron system has 
a strong electronic transition (π � π*) with photon energy in the infrared (Figure 6e)39. 
Carotenoids make up the dominant light absorbers in the visible region and are 
additionally involved in photo-protection from reactive oxygen species as well as 
upholding the structural integrity of the LH complex40. In LH complexes, 
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bacteriochlorophylls are non-covalently bound between two hydrophobic apoprteins 
α and β that form inner and outer concentric rings, respectively (Figure 6b).  
 The protein environment carefully tunes the spectral properties of these pigments 
by direct interaction with the pigment itself (e.g. hydrogen bonding) or by close-
packing of pigments resulting in excitonic coupling, which modulates the energetic 
landscape and spatial distribution of the excited state. These modulations result in 
shifts of the peak absorbance of BChl from 770 nm in acetone, 802 nm and 870 nm in 
the RC, and up to 875 nm in the LH1 ring (Figure 6e). The downhill energy gradient 
of electronic transitions* ensures ultrafast (<100 ps) and efficient excitation transfer 
(>90%) towards the RC (Figure 5), whereby it is trapped thanks to ultrafast charge 
separation29,32,41,42.  

 The RC-LH1 Complex 

The reaction center light harvesting-1 complex (RC-LH1) consists of the RC enclosed 
within the LH1 ring, which contains between 14-16 apoprotein pairs and binds a total 
of 28 † -32 Bchls and 14-16 carotenoids (Figure 6b,c) 35. Proficient in both light 
harvesting and charge separation, it represents the core principles of photosynthesis in 
one protein complex, even prevailing as the sole photosynthetic complex in the species 
Rsp. rubrum and Blc. viridis2.  
 The recently resolved crystal structure of the RC-LH1-PufX complex35 reveals a 
dimer of cylinders ~12.5 nm in diameter and ~6 nm high (Figure 6b-d, only the 
monomer shown). The Puf-X complex plays a role in opening the LH1 ring for enabling 
efficient Q/QH2 exchange between the QB site buried deep within the RC and the 
quinone pool, as well as the supramolecular organization of the RC-LH1 complexes 
into curved domains which ultimately assist in the formation of spherical vesicles35,43.  
 With an estimated cross-sectional absorption of ~1.31 x 10-14 cm2 (@ 875 nm) 
packed within a projected area of 135 x 10-14 cm2 , an ideal monolayer of this complex 
will absorb ~1% of incident 875 nm light (see Figure A1 in ChapteRCappendix for 
calculation). Considering its height of 6 nm, it is easy to infer a few µm of this material 
is sufficient to absorb all incident light, as can be seen in Figure 2 for transmission 
spectra of a dense solution of RC-LH1‡. In comparison, typical commercial crystalline 

                                                                        
*  From the B800�B850 in LH2, and from the LH2 B850�B875 in RC-LH1. The B denotes the 
bacteriochlrophyll and the number the peak absorbance wavelength.  
† In Rhb. sphaeroides, the Puf-X protein promotes dimerization between two RC-LH1 monomers and 
displaces two apoprotein pairs per LH1 in the process35,43. 
‡ The solution had an optical density of 25, corresponding to an equivelant RC-LH1 film thickness of 38 
µm. 
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1 
silicon solar cell thicknesses range between 200-500 µm, making the RC-LH1 complex 
an excellent light-harvesting material. 

Figure 6. The light harvesting pigment-proteins. a) Structure of bacteriochlorophyll a, carbon 
atoms in yellow, nitrogen in blue, oxygen in red, and the centrally coordinated magnesium ion 
in magenta. b) Side view of the light harvesting-I complex, with bacteriochlorophylls (yellow), 
and the special pair of the reaction center (magenta). RC protein backbone omitted for clarity. 
c) Top view of the RC-LH1 complex, with apoproteins α and β (orange and purple, 
respectively), central RC protein backbone (grey) d) The RC protein backbone (grey) and 
cofactors special pair (magenta), bacteriochlorophylls (yellow), bacteriopheophytins (dark 
blue), ubiquinones (cyan), and iron atom in orange. e) Absorption spectra of the 
bacteriochlorophylls in 80% acetone (dotted back), the RC (magenta) and the RC-LH1 
complex (purple) in 0.04% DDM 20mM Tris pH 8.0. Prepared using Protein Databank Entires 
1NKZ for LH234,  4V9G for RC-LH135. 

 LH2 Complexes 

Without the need to enclose a relatively pigment dilute RC, light harvesting-2 
complexes (LH2) complexes attain more than three times the pigment density of RC-
LH1. LH2 is composed of 9 apoprotein pairs which bind 27 bacteriochlorophylls and 
9 carotenoids in a cylinder approximately 7 nm in dimeter34. Furthermore, a broadened 
spectral absorption with peaks at 800 and 850 nm, corresponding to two sets of 
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pigments arranged parallel and perpendicular to the membrane plane, respectively 
(Figure 5). These two absorption profiles are a result of different excitonic coupling 
between Bchls, which are dependent upon pigment-pigment distances and orientations 
dictated by the protein scaffold44.  
 LH2 make up the dominant population of proteins in the Rhb. sphaeroides 
chromatophores, typically existing with a ratio of LH2:RC-LH1 between 4:1 and 6:1 
depending on light growth conditions, strain, etc41. Considering the typical low light 
habitat (~10% full sunlight, ~10 mW cm-2) of the organism, this large priority for light-
harvesting complexes is cost-effective for increasing the excitation rate of the RC to 
overcome unwanted charge recombination and circumventing the construction of 
otherwise underutilized RCs41. While additional light-harvesting may be advantageous 
for a chromatophores at low light, limitations in biophotovoltaic systems are typically 
not the RC excitation rate (under ~1-sun), but rather in heterogeneous electron 
transfer (HET) between the pigment-protein and electrode. 

 The Reaction Center 

1.2.6.1 Structure 
At the heart of photosynthesis lies the reaction center (RC), where light energy is 
converted into a chemical form which drives other biochemical processes in the cell. 
The RC is composed of three polypeptide subunits H, L and M that coordinate 4 
bacteriochorophylls, 2 bacteriopheophytins, 2 ubiquinones, a carotenoid and a non-
haem iron45 (Figure 7). The protein coordinates the precise arrangement of these 
cofactors around a symmetrical two-fold rotational axis, forming two branches of 
cofactors A and B28,46. Purple bacterial RCs drive unidirectional electron transfer along 
only one of these two chemically identical cofactor branches; branch A (Figure 7a)47. 
The RC separates the charges with near 100% quantum efficiency by modulating the 
cofactors’ physico-chemical environment, tuning their redox midpoint potentials, 
electronic coupling, and reorganization energy 11,28,47–49. This diode like behavior has 
been revealed using conductive AFM, showing that electron tunneling through the 
protein under external bias is unidirectional47.  Excellent and concise reviews on the 
structure and function of reaction centers and charge separation are given here 28,50–53.  

1.2.6.2 Charge separation  
Charge separation begins upon photoexcitation of the special pair (P870) to its first 
excited singlet state (P870*), transforming it from a weak to strong reducing agent (-975 
mV vs SHE)28. This results in electron transfer to the bacteriochlorophyll along the A 
branch (BA), forming the initial charge separated state P+/BA

- (Figure 7)54. Secondary 
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electron transfer steps separate the electron hole pair, as the electron is transferred from 
HA

- to the primary ubiquinone (QA) in  ~220 ps 55, and then from QA to QB in ~100 µs, 
forming a semiquinone radical anion (SQ˙¯) in the QB

 site  56. The protein environment 
rearranges* to stabilize the SQ˙¯ until a second excitation reaches the RC57, leading to 
another electron transfer and double protonation to form ubiquinol (QH2) in the QB 
site58,59. QH2 has a weaker QB site binding affinity than UQ, which drives the exchange 
the external ubiquinone pool57. Conversely, SQB

-  has approximately 6 orders of 
magnitude greater QB affinity than UQ, likely a protective mechanism to prevent the 
escape of the reactive semi-ubiquinone radical60.  

Figure 7. The energetics and mechanism of unidrectional charge separation in the RC. a) The 
cofactors within the RC involed in charge separation with only those of the A-branch listed. 
The special pair (P) in magenta, bacteriochlorophyll (BA) in purple, bacteriopheophytin (HA) 
in blue and ubiquinones (QA) and (QB) in cyan. External electron donors and acceptors 
cytochochrome c and quinone are shown in red and grey arrows, respectively. The rotational 
axis of symmetry shown in dotted lines b) Electron transfer with formal potentials of the of 
cofactors as well as electron transfer . Created using formal potentials reported in Table 1. 

1.2.6.3 Ubiquinone Reduction 
Ubiquinones, also known as Coenzyme Q10, are ubiquitous redox mediators active in 
almost every biological electron transport chain including aerobic cellular respiration 
in our mitochondria. Despite their identical chemical structures, the ubiquinones 
(UQ) that occupy the QA and QB pocket of the reaction center exhibit profoundly 
                                                                        
* SerL223 forms a hydrogen bond with the Semiquinone61, resulting in P+/QB

- recombination lifetimes 
on the order of seconds 
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dissimilar redox behaviors. The QA functions only as a one-electron gate that does not 
become protonated, passing on the electron to QB which undergoes double reduction 
and protonation61. Electron transfer (ET) proceeds from QA to QB tightly coupled to 
proton transfer (PT) and follows the sequence ET�PT�ET�PT in the QB site 59. 
This unidirectional ET is thanks to tuning of the redox midpoint potentials and 
reorganization energies by the protein environment that promote both 
QA¯QB�QAQB¯ and QA¯QBH�QAQBH¯ electron transfer steps 57. This is in contrast 
to aqueous quinone electrochemistry, which proceeds in the order 
ET�ET�PT�PT, forming the intermediate quinone dianion (Q2-). While this 
species is more stable in solution relative to the protein due to solvation59, quinone 
reduction in the protein has a lower activation energy and thereby proceeds faster57.  

Figure 8. Proposed mechanism of ubiquinone-0 reduction. (2, 3 dimethoxy, 5 methyl-
benzoquinone). The hydrophobic isoprenyl tail extends from position 4 of the aromatic ring, 
but is truncated in UQ0. The two protonation steps are combined in the second electron 
transfer.  
 

The difference in redox chemistry of ubiquinones in solution vs. the RC has certain 
implications for the functioning of biophotoelectrodes, as the RC is able to catalyze the 
reduction of ubiquinone, while in solution the reduction of ubiquinone by an electrode 
is much more difficult, necessitating a large driving force (overpotential). For example, 
irreversible UQ/UQH2 electrochemistry is good for preventing charge recombination 
of the QH2 product at the biophotocathode, but counterproductive for extracting 
electrons from QH2 at an anode.  

1.2.6.4 Ubiquinone isoprene tail 
The native UQ has hydrophobic isoprene tail that is 10-units in length which confines 
the species to the hydrophobic regions of the membrane and proteins where it serves 
to shuttle electrons from the RC to the cytochrome bc1 complex62. Many successful 
substitutions have been characterized in the QA pocket63, however, only quinones with 
a 2-methoxy, have been shown to remain functional in QB

63–66. This is due to specific 
protein-substrate interactions which tune the redox potential of QB more positive than 
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QA, for a favorable free-energy drop65. This makes it somewhat difficult to substitute the 
native UQ for alternatives that are more suitable for bioelectronic applications in 
aqueous environments. Nevertheless, the use of the tailless analogue Q0 has been 
shown to function with high activity in the QB site 58,67.  

 RC Conversion Efficiency 

Large free energy drops in the secondary electron transfer steps of the RC provide 
ample thermodynamic driving force for forward electron transfer (Figure 7b). 
Furthermore, the protein environment tunes reorganization energy such that forward 
electron transfer is in the Marcus theory activated regime, while recombination is in the 
inverted regime*. Overall, each forward electron transfer step proceeds around two 
orders of magnitude faster than the rate of recombination, and results in a quantum 
efficiency of charge separation near 100%. 

 
Figure 9. Bacterial reaction center ultimate efficiencies. The AM 1.5 solar irradiance 
conversion efficiency by the Rhb. sphaeroides reaction center due to spectral losses of 
thermalization (yellow), transmission (grey) with available remaining energy at the P870*
(magenta), and after secondary charge separation (purple). The ultimate efficiency of the PS I
(P700/Fe-SB

-) is overlaid in green. The wavelength corresponding to the band gap energy of the 
RC (1.43 eV) and PS I (1.77 eV) are listed below the x-axis.  

 However, the near perfect quantum efficiency of the RC comes at the price of 
potential energy and the so-called ‘ultimate efficiency’ (UE) of the RC. The UE is part 
of the Shockley Queisser method devised to calculate the limits of solar energy 
conversion and is defined as the maximum power conversion efficiency a single 
junction (single photosystem) material from spectral losses68. It assumes that the 

                                                                        
* whereby the activation energy of the transition state is raised, slowing down the recombination rate. 
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quantum efficiency is one at all wavelengths above the bandgap*, photons with higher 
energy relax down to the band gap energy, and that photons below the band gap are not 
absorbed68. To extend the calculation to the cofactors the following equation was used 
to construct Table A2, as described in Mirvakili et al.69: 

� �
���������
��∗ ∗ ��∗  

where � = ultimate efficiency at the specified site x, Ecofactor is the energy gap between 
the specified cofactor and P+, and ��∗  is the transition energy of P870/P870* (1.43 eV), 
and ƞP* is the UE of a solar cell with band gap of 1.43 eV calculated using the Shockley 
Queisser method (45.4%) 70.  
 For the reaction center P870, relaxation of absorbed light down to the bandgap 
accounts for 20.3 % of energy loss and transmission of light below the bandgap another 
34.3 %. This leaves 45.4 % of the available solar irradiance for energy conversion 
(Figure 9, pink). Downhill secondary electron transfers lead to the reduction of the 
ubiquinone in the QB site forming P+/QB

-, which has a free energy gap of approximately 
0.40 eV, and a UE of 12.7% (Table 1). Our method is in agreement with reported values 
(12 %), which may differ slightly due to the use of a blackbody of 6000 K for the solar 
spectrum vs. the AM 1.5 spectrum as in our case 69.   
 For comparison, the ultimate efficiency of Photosystem I after charge separation to 
Fe-SB is overlaid in Figure 9 in green, and shows that PS I has a much larger free energy 
gap than the RC (P700

+/Fe-SB
-
 = 1.2 eV vs. P870

+/QB
- = 0.4 eV). However, the overall 

intra-RC power conversion efficiency (18.7 % vs. 14.6 %) is not substantially larger. 
This is due to an increase in unabsorbed light below the band gap, totaling 52 % vs 34% 
in PS I and RC, respectively. Indeed, according to the Shockley Queisser limit, the ideal 
optimal band gap for sunlight absorption is far in the infrared, at 1.1 eV or ~1100 nm 
wavelength, which is precisely that of conventional silicon68. 

1.3 Device application 

 Motivation 

The direct incorporation of photosynthetic complexes into device architectures has 
continued to garner interest in the past years71,72. These complexes are attractive for 
bioelectronics applications such as biophotovoltaics, biophotoelectrochemical fuel 
cells and biosensors for a variety of reasons. This includes their near perfect quantum 

                                                                        
* Assumes a sample with sufficient optical density to absorb all the light, e.g. Figure 2 
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efficiency and enormous lifetime of charge separation in RCs*, enabling capture of the 
electron at high efficiency for electricity production. Their earth-abundant non-toxic 
composition and ease of construction (biosynthesis) render them cheap and 
sustainable for large scale application73. Water splitting capability at near unity quantum 
efficiency in the case of PS II, exploiting the unlimited supply of electrons in water and 
potential for creating storable fuels. Lastly, using RCs as a model system for 
biophotovoltaics very much aligns with those that made the RC a model system in the 
study of photosynthesis, which include: 
 

1) Its robustness- against light 74,75, storage, temperature76, turnover capacity77, and  
vacuum75 

2) Metabolic flexibility- e.g. heterotrophic growth in the absence of light  
3) Simplicity- two light harvesting complexes and one reaction center with well-

characterized isolation techniques 
4) Amenability to targeted mutagenesis/bioengineering thanks to a sequenced and 

annotated genome30 in conjunction with a thoroughly characterized crystal 
structure† 

 Challenges 

Extracting energy from photosynthetic complexes (PCs) and generating practical 
efficiencies faces many challenges, which include: 
 

1) Obtaining fast electron transfer between the electrode and the typically deeply 
embedded redox cofactors of the PC 

2) Preventing recombination pathways  
3) Immobilization highly dense and oriented complexes 
4) Stabilizing the PCs on the electrode  

 
These challenges will be discussed through the lens of previous articles on 
biophotovoltaics in the following sections. 

 Biophotovoltaics 

By definition, a photovoltaic device converts solar irradiation into electricity using 
semiconductor materials. Substitution of the semiconductor for a photosynthetic 

                                                                        
* seconds vs. ns-ms recombination lifetimes in silicon, 80 µs is a commonly used value167 
† This was the very first determined membrane protein crystal structure, for which the authors were 
awarded a Nobel prize168.  
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complex (PC) for the photoactive portion adds the ‘bio’ prefix.  A biophotovoltaic 
device consists of two half-cells, upon one of which the PC is placed to form a 
biophotocathode or biophotoanode* depicted in Figure 10. By definition a cathode (+) 
is the electrode where electrons enter the device and the anode (-) is where the 
electrons leave.  Accordingly, chemical species within the cell are reduced by the 
cathode and oxidized by the anode. 

1.3.3.1 Biophotocathode based BPV 
A hypothetical biophotovoltaic device incorporating a bacterial RC-based 
biophotocathode is depicted in Figure 10a. The low potential donor side (P870) of the 
RC is interfaced with the electrode using an electron transfer mediator, cytochrome c 
in this example, which is necessary to bridge the electron tunneling gap between the 
electrode and P870. This may occur via direct electron transfer (DET) in which the 
mediator is immobilized on the electrode78,79, or mediated electron transfer (MET) in 
which the mediator is solubilized in solution80,81†.  Upon photoexcitation the RC P870 is 
oxidized to P870

+, which oxidizes cyt c2+ to cyt c3+. The electron acceptor and product of 
RC photochemistry (QH2) diffuses to the anode where it delivers an electron to the 
anode at a higher potential than the half-reaction at the cathode. This creates the 
driving force for electron flow from anode to biophotocathode and may be used to 
power a load in an external circuit. Once the electron reaches biophotocathode it 
reduces cyt c3+ back to cyt c2+, completing the circuit.  

The RC may be substituted by PS I in a biophotocathode configuration to achieve a 
larger OCV since the intraprotein acceptor (FB/FB-) has a redox midpoint potential 
approximately (-) 400 mV vs. the QB site (Table 1).  Unfortunately, the PS I acceptor-
site and the commonly used mediators‡ often react with oxygen to form singlet oxygen, 
which ultimately react with and damage the photosynthetic proteins themselves82–84. 
Hence, finding alternative redox mediators such as the electrochemically irreversible 
quinones may be beneficial for electron transfer of high energy electrons from cathode 
to anode in PS I-based BPVs, as well as elimination of oxygen from biophotovoltaic 
cells altogether. 
 

                                                                        
* or even both one instance109 
† DET is advantageous in that it averts diffusion limitations encountered in MET. 
‡ e.g. Methyl Viologen (MV) 
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Figure 10.  Biophotovoltaic device architectures. A) An RC-based biophotocathode, in which 
the RC donor side P870 is interfaced with the electrode (RC in purple). The electron transfer 
mediator cytochrome c is indicated by the red circle, the electron acceptor redox couple 
Q/QH2 and its diffusion to the anode is indicated in light blue. The open circuit voltage (OCV) 
is depicted in grey. B) PS I and titanium dioxide (TiO2) based biophotoanode. PS I in green, 
the TiO2 in light blue, and the redox mediator couple M/M+ and its diffusion (DM) in light blue.

 PS I Biophotoanode-based BPV 
A biophotovoltaic incorporating a PS I-based biophotoanode is depicted in Figure 10b. 
In contrast to the biophotocathode, here the high potential acceptor side of the PS I is 
electrically contacted with the electrode made of titanium dioxide (TiO2). PS I 
photoexcitation results in intraprotein charge separation (P700

+/Fe-SB
-), which transfers 

an electron to the LUMO of titanium dioxide (TiO2). The electron travels through an 
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external circuit to the cathode where it reduces a redox mediator (M/M+), which then 
diffuses to and reduces P700+, priming the PS I for another turnover.  
 This type of cell has been constructed and shown to produce 362 µA cm-2 
photocurrent density, an open circuit voltage of 0.5 V and a power conversion efficiency 
(η) of 0.08% 85. However, the use of a semiconductor material (which itself is a 
photocathode) undermines exploitation of readily available and abundant 
photosynthetic complexes. Substitution of PS I for bacterial RCs in such a system is 
challenging, since the RC QB site is lower in energy than the LUMO TiO2 making 
electron transfer a thermodynamically uphill battle. Nevertheless, RCs on TiO2 have 
been shown to produce currents around 25 µA cm-2 utilizing the Q/QH2 couple, while 
another group has proposed electron injection from the long-lived special pair triplet 
state to achieve a photocurrent of 45 µA cm-2 86. 

1.3.3.2 Open Circuit Voltage 
The open circuit voltage (VOC) is defined by the difference between the midpoint 
potentials of the species at the anode and cathode and their respective overpotentials 
(Figure 10, difference between grey dotted lines). The overpotential is the difference 
between the thermodynamically determined midpoint potential and the potential at 
which is experimentally observed5. The overpotential is indicated in Figure 10a with 
small potential drops from cathode to cyt c and QH2 to anode. For example, based on 
the midpoint potentials of cyt c and ubiquinone (Table 1) a theoretical potential of ~0.2 
V between cyt c and ubiquinone is possible87. Unfortunately, this has not been 
experimentally observed due to the sufficiently large overpotential in the electron 
transfer steps from electrode to the redox mediators necessary to drive current flow 
(data not shown). Another example of a large ‘’overpotential’’ evident in Figure 10a is 
that between cyt c and P870, corresponding to a potential drop of 200 mV, further 
reducing the calculated UE of the cytc-RC-UQ0 system down to 6.35 % (Table 1). This 
has stimulated novel strategies for wiring RCs to electrodes to avoid such potential 
losses, as has been shown in the work of Plumeré et al. 82.  

 Half-cells 

An important distinction should be made between two-electrode biophotovoltaic cells 
(BPV) and three-electrode biophotoelectrochemical cell (BPEC) configurations. A 
BPV consists of a cathode and anode, and generates power (����� � �������	  
	voltage ). Conversely, a BPEC, which consists of the half-cell of interest and a 
reference and counter electrode, generates a photocurrent with the assistance of an 
applied voltage, supplied by a potentiostat (Figure 11). This distinction is important 
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for comparing the photocurrent values in Figure 12, which contain both two-electrode 
and three-electrode configurations (two-electrode configurations are half black). 
Ultimately, it may be the case that the CE is limiting the voltage or current in a BPV 
thereby making it difficult to compare to those in a BPEC. On the other hand, diffusion 
limited photocurrents may be unencumbered by charge carrier regeneration at the 
counter electrode. Regardless, half-cell characterization and optimization go hand in 
hand with BPV development.  
 

 
Figure 11. Half-cell biophotoelectrochemical cell configuration based on an RC-
biophotocathode. The reference electrode (RE) midpoint potential indicated is +197 mV vs 
SHE. Conservation of charge through the cell is upheld by the counter electrode, which extracts
electrons from species in solution (X/X+) at whatever potential it deems necessary. This may 
not necessarily come from QH2, but also water. This schematic also depicts the RC-based 
biosensor, since herbicides may competitively bind the QB site (cyan +) and block electron 
transfer.   
  
 A 3-electrode has more utility than a 2-electrode configuration in discerning the 
mechanisms and bottlenecks for optimizing current generation, as it opens up the door 
for application of electrochemical techniques such as cyclic voltammetry and protein 
film voltammetry88. Nevertheless, appropriate design of a CE with sufficient current 
density to match that of the WE and minimal potential drop is necessary for efficient 
power conversion in a two electrode device.  
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 Biosensors 

A photosynthetic complex based biosensor exploits the photocurrent generating 
capacity and analyte selectivity of biophotoelectrodes to quantify the concentration of 
a moiety in solution. This typically consists of a redox inactive herbicide that blocks the 
turnover of the RC by competitively binding to the QB acceptor cite, thereby inhibiting 
photocurrent. This method offers an alternative to expensive fluorescence based or 
time-consuming algal growth inhibition methods for herbicide detection89, as the 
photocurrent can be exploited using existing technologies in the glucose biosensor to 
quantify impurities on-site. The modularity of the QB binding site holds further promise 
for expanding analyte sensitivity and selectivity90. Because biosensors only rely on 
photocurrents for indirect measurement of analyte concentration, power conversion is 
of little concern for this system and a low potential RC product (QH2) is favorable for 
avoiding recombination with the working electrode91. This concept is further explored 
in chapter 5. 

1.4 Progress & strategies for biophotovoltaics 

The idea of strapping photosynthetic proteins to electrodes began in 1980 when Janzen 
and Siebert adsorbed bacterial reaction centers (RCs) on tin oxide electrodes92. Since 
then, a variety of methodologies have been used to immobilize photosynthetic 
complexes on electrodes resulting in a significantly improved biophotovoltaic 
performance, with densities in the microampere per cm-2 range becoming the norm, 
and a few records breaking the milliampere *  regime. Key developments in 
biophotovoltaic progress utilizing all types of RCs are depicted in Figure 12. While this 
compilation is by no means comprehensive, it is representative of the key developments 
in the field and provides a straightforward means for comparison. Progress is measured 
in photocurrents densities (Jphoto) rather than power conversion efficiencies, as most of 
the reported values are from half-cell configurations with an applied bias potential. The 
various methodologies used to immobilize RCs on electrodes have been recently 
reviewed for BRCs 71,PS I 93, PS II in 94, and collectively for all RCs types 72,95.  A recent 
book chapter by Plumeré and Nowaczyk provides an excellent guideline for 
Biophotoelectrochemistry and is indispensable for navigating the following text 91.  
 
 
 
 

                                                                        
* Current c-Si solar cells operate at ~40 mA cm-2 
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Jennings & Cliffel et al. 81,96 
Das & Baldo et al. 75 
Dewa & Nango et al. 97–99 
Gordiichuk & Herrmann et al. 100 
Ravi & Tan et al. 101 
Jones & Frese et al. 77,80,102,103 
Mershin et al. 85 
Ocakoglu & Kargul et al. 104 
Reisner et al. 105–107 
Schuhmann & Plumere et. 107–109 
Shah & Biswas et al. 110 
Lisdat et al. 83,111,112 
Trammell Lebedev et al. 78,113 
Yaghoubi et al. 114 
Zhao et al. 115,116 

Figure 12. Selected progress in biophotovoltaics. Achievements by various laboratories are 
indicated by maximum photocurrents on a log scale and time of report. PS I-based electrodes 
are indicated by circles outlined in black, BRC based electrodes in squares, PS II is indicated by 
a star, and two-electrode power generating configurations are filled half-black. Ref 107 is a result 
of collaboration between the two groups indicated utilizing PS II and conductive hydrogels. 

1.4.1.1 Adsorption 
Perhaps the most common and simple method used to construct biophotoelectrodes 
is by immersing the electrode in a solution containing the solubilized RCs * . This 
method relies on electrostatic attraction, hydrophobic interactions117,118, or covalent 
bonds74 for protein-electrode adsorption. All work in this thesis has relied on dip-
coating resulting in non-covalent protein adsorption and has resulted in amply dense 
mono- or multi-layers of photosynthetic complexes. Modulation of the substrate 
composition, architecture, or surface chemistry is typically employed to facilitate 
protein-electrode adsorption, as it is more accessible than modulating the complex 
protein surface itself (Figure 13c). Exceptions of engineering photosystems for binding 
electrodes including PS I engineered for binding metal oxide119, ZnO binding 
polypeptide for PS I85, and addition of a his-tag on both RCs and PS II for binding Ni-
NTA functionalized electrodes75,120,121. Nevertheless, the various modifications for 
binding PCs are depicted in Figure 13 and discussed below. 

                                                                        
* Often known as dip-coating, or drop-casting when the solvent is allowed to evaporate. 
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Figure 13. Biophotoelectrode configurations based on RC-LH1. a) The RC-LH1 is depicted 
in purple (donor side) and cyan (acceptor side). b) Bare metal in the absence of mediators c) 
Oriented RC-LH1 on functionalized metal d) mediated electron transfer using cyt c. e) Layer-
by-layer deposition of alternating charged films. f) Multilayer deposition via drying or vacuum 
assisted solvent evaporation. g) nanostructured/mesoporous electrode configurations. h) 
Mediated electron transfer using redox polymer hydrogel i) combination of g) & h).  

1.4.1.2 SAM functionalized substrates 
Borrowing from the field of bioelectrochemistry, a common method for interfacing 
redox-active proteins with metal electrodes is surface functionalization with a self-
assembled monolayer (SAM) (Figure 13c). A SAM typically consists of an alkanethiol* 
for gold120 or silver122 electrodes, or a silane for indium tin oxide (ITO)97. SAMs play a 
number roles which includes preserving native protein conformation, or facilitating 
heterogeneous electron (HET) transfer by orienting the protein on the electrode 
surface123–125. Careful selection of the SAM terminal functional group, e.g. positively 
charged amines or negatively charge carboxylates, may be used to facilitate electrostatic 

                                                                        
* The alkane chain acts as a spacer, the thiol is the anchor which covalently binds to gold and silver,  and 
a terminal functional group may be added as necessary 
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adsorption and control the orientation of asymmetrically charged proteins, as has been 
shown previously for cyt c and PS I 104,105,115,126. The SAM also suppresses unwanted 
electrochemical signals such as charging current due to adsorption of passivating 
impurities, faradaic currents from silver or gold oxidation and reduction, or oxygen 
reduction124,127. However, careful selection of the alkyl chain length must be considered, 
as this also introduces a tunneling barrier which may ultimately slow down HET.  
 The first direct electron transfer of a biological molecule (cyt c) was achieved using 
4,4’-bipyridyl functionalized gold electrodes, which facilitated electrostatic and 
oriented absorption128. Surface functionalization with SAMs has now become a gold 
standard for probing biological redox proteins (Figure 13c). For example, one of the 
earliest PS I-biophotoelectrodes was aimed at electrochemically ‘interrogating’ the 
electron donor and acceptor sites of PS I on a functionalized gold substrate127.  This is 
contrast to other indirect methods such as redox titrations, where PS I is solubilized in 
solution and electron transfer is mediated, leading to variable standard potentials that 
are dependent upon solution conditions such as type of detergent or concentration 
thereof127. Using gold functionalized with hydroxyl-terminated hexanethiol*, they were 
not only successful in measuring a clear faradaic peak from P700 and Fe-SB with cyclic 
voltammetry, they also measured photo-induced currents using a common PS I 
electron acceptor, methyl viologen (MV). Unfortunately, the lack an electron donor 
from electrode to P700 restricted the photocurrent densities (Jphoto) to a few nanomperes 
per cm2, due to the long tunneling distance and thus slow HET from the electrode 
directly to the P700

127.  
 Numerous groups have constructed similar metal-SAM electrodes utilizing 
bacterial RCs rather than PS I, including Zhao et al. 115,129, Kondo et al. 98, and Trammell 
et al.113, with low Jphoto in the tens of nanoamperes due to slow HET.  This is not only 
due to the additional tunneling barrier imposed by the SAM spacer (e.g. ~1 nm for an 
6-carbon SAM) 98, but also the embedded nature of the redox-sites within the protein 
matrix of the RC, adding an addition tunneling distance of approximately 0.7 nm for 
the donor side and 2.4 nm from the ubiquinone acceptor side (Figure 14a)78 (SI).  

1.4.1.3 Wiring RC with electron relays & altering SAM composition 
One solution for overcoming such long tunneling distance from electrode to the 
embedded redox-active sites of the photosynthetic complexes are via electron relays 
(Figure 13d). This was pioneered in an RC-based biophotocathode by Lebedev et al. 
78 via the addition of the natural RC electron donor, cytochrome c (cyt c) on a 

                                                                        
* Au| C6-OH 
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functionalized gold electrode * . The cyt c was proposed to intercalate between the 
electrode and the RC, providing a means through which electrons could be passed 
along to the RC, and lead to a 40-fold increases in Jphoto up to 160 nA cm-2. 
 Yaghoubi et al.114 obtained further improvements of this cyt c-RC composition to 
obtain ~500 of nA cm-2 by substituting the Ni-NTA terminated SAM for a shorter 
hydroxyl-terminated SAM. This configuration also benefited from larger RC loading 
encountered on the hydroxyl-terminated SAM (4 pmol cm-2 vs 6 pmol cm-2). 

1.4.1.4 Back to bare metal 
Removing the SAM tunneling barrier entirely, Den Hollander et al.102 immobilized cyt 
c and RCs on bare gold to obtain Jphoto of ~ 11 µA cm-2 (under 870 nm light of 100 mW 
cm-2). This configuration also benefitted from the additionally truncated acceptor 
Ubiquinone-0 rather than Ubiquinone-2 used in the aforementioned studies of 
Yaghoubi et al.114 and Lebedev et al.78. The removal of the remaining two isoprenyl tails 
conferred additional solubility of the molecule necessary to obtain a concentration that 
would satisfy the electron acceptor demand of the biophotocathode.  
 Unfortunately, protein-film voltammetry (cyclic voltammetry of the adsorbed cyt c 
layer) did not reveal direct ET on the bare substrate. Cyt c electron transfer with bare 
silver was confirmed by Friebe et al.77 utilizing protein-film photoelectrochemistry94  to 
show the half-wave potential of the photocatalytic wave coincided with the midpoint 
potential of native cyt c. Both protein-film voltammetry and protein-film 
photoelectrochemistry have become standard characterizations techniques important 
for elucidating the mechanism, electron transfer rate constants, as well as the potential 
of electron transfer in these types of cells91. Earlier works by Cionabu et al. 130 also 
showed improved photocurrents from PS I on bare vs. five types of functionalized gold 
substrates.  

1.4.1.5 Nickel-NTA orientated protein immobilization  
Another strategy to orient and densely pack RCs exploits the high affinity of 
polyhistidines to bind Ni-NTA functionalized electrodes. However, photocurrent 
densities on these substrates typically reside in the nanoampere range 78,99,120, with two 
exceptions in the microampere range 75,131. For a direct comparison, see the 10-fold 
larger photocurrent response of PS II randomly oriented within a redox polymer on 
gold relative to His-tag immobilization on Ni-NTA functionalized gold 108. While 
controlling orientation using this method has indeed shown to yield larger 

                                                                        
* Au|C7 |Ni-NTA|cyt c|RC 
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photocurrents in one PC orientation vs the other, the cons of the additional tunneling 
barrier and loading limitations (supporting a maximum of one monolayer) may 
ultimately limit performance. 

1.4.1.6 Langmuir Blodgett film  
Further improvements in photocurrent can be obtained by increasing PC packing 
density and controlling PC orientation, which enables favorable electron transfer from 
an electrode to either the acceptor or donor side of the PC. One such technique, the 
Langmuir-Blodgett film deposition method, exploits the innate amphiphilic nature of 
the RCs to orient the complexes donor-side-up on an air-water interface. Deposition of 
an oriented and densely packed RC film on an electrode is described in Kamran et al. 
2014 80 and resulted in a Jphoto

 of 45 µA cm-2. This represented a milestone for 
monolayer-based systems, as the internal quantum efficiency (IQE, electrons per 
absorbed photon) approached 32%, meaning one in every three RC excitations 
resulted in an electron transfer from the electrode. However, the external quantum 
efficiency (EQE, electrons per incident photon) was very low, at 0.28%, prompting the 
departure from flat surfaces to larger surface area structures discussed below.  
 Similar PS I LB-films constructed by Yan et al.132 unfortunately did not achieve such 
a large degree of orientation control (calculated to be 57 ± 6 % oriented), and had 
correspondingly small photocurrents in the nanoampere regime. This was likely due to 
the less amphiphilic nature of the protein surface relative to the RC-LH1-tetraheme 
cytochrome used in Kamran et al.80, making it difficult to orient the complexes at the 
air-water interface.  

1.4.1.7 Surface area increase 
Arriving at relatively optimized monolayer system efficiencies in the case of the LB-film 
stimulates the logical transition to large surface area electrodes, which increases the 
available area for photosynthetic complex loading (ΓPC pmol cm-2), leading to more 
light capture (higher EQE) and photocurrents (Figure 13g). We demonstrated this by 
immobilizing RC-LH1 on flat and mesoporous silver electrodes, resuling in a loading 
increase from 2.5 pmol cm-2  to 12 pmol cm-2. This corresponded to an increased 
biophotoelectrode EQE from 0.02% to 0.13% and resulted in a Jphoto of 160 µA cm-2 
(chapter 4). Using a similar strategy, Kato et al.105 immobilized PS II on mesoporous 
ITO resulting in a loading 26-fold higher than an ideal monolayer, totaling 19 pmol cm-

2 and Jphoto up to 22 µA cm-2. Subsequent work focused on further increasing the effective 
surface area of the mesoporous ITO, utilizing macroporous polystyrene spacers (0.75 
µm) to obtain hierarchical inverse opal mesoporous ITO electrodes, which increased 
the PS II loading up to 1020 pmol cm-2  and resulted in a Jphoto

 of ~1300 µA cm-2, the 
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highest value to date for a PS II based system106. Mesoporous ITO has also been used 
in conjunction with a cyt c-PS I based system, resulting in Jphoto ~ 150 µA cm-2 83. Despite 
the large gains, the best EQEs have only approached 17% 106, suggesting there is still 
room for improvement. 

1.4.1.8 Multilayer assembly 
One strategy to further increase the loading of PCs on electrodes includes the 
immobilization of multiple layers (Figure 13e & f). Stieger et al.111 used alternating 
deposition of positively charged PS I-cyt c complexes with the negatively charged DNA 

to obtain 25 µA cm-2. Alternated deposition of negatively charged RCs with a positively 
charged polymer (poly(diallydeimethylammoniumchloride)  (PDDA) resulted in 
similar high loading of ~24 monolayers of RC, albeit with low photocurrents around 77 
nA cm-2 129. Ravi et al. 101 employed solubilized RC-LH1 in a tandem biophotoelectrode, 
leading to Jpeak  ~60 µA cm-2 which stabilized at ~9 µA cm-2. Ciesielksi et al.130,133 used 
vacuum-assisted solvent evaporation adsorb a thick multilayer films of PS I on gold, 
resulting in peak photocurrent densities (Jpeak) ~8 µA cm-2, but stabilized Jstable ~2 µA cm-

2. Perhaps a more exotic method for protein deposition includes electrospraying RCs 
using high electric fields has also been shown to result in peak photocurrent densities 
(Jpeak) of 7 µA cm-2 69. However, stable photocurrent densities (Jstable) were 
comparatively low, ~ 0.35 µA cm-2, as large diffusion limitations were imposed by the 
physisorbed RC multilayers to the movement of the soluble electron donor.   While 
these strategies are attractive for increasing the total loading of RCs, the increasing EQE 
is typically accompanied by decreasing IQE, as electron transfer to increasingly distal 
redox active sites is hampered.  

1.4.1.9 Redox polymer hydrogels 
One strategy to immobilize multilayers of PCs on electrodes includes encapsulation in 
a polymer hydrogel (Figure 13h). An earlier study immobilized RCs in an Al2O3 sol-gel* 
resulted in photocurrent densities of approximately 5 µA cm-2 116. However, 
photocurrents were relatively small for such a large quantity of RCs†, limited by mass 
transport of the soluble electron donor (sodium dithionite) through the gel, and high 
rate of charge recombination 116. These limitations in multilayer systems may be 
resolved with addition of redox centers, akin to the cytochrome electron relays in our 
monolayer configuration, to enable fast electron transfer through the polymer.  

                                                                        
*an adsorbent used in liquid chromatography 
†From their reported film OD of 0.05 we estimated ΓRC = 122 pmol cm-2, or ~ 33 ideal monolayers of RCs 
based upon the calculation in 1.2 RC only monolayer absorption cross section calculation.  
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Badura et al.108 were one for the first to implement this strategy with photosynthetic 
complexes, by mixing PS II in an osmium-redox hydrogel* and obtaining a Jphoto of 45 
µA cm-2. Kothe et al. 82 embedded PS I in the same osmium-redox polymer and by 
exploiting pH-dependent properties of the poly(vinyl)imidazole backbone, optimized 
electron transfer rates through the gel and achieved a Jphoto of 322 µA cm-2. Most 
significantly, the turnover of the PS I was estimated to be larger than PS I turnover in 
vivo, at 335 e- s-1 vs. 47 e- s-1 in vivo, the highest reported turnover frequency for PS I in a 
biophotoelectrode to date. Quenching the fast turnover rate of photosynthetic 
complexes while simultaneously loading multiple layers overcomes two of the long-
standing bottlenecks in biophotovoltaic performance. However, capture of the high 
reducing power of PS I without loss to oxygen or other charge recombination 
mechanisms remains a challenge. 

1.4.1.10 Best of both worlds—Hydrogels + Large surface area electrodes 
Combining the high loading capacity of ultra-high surface area electrodes and fast 
electron transfer of redox polymers tackles the problem of obtaining high EQE and IQE 
simultaneously (Figure 13i). This has been investigated with PS II embedded in a redox 
polymer on a mesoporous inverse-opal ITO electrode to obtain photocurrents via DET 
on the order of 410 µA cm-2 107. The additional surface area enabled 50-fold increase in 
the polymer loading relative to a flat control, and showed a high faradaic efficiency 
(IQE) of 85 ± 9%, the highest to date. While this is lower than the previously reported 
value of 1300 µA cm-2 via MET106, DET was only 20 µA cm-2

 in this latter configuration. 
The combination of ultrastructured electrodes and redox polymers has yet to be shown 
with PS I and bacterial RC based systems, and represents the current benchmark of 
biophotoelectrode performance.  

1.4.1.11 Solid state electrodes 
The diffusion limited mass transport of the mediator bridging the gap between the 
cathode and anode may become the ultimate bottleneck in biophotovoltaics. Using the 
design principles of organic photovoltaics, Das et al. circumvented diffusional 
limitations via a solid state configuration (Au|Ni-NTA|RC|C60|bathocruproine|Ag)† 
to obtain Jphoto of ~120 µA cm-2 75 and a VOC of 0.025 V. Gordiichuk et al. 100 explored this 
solid state configuration further with an ITO|TiO2|PS I|PTAA|MoO3/Al 
configuration ‡  whereby PS I was embedded in a PTAA conductive polymer. This 

                                                                        
* Osmium(byp)2Cl modified poly(vinyl)imidazol 
† C60=fullerene electron acceptor, bathocuproine/Ag= top electrode 
‡ PTAA=polytriarylamine polymer, a hole transport layer, MoO3/Al= a common top electrode in OPVs 
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yielded a low JSC  0.3 µA cm-2 but an unprecedented  of 0.76 V thanks to suitable band 
alignment of selected materials.  

1.4.1.12 Semiconductor substrate based BPVs 
Photoactive semiconductor substrates such as titanium dioxide (TiO2), zinc oxide 
(ZnO), or hematite (Fe2O3) are often used as a substrate upon which the PCs are 
immobilized. Kargul et al. 104 immobilized PS I multilayers on hematite, obtaining Jphoto 
of ~50 µA cm-2 and a VOC of 0.321 V. Mershin et al. 85 immobilized PS I on TiO2 to 
obtain 362 µA cm-2

 and a VOC of 0.5 V, with a power conversion efficiency of ƞ = 0.08 %. 
Shah et al. 110 electro-sprayed PS I on a TiO2 substrate to obtain 4.15 mA cm-2, the 
highest photocurrent to date for any biophotoelectrode. However, this was obtained in 
a half-cell configuration under bias utilizing not only mediated but sacrificial electron 
donors. While these represent the highest performing biophotoelectrodes, these 
biohybrid-semiconductor based systems vastly underperform relative to the current 
dye-sensitized or perovskite solar cells upon which they are based, which reach 
photocurrent densities on the order of tens of mA cm-2 and VOC’s ~0.7 V, and ƞ  now 
approaching 20% (NREL).  

1.4.1.13 Strategies for improving OCV 
A particularly strong element of the conductive polymer is its redox tunability, enabling 
band alignment of the redox hydrogel to that of the PCs for higher VOC. This was shown 
in the work of Plumeré et al. [51,52*] in a tandem PS I/PS II electrode with hydrogels 
that were matched to the donor and acceptor sites of the PS I and PS II, respectively. 
This resulted in an increase in  the VOC  from 90 mV to 372 mV. As mentioned earlier, 
the cytochrome c used in our system imposes a 200 mV potential loss, and thus remains 
a point of strong interest for redox engineering or substitution entirely with such a 
mediator. 

1.4.1.14 Defining electron transfer mechanisms.  
In contrast with works only seeking improved photocurrent densities, the diagnostic 
tools of protein-film photoelectrochemistry or site-directed mutagenesis are becoming 
increasingly important for defining electron transfer pathways. This is key for 
developing strategies to overcome electron transfer bottlenecks and charge 
recombination pathways 91,135. This was demonstrated in the work of Zhang et al. 136*, 
whereby a PS II-fullerene matrix was shown to lead to undesirable short-circuits of the 
water-oxidation pathway and furthermore makes up the bulk of this thesis (chapter 2 
& 3).  
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1.4.1.15 Stability under illumination 
Perhaps one of the most underemphasized bottlenecks for biophotovoltaic 
applications is the low durability of pigment-proteins outside of their native 
environment. One of the first targets is the effect of oxygen on durability, as singlet 
oxygen formation is known to damage the pigment proteins. The ‘hydro’-gels retain a 
large percentage of water (80% w/v) which helps to preserve the natural protein 
conformation after film-drying. A peptide detergent has also been shown to stabilize 
RCs and PS I in a the work of Das et al.75 and Mershin et al.85, respectively. While PS II-
based systems have obtained some of the highest performing biophotoelectrodes in 
terms of photocurrents, the highest total turnover number per PS II over the lifetime of 
the cell only approach ~4000. Conversely, RC-LH1 based systems have exceeded 1 
million turnover numbers under constant 1-sun illumination on a bare metal electrode 
77*, attesting to their renowned robustness.  

1.4.1.16 What is the Ideal BPV? 
Due to the inherently small cross-section of a single photosynthetic complex coupled 
with limitations in electron tunneling distances, high surface area electrodes for high 
loading combined with fast and long-range electronic connectivity are essential for 
obtaining practical photocurrent densities. Coupling this with the highly retained 
potential energy of the RC via tunable redox materials is essential to obtain practical 
power conversion efficiencies. Circumventing the diffusion limited mass transport may 
be overcome with a solid state configuration, via a second tuned redox polymer or 
electron acceptor film as shown in Das et al. 75, all while preventing looming charge 
recombination 136. Perhaps the most underutilized methods for making 
biophotoelectrodes is the toolkit of protein engineering itself: to modulate the delicate 
photosynthetic protein into a robust biophotovoltaic protein by optimizing redox 
midpoint potentials , self-assembly 137, broadened spectral range 101 and more.  

1.5 Experimental Methods 

 Electrochemistry 

Electrochemistry is a field that connects electricity with chemistry by relating the 
transfer of charge at an electrode-solution interface with chemical changes. This 
chemical change often consists of an n-electron reduction or oxidation characterized by  
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the following equation: 

( � ��� 	⇋ 	* 

Where O and R correspond the oxidized and reduced forms, respectively. These 
changes are manifested in the measurable forms of current (i) - the flow of electrons in 
Coulombs per second, or potential (E), as a function of time. How the potential or 
current is manipulated during the experiment leads to a wealth of electrochemical 
techniques including linear sweep voltammetry, chronoamperometry, 
chronopotentiometry, and impedance spectroscopy which can be used to determine 
kinetic, thermodynamic and mechanistic information about the chemical changes 
occurring, to name a few.  Conversely, the current may be used to drive a chemical 
reaction in order to form a desired product, or the chemistry used to drive an electrical 
current flow for power generation. These are seen in some of the numerous application 
of electrochemistry which include batteries, fuels cells, dye-sensitized solar cells, 
electroplating, aluminum refinement, electrophoresis and sensors (e.g. the pH meter). 
For an authoritative text on electrochemistry, please see Bard et al.5. 

 Bioelectrochemistry 

Bioelectrochemistry is the study and application of biological electron transfer 
processes, which are the primary means with which cells capture, store and utilize 
energy. The electrochemical study of redox proteins or enzymes are useful in 
elucidating fundamental information about their function, while simultaneously 
exploring their capacity for applied technology. The most well-known example of an 
applied technology is that of a glucose biosensor, which exploits the glucose-oxidase 
enzyme to measure glucose concentrations. Interestingly, the very progression from 
mediated to relayed *  to direct electron transfer that has been observed in the 
development of glucose biosensors has been mirrored in the field of biophotovoltaics 
124.  

1.5.2.1 Current 
Current is defined as the flow of electric charge across a surface and has a SI unit of 
ampere (A), where 1 A = 1 Coulomb s-1.  The current measured in a typical 
potentiostatic experiment is composed of two values: the faradaic current and the 
capacitive current (also known as the non-faradaic current). The capacitive current 
stems from the rearrangement of ions in the double layer at the solution-electrode 

                                                                        
* Here relayed refers to the use of non-diffusible redox mediators such as cyt c and conductive polymer 
hydrogels 
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interface and results in the flow of charge into the working electrode5. This often 
undesirable signal may be removed by subtracting a baseline CV absent of the chemical 
redox species of interest.  
 The faradaic current is proportional to the rate of oxidation or reduction (mol s-1) 
of the chemical species of interest by the Faraday constant (96,485 C mol-1): 

+ � �, -.(/0-� � 	1�, -.*�-0-�  

Where (i) is the current (Amperes = Coulomb s-1), and n is the number of electrons per 
redox transformation. 

 Thermodynamics of redox reactions: The Nernst equation 

The equilibrium between the reduced and oxidized species as a function of the 
electrode potential (E) is expressed by the Nernst equation: 

� � �° � *3�, ln	
.(0
.*0 

where E° = the standard reduction potential, R = gas constant (8.314 J mol-1 K-1), 
T=temperature in K, F = Faraday constant (96485 C mol-1), and n is the number of 
charges per reduction. Since the pH inside biological cells is around 7, the formal 
reduction potential (E°´) is often used to describe the standard reduction potential at 
pH 7.0. The formal reduction potential ΔE˚ is related to change in free energy (ΔG˚) 
of the electron transfer process by ΔG˚= nFΔE˚.  

 Electron tunneling rates: Marcus theory 

The Marcus theory of electron transfer relates the thermodynamics and kinetics of 
electron transfer, describing the rate at which a reaction will occur as a function of i) the 
distance between redox sites (d) ii) the Gibbs free energy change for the electron 
transfer reaction (ΔG0) and iii) the reorganization energy (λ):  

567 �
28
9
:;���<=
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Where h is Planck’s constant, V0
2 is the maximum electronic coupling, β is the 

coefficient of decay with distance d, R is the gas constant and T is temperature in Kelvin, 
and k is Boltzmann’s constant138. β typically has a value of 1.4 Å-1, and reveals that ET 
decreases 10-fold every 1.66M  Å139. The equation further reveals what parameters may 
facilitate electron transfer which include minimizing the edge-to-edge distance 
between redox sites (d), decreasing λ by using a mediators with fast self-exchange rate, 
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and decreasing ΔG0 by careful selection of a mediators that matches the redox site. 
Optimized kET occurs when ΔO; � 1@  (Marcus theory activated regime), and is 
exemplified by the forward intraprotein-RC electron transfer step124. Thorough 
treatments of Marcus theory biological electron transfer are given in the following 
138,140,141. 

 The Electrochemical Cell 

Electrochemical measurement are typically performed in a three-electrode 
configuration (Figure 14). The redox chemistry of interest occurs at the working 
electrode (WE), which is standardized relative to a half-cell with a well-defined 
potential (the reference electrode, RE), and the current flux through cell is balanced by 
the counter electrode (CE)5. The RE is standardized relative to the internationally 
recognized standard hydrogen electrode (SHE), corresponding to the standard 
potential of H+ (aq) + 2 e- � H2 (g) at a platinum electrode at pH 0. However, due to 
the impractical nature of an SHE, a silver-silver chloride electrode (0.197 vs SHE) is 
utilized in this work.  
 

 
Figure 14. Experimental setup and workflow. Electrode preparation by immersing a working 
electrode in a solution of RC-LH1 and cyt c, interceded by rinsing steps. This electrode is then 
placed in a standard 3-electrode electrochemical cell containing a substrate (electron acceptor 
quinone in the case of an RC- biophotocathode). Our cell typically consisted of a platinum wire 
counter electrode and a Ag/AgCl RE. The potential of WE is controlled relative to the RE and 
the resultant signal recorded by the potentiostat (Metrohm, Autolab B.V.). The wiring, 
ammeter and voltmeter shown are an oversimplification.  

 Cyclic voltammetry 

Cyclic voltammetry is perhaps the most widely used technique in electrochemistry. It 
consists of a potential sweep applied in both forward and reverse directions, leading to 
oxidation and reduction of the chemical species of interest. This technique can reveal 
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thermodynamic and kinetic information about the reaction at the electrode, e.g. the 
standard reduction potential, the heterogeneous electron transfer (HET) rate 
constant, the quantity of surface immobilized redox species, diffusion coefficient of 
soluble redox species, etc.  
 

 
Figure 15. Protein-film voltammetry. A cyclic voltammogram depicting the oxidation 
(orange) and reduction (red) of the heme containing electron transfer protein cytochrome c 
(cyt c).  A cartoon depicting electron transfer to (reduction) and from (oxidation) cyt c to the 
electrode in orange and red arrows of both panels, respectively. 

 Protein-film voltammetry (non-catalytic) 

Performing a cyclic voltammetry on an immobilized protein film, typically on the order 
of pmol cm-2

, is dubbed protein-film voltammetry 142,143. A cyclic voltammogram (CV) 
of a film of cyt c on a functionalized metal electrode is shown in Figure 15. The 
cytochromes are oxidized during the anodic sweep (from negative to positive 
potentials), transferring an electron to the electrode which results in a positive current*. 
The cytochromes are reduced in the cathodic sweep (from positive to negative 
potentials), and a negative current response is recorded. The potentials of the peak 
anodic (Epa) and cathodic current (Epc) may be used to determine the standard 
reduction potential (E0) of the redox species of interest:  

�; � �P� �	�P�2  

This method may also reveal the loading of the adsorbed protein may be quantified 
from the area under the baseline-subtracted CV described in Chapter 2 (Materials and 
methods).  When performed under increasing scan rates, the potentials of the shift in 
the peak positions (Epa & Epc) may be used to determine the hetergenous electron 
transfer rate constant according to the Laviron method144, shown in Chapter 2 Figure 
S5.  

                                                                        
* The sign convention of the current is often reversed in American convention5. 
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 Protein-film photoelectrochemistry (catalytic) 

Protein-film photoelectrochemistry (PF-PEC) encompasses the techniques of cyclic 
voltammetry to measure photocatalytic voltammograms and 
photochronoamperometry to measure photocurrents, (Figure 16a & b). It expands 
upon protein-film voltammetry with the incorporation of photocatalytic enzymes, 
which catalyze the transfer of the electron to a substrate. 

 

Figure 16. Protein-film photoelectrochemistry (PF-PEC). a). A photocatalytic wave of an RC-
cyt c AgR electrode. Scan rate is 10 mV s-1, experiment is performend under forced convection 
with a rotating disc electrode (RDE) @ 500 RPM.  b) A photochronoamperometric (-100 mV 
vs. Ag/AgCl), revealing a photocurrent at 60s, composed of a peak transient (Jpeak), a stable 
photocurrent (Jstable), as well as an anodic spike corresponding to charge recombination of the 
product with the electrode. Photochronoamperometry under forced convection (500 RPM) is 
depicted with a dotted black line c) the proposed mechanism of electron transfer through the 
cyt c-RC system.  d) Combined catalytic wave and cyclic voltammetry. A peculiar measurement 
taken at a scan rate of 50 mV s-1, resolving both the cyt c CV as well as the RC-cyt c catalytic 
wave at various illumination  intensities listed (870 nm LED).  
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 In our system, this occurs when HET from electrode to the cyt c is coupled to ET to 
the reaction center (RC), which under illumination removes the electron from cyt c2+ 
and transfers it to ubiquinone (Figure 16c). This regenerates the cyt c3+ population 
thereby forming a stable current-flux at more negative potentials, rather than 
decreasing back to zero as in Figure 15a due to the consumption of cyt c3+. The 
sufficiently slow scan rate ensures that the faradaic current from the photocatalytic 
turnover of the enzyme of interest is the dominant signal, rather than the oxidation or 
reduction of adsorbed redox proteins. However, an interesting example where both the 
non-catalytic and catalytic voltammograms are simultaneously apparent is shown in 
Figure 16d.  
  Since the photocatalytic voltammogram can be described as a Nernstian wave, it 
can be used to identify the redox center that mediates ET between the electrode and 
the enzyme of interest142. The half-wave potential (Ehw) is determined by taking the first 
derivative of the photocatalytic voltammogram, which reveals a Gaussian peak whose 
center corresponds to the midpoint potential of the rate-limiting redox center in the 
system (See Chapter 2 Figure S3). The Ehw may also be used to define the open circuit 
voltage of the cell (VOC), as it allows one to determine the potential of the reaction at 
the half-cell of interest.  See chapter 2 Figure S3 and Chapter 4 Figure S5 for more on 
the derivation and detailed explanation of Ehw.  

 Photocurrents 

The photocurrent is both the primary investigative quantity and desired product of a 
BPV, and is also perhaps the one of the simplest values to obtain, interpret, and 
compare BPVs with (Figure 16b).  To measure a photocurrent, an optimal bias 
potential is selected from the photocatalytic voltammogram in order to prevent 
thermodynamic limitations towards electron flow, and photo-induced currents are 
simply measured as a function of time. These currents are normalized to the geometric 
surface area of the electrode to form the photocurrent density (Jphoto [µA cm-2]). The 
photocurrents are a function of many factors which include PC loading, turnover 
capacity of the PCs ,redox mediator ET exchange and HET rates, illumination 
magnitude and spectral profile, , concentration of electron acceptors and/or donors, 
diffusion limited mass transport of the analyte and the amount of charge 
recombination. These must all be considered and optimized simultaneously in order to 
achieve practical photocurrent densities.  
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 External Quantum Efficiency and Internal Quantum Efficiency 

The so-called action spectra shown in Magis et al. 2011 is defined as the photocurrent 
density as a function of excitation wavelength80,145. The external quantum efficiency 
(EQE = charge carriers/ incident photons) takes the action spectrum a step further, 
converting the current into total charge divided by the incident photon flux. Both are 
typically overlaid with the absorption spectrum to reveal information about the 
conformation of the pigment proteins on the electrode surface (see Chapter 4, Figure 
1). EQE is synonymous with incident photon-to-current efficiency (IPCE) used in 
solid state devices, and reveals how well the device converts incident light into 
electrons. EQE is calculated using the following equation: 

��� � 	QPR���
	S	TUV� 	 

where jphoto is the peak photocurrent density (C s-1 cm-2), q is the elementary charge of 
an electron (1.602 x 10-19 C) and φinc is the incident photon flux (Np cm-2 s-1) on the 
electrode surface (Np is the number of photons). EQE is generally useful in saying how 
efficient the overall device is at absorbing light.  
In contrast to EQE, Internal quantum efficiency (IQE= charge carriers/absorbed 
photons) is useful in that it reveals how efficiently the light that is absorbed is converted 
into a charge carrier. IQE is calculated using: 

W���PP �
	QPR���
	S	T�XY	 

where the total number of absorbed photons (φabs) corresponded to the following: 

T�XY � Z A1 1 3EF ∗ ϕUV�	E	
\;;;	V]
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where (1-Tλ) corresponds to the percentage absorption of the RC layer at wavelength 
λ, estimated from the PC loading (See chapter 2 for more detail). 

 Loading 

Photosynthetic pigment-protein loading (ΓPC) is defined as the number of RCs per 
defined area, typically in picomol per cm-2. This can be calculated using a variety of 
methods including pigment extraction, or simple UV-Vis transmission spectrum of the 
electrode pending the substrate is transparent enough77,80. This is described in detail in 
the materials and methods of Chapter 2.   
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 Turnover Frequency 

The so called turnover frequency (TOF), or apparent turnover rate of the reaction 
centers (kapp), are quite useful in comparing the activity of the native RC in the solution 
relative to its performance on an electrode.  For example, some groups have surpassed 
the native turnover rate of PS I vs. PS I on an electrode*82, while RC based electrodes 
have not even come close to achieving the maximum observed TOF in solution†77.  
TOF can be estimated using the photocurrent and the PPP loading using the equation 
below: 

5�PP �
QPR���
�	,	Γbc 

Where ГPC is the PC loading in mol cm-2, F is the Faraday constant (96485 C mol-1) and 
n is the number of electrons per cyt c turnover (one).  The apparent RC turnover rates 
assume that all RCs measured in the pigment-extraction are wired to the electrode and 
functional.  
  

                                                                        
* TOFPSI native = 43 e¯s-1  vs. TOFPSI electrode = 355 e¯s-1 
† TOFRC electrode = 150 e¯s-1  vs. TOF RC solution = 1000 e¯s-1 
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1.6 Scope and Outline of this thesis  

Each chapter explores a different aspect of a reaction center based biophotocathode 
depicted in Figure 17. The aim of this was not only to improve biophotoelectrode 
photocurrent density and onset potential, but also to build a foundation of techniques 
through which biophotoelectrode performance can be accurately compared and 
electron transfer pathways can be discerned.  

Chapter 2 utilizes protein-film photochronoamperometry to optimize and disclose the 
electron transfer pathway from electrode to reaction center via the electron donor, 
cytochrome c.  

In Chapter 3 we utilize site-directed mutagenesis to characterize the electron transfer 
pathway via the cyt c-RC to the electron acceptor, ubiquinone.  

Chapter 4 focuses on increasing the substrate surface area such that it may bind more 
RC-LH1, and additionally enhance pigment-protein light absorption by a plasmonic 
light-scattering substrate.  

Chapter 5 exploits the reaction center biophotocathode to detect and quantify 
potential electron acceptor pathway disrupting agents, which include commonly 
employed herbicides such as atrazine, a potential endocrine disruptor. 

Chapter 6 closes by looking back from the perspective of insights gained and touches 
on challenges for building biophotovoltaic devices.  
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Figure 17. Thesis Overview 
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Chapter 1 Appendix 

1.1 RC-LH1 monolayer absorption cross section calculation 

In order to calculate the absorbance of a monolayer of RC-LH1 nm we first estimated 
the extinction coefficient of the RC-LH1 complex at 875 nm, since reported values 
varied considerably ` Multiplying the reported extinction coefficient of BChl in LH1 
(ɛB87 5= 118 ± 5 mM-1 cm-1)146 by the number of BChl in the LH1 (28 BChls) gave a 
value of ɛLH1@875= 3304 ± 140 mM-1 cm-1. Adding the extinction coefficient of the RC at 
875 nm was done by taking the known RC extinction coefficient (ɛB802=288 ± 14 mM-1 
cm-1)147 divided by the ratio of absorption (ɛB802/ ɛRC@B870=2.22) determined from the 
absorption spectrum of purified RCs in 0.04% DDM reduced with NaAsc (Figure 6e), 
giving a value of ɛRC@875 = 130 ± 6 mM-1 cm-1. Adding ɛLH1@875 + ɛRC@875 gave a final value 
of ɛRC-LH1 @ 875= 3434 ± 140 mM-1 cm-1, or an absorption cross-section of σRC-LH1 @ 

875=(1.31 ± 0.052) x 10-14  cm-2.  
 The second method to determine ɛRC-LH1 @ 875 was based on the known extinction 
coefficient of Bchl a in acetone at 770nm (69.3 mM-1 cm-1)148. RC-LH1 pigments were 
extracted in acetone followed by centrifugation to remove denatured protein (Figure 
17). Using the Beer-Lambert Law, the BChl concentration was determined using the 
solution absorption maximum (0.49241) and the BChl extinction coefficient to be 
7.105 µM BChl. Correcting for the number of BChl per RC-LH1 (28 in the LH1 ring 
+ 4 in the RC = 32 BChl total)35, gave us a concentration of 0.225 µM RC-LH1. 
Plugging this value back into the Beer-Lambert Law using the absorption maxima 
(0.77349 a.u obtained from the solution RC-LH1 absorption spectrum) and solving 
for ɛRC-LH1 @ 875 = 3483 mM-1 cm-1, in close agreement with the value reported earlier. 
Next, we determined the theoretical surface packing density of RC-LH1. Taking the 
dimensions of RC-LH1-PufX monomer determined from the crystal structure (disc of 
~12.5 nm in diameter and 6 nm in height)35 we determined the optimal 2-Dimensional 
surface packing density of RC-LH1 to be 1.23 pmolRC-LH1 cm-2 assuming an optimal 
hexagonal packing density of circles per unit area of 0.9069:1. Assuming a cuvette with 
ℓ � 	0.006	cm  (the height of the RC-LH1 monolayer, 6 nm), the surface packing 
density (1.18 pmol cm-2) we can plug the following into the beer lambert law h � i�ℓ 

A � 3434	 ± 	140mm�n
o 	�m

 1.23	/10�p	mm�n
A�m� 	 	6	nmF  1o	

1000	�m_
 6	nm ≈ 0.004 ± 0.0002	 

Thus, a monolayer of RC-LH1 has an equivalent absorption of 0.004 ± 0.0002%, a 
transmission of 99.07 ± 0.04%, or a (1-T) % of 0.92% ± 0.04% per monolayer.  
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 When calculating the transmission of multiple layers it is important to add the 
absorbance and then calculated % T, (not by simply adding the (1-T) %), to account 
for the light absorbed by each previous layer. Furthermore, the transformation of an 
absorption spectrum to %T should be performed at low OD (<0.01 OD) to avoid 
errors in the transformation from linear to log scale, which only scale linearly at small 
values of absorbance (<0.01 OD).  

 
Figure A1. Absorption spectra of identical concentrations of RC-LH1 (black) in 0.04% DDM 
and RC-LH1 in acetone (red). Concentration of RC-LH1 in this figure was 0.225 µM as 
calculated using the extinction coefficient ɛRC-LH1=3434 ± 140 mM-1 cm-1 

1.2 RC only monolayer absorption cross section calculation 

The same calculation can easily be applied to an ideally packed monolayer of RCs. 
Assuming a top-down RC dimension of 6 x 6 nm  and an optimal hexagonal packing 
density of circles per unit area of 0.9069:1.; we determined an ΓRC = 5.33 pmolRC cm-2 
Assuming a cuvette with ℓ � 	0.006	cm (the height of the RC monolayer, 6 nm), the 
surface packing density (5.33 pmol cm-2) and εRC802 = 288 L mmol-1 cm-2 147 we plugged 
the following into the beer lambert law h � i�ℓ to determine the absorbance of an 
ideal monolayer 

A � 288	 ± 	140mm�n
o 	�m

 5.33	/10�p	mm�n
A�m� 	 	6	nmF  1o	

1000	�m_
 6	nm ≈ 0.00153	 

The photocurrent density of an ideal monolayer of RCs can also easily be calculated in 
the following, assuming excitation rate of 73 s-1 under 1-sun AM 1.5 illumination: 
 

tPR��� �
5.33	/	10�\�m�n

�m�� 	 	96485	vm�n  	73	*v	�/�+�x�+��yy � 	37.5	μh	�m�� 
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Table A1. Biophotovoltaic Progress 

Group & Year Protein & sp. Immobilization Substrate 
Jpeak      

µA cm-2 

Jstable   

µA cm-2 

RC TOF    

e- s-1 
Ref. 

Cliffel & Jennings et al.                

2010 PS I spinach Vacuum drying Au 8 2 - 133 

2015 PS I spinach Polymer-encapsulation TiO2|Polyaniline 72 - - 96 

Das & Baldo et al.                

2004 RC R. sph Affinity binding Au-NTA 120  - -  75 

Dewa & Nango et al.                

2007 RC-LH1 R. sph Dropcast APS-ITO 0.01 10 - 97 

2007 RC-LH1 palustris Dropcast Au-SAMs 0.005 0.004 - 98 

2012 RC-LH1  R. sph Affinity & Oriented Au-Ni-NTA 0.0045 - - 99 

Gordiichuk et al.                

2014 PS I T. elongatus Dropcast TiOx|PTAA |MoO3 0.309 0.309   100 

Ravi & Tan et al.                

2017 RC-LH1 R. sph  Dropcast FTO|PEDOT:SS 58 10 - 101 

Jones & Frese et al.                

2010 memb R. sph Dropcast Au -10 - - 145 

2011 RC-LH1  R. acid. Dropcast Au -25 - - 102 

2014 RC-LH1  R. acid. LB Film, oriented Au -45 27 - 80 

2016 RC-LH1  R. sph. Dropcast Ag -27 13 57 77 

2016 RC-LH1  R. sph. Dropcast Mesoporous Ag -166 80 142 77 

2016 RC R. sph Dropcast Mesop. Ag|-4-MP -16 7.5 11.8 135 

2017 RC R. sph Dropcast Mesop. Ag|MU/MUA -103 65 19.5 103 

Mershin et al.                

2012 PS I T. elongatus Affinity Binding mesoTiO2 & ZnO NW 362 362   85 

Ocakoglu & Kargul et al.                

2014 PS I C. merolae Affinity & encapuslation FTO|Fe2O3 56.9 56.9   104 

Reisner et al.                

2013 PS II T. elongatus Affinity Binding mesoITO-SAM 4.5 0.5 4.6 149 

2015 PS II T. elongatus solution (10% glycerol) IO-mesoITO 1300 1100 12.9 106 

Schuhmann Plumeré et al.                

2008 PS II T. elongatus Polymer-encapsulation Au 45 - - 108 

2014 PS I T. elongatus Polymer-encapsulation GC 322 250 335 82 

Reisner & Plumeré 2016 PS II T. elongatus Polymer-encapsulation IO-mesoITO 513 513 6.7 107 

Shah & Biswas et al.                

2014 PS I Synechocystis TiO2 electrosprayed 4150 4150 - 110 

Lisdat et al.               

2015 PS I T. elongatus Graphene  Dropcast 135 - - 111 

2016 PS I T. elongatus Au DNA-cytc matrix 25 25 - 112  

2016 PS I T. elongatus mesoITO Dropcast 150 50 35 83 

Trammell & Lebedev et al.              

2006 RC R. sph Affinity Binding Au-Ni-NTA 0.16 - - 78 

2007 RC R. sph Affinity Binding Au-SAM, C=3,6,10,15 0.16 0.16 - 113 

Yaghoubi et al.                

2012 RC R. sph Dropcast Au-6C-COOH 0.5 0.2 - 114 

2014 RC-LH1 R. sph Dropcast Au-6C-COOH 7.1 3.5 - 150 

2017 RC R. sph Dropcast ZnO nanowire 8 6.4 - 151 

Zhao et al.                

2002 RC R. sph Dropcast Au-2C-NH2/phenol 0.05 0.05 -  115 

2002 RC R. sph Al2O3 gel encapsulation GC | H20-Al2O3 gel 5 5 -  116 
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Table A1 continued. Biophotovoltaic Progress 

Donor Acceptor 
Bias Voltage 3-

electrode config. 

VOC 2-

electrode 

config. 

IQE EQE % 
ΓRC  

pmol cm-2 
Stability (τ1/2)  Excitation 

Illumination 

mW cm-2 

Cliffel & Jennings et al.              

DCIPH2 DCIP - 0.05 V - 0.001% - >280 daysa White light 95 

Ag Polyani|TiO2 - 0.3 V - 1% 15,000 >72 h AM 1.5 100 

Das & Baldo et al.              

Au C60, BCP, Ag - 0.025 V 12% - 3 - 808 nm 10,000 

Dewa & Nango et al.              

- MV  (-) 0.2 V vs Ag/AgCl - - - - - 880 nm - 

- MV  (-) 0.2 V vs Ag/AgCl - - - - - 880 nm - 

- MV  (-) 0.2 V vs Ag/AgCl - - - - - 880 nm - 

Gordiichuk et al.              

Ag TiOx - 0.309 V   0.34% 0.28 >1 week stored AM 1.5 100 

Ravi & Tan et al.              

TMPD UQ0 - 0.004 V 1.3% - - - AM 1.5 100 

Jones & Frese et al.              

cyt c UQ0 (-) 100 mV SCE - - - - - 885 nm 46 

cyt c UQ0 (-) 100 mV SCE  - - - - 10 h 750 nm 46 

cyt c UQ0 (-) 100 mV SCE - 32% 0.280% 1.3 - 885 nm 23 

cyt c UQ0 (-) 50 mV Ag/AgCl - 16% 0.022% 5 1 h White 100 

cyt c UQ0 (-) 50 mV Ag/AgCl - 39% 0.130% 12 8 h White 100 

cyt c UQ0 (-) 50 mV Ag/AgCl - 10% 0.010% 2.7 - 870 nm 46 

cyt c UQ0 (-) 50 mV Ag/AgCl - 13% 0.323% 53 - 870 nm 46 

Mershin et al.              

Co(II)/Co(III) TiO2, ZnO NW - 0.45 V - n=.08% ~50 - AM 1.5 100 

Ocakoglu & Kargul et al.              

3 I- Tri-iodide FTO|Fe2O3 - 0.321 V - n=.17% - Up to 90 days AM 1.5 100 

Reisner et al.              

H20 DCBQ 0.5 V vs SHE - 0.1% - - ~10 h 679 nm 10 

H20 DCBQ 0.5 V vs SHE 0.075 V 17% 5.4% 1020 10 min 679 nm 10 

Schuhmann Plumeré et al.              

H20 Os polymer 0.3 V vs Ag/AgCl - - - - 18 mins 675 nm 2.7 

Os polymer MV→O2 (-) 0.05 V Ag/AgCl - - - - 15 mins 600 nm 152 

H2O DCBQ 0.5 V vs SHE 0.085 V - 4.40% 144 10 min,TON=946 685 nm 10 

Shah & Biswas et al.              

FTO TMPD 0.2 V vs SHE - - - - - AM 1.5d 100 

Lisdat et al.              

π-system MV (-) 0.45 V vAg/AgCl - - - - - white 100 

cyt c MV (-) 0.1 V vs Ag/AgCl - 2.4% 4.1% 40 - white 20 

cyt c O2 (-) 0.1 V vs Ag/AgCl - 39% 0.11% - - white 20 

Trammell & Lebedev et al.              

Cyt c UQ2 (-) 0.2 vs Ag/AgCl - - - - - 800 nm 100 

Cyt c UQ2 (-) 212 vs SHE - - - 4 - 880 nm 100 

Yaghoubi et al.              

Cyt c UQ2 0.2 V vs SHE - - 0.0003 3 - White 80 

Ferrocene UQ2 0.2 V vs SHE - - 0.06% - - AM 1.0 80 

Ferrocene MV - 0.041 V - - - - AM 1.0 100 

Zhao et al.              

Dithionite Au - - - - - - >600 nm 10 

Dithionite GC (-) 0.05 V vs SCE - - -  122 - >600 nm 10 
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Table A2. Estimated Redox Midpoint Potentials (Em) 
Reaction center 
Rhodobacter sph. 

Em (mV vs. SHE) HOMO-LUMO 
energy gap (eV) 

Ultimate 
Efficiency (%) 

P870/P870
+ +450 mV 28 - - 

P870* -975 mV a 1.43 eV 45.4 % 

BA
-/BA -900 mV 28 1.35 eV 42.8 % 

HA
-/HA -815 mV 152 1.26 eV 40.3 % 

QA
-/QA -40mV 61  0.49 eV 15.6 % 

QB
-/QB -10 mV 153,154 0.46 eV 14.6 % 

Quinone Pool 
(Q⇋QH2) 

+50 mV  +  60*(7.0 - pH) mV153 0.4 eV 12.7 % 

cyt c 2+	⇋	cyt c 3+ +198 mV155, +213 mV 156, +211 mV 157,  
+215 mV 158, +270 mV159 

0.2 eV 6.4 % 

Photosystem I    

P700/P700
+ +450 mV 160 - - 

P700* -1320 mV 160 1.77 eV 36.2 % 

FB
- /FB -560 mV 161 0.92 eV 18.7 % 

Ferrodoxin -325 to -390 mV (cyanobacteria),  
-390 to -425 mV (plants & algae)162 

1.01 eV 17.1 % 

Photosystem II    

P680/P680
+ +1125 mV - - 

P680* -705 mV 163 1.83 eV 34.6 % 

QB
-/QB +40 mV 164 1.09 eV 20.6% 

Plastocyanin +355 mV  to +370 mV165 0.35 eV 17.2 % 

Silicon  1.11 eV 48.6 % 

(� ⇋ (�∙� -330 mV166   
a Estimated using Em P870/P870

+ -1.425 V (870 nm = 1.425 eV) 
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CHAPTER 2 
 
 
Cytochrome c Provides an Electron-Funneling Antenna for 

Efficient Photocurrent Generation in a Reaction Center 

Biophotocathode 
 
 
 
Abstract: The high quantum efficiency of photosynthetic reaction centers (RCs) make 
them attractive for bioelectronic and biophotovoltaic applications. However, much of 
the native reaction center efficiency is lost in communication between surface bound 
reaction centers and electrode materials. The state-of-the-art biophotoelectrodes 
utilizing cytochrome c (cyt c) as a biological wiring agent have at best approached 32% 
retained RC quantum efficiency. However, bottlenecks in cyt c -mediated electron 
transfer have not yet been fully elucidated.  In this work, protein film voltammetry in 
conjunction with photoelectrochemistry are used to show that cyt c acts as an electron-
funneling antennae that shuttles electrons from a functionalized rough silver electrode 
to surface-immobilized RCs (Figure 1). The arrangement of the two proteins on the 
electrode surface is characterized, revealing RCs attached directly to the electrode via 
hydrophobic interactions and six cyt c per RC electrostatically bound to the electrode. 
We show that the additional electrical interconnectivity within an electroactive 
monolayer of cyt c improves the high turnover demands of surface bound RCs, 
resulting in larger photocurrent onset potentials, positively shifted half-wave reduction 
potentials, and higher photocurrent densities reaching 100 µA cm-2. These findings are 
fundamental for the optimization of bioelectronics that utilize the ubiquitous cyt c 
redox proteins as biological wires to exploit electrode-bound enzymes.* 
  

                                                                        
 
This chapter is based on the following publication with the same title: 
Friebe, V. M., Millo, D., Swainsbury, D. J. K., Jones, M. R. & Frese, R. N. ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces 
acsami.7b03278 (2017). doi:10.1021/acsami.7b03278 
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2.1 Introduction 

Photosynthetic reaction centers (RCs) drive a photochemical charge separation that 
forms the energetic basis of most of the life on our planet.  They do so with a near-unity 
quantum yield, transforming almost every absorbed photon into a displaced high-
energy electron that drives biochemical processes within the organism. In the bacterial 
species Rhodobacter (Rba.) sphaeroides, the key photovoltaic machinery is located 
within a 6 nm diameter transmembrane protein that is essentially a tractable nanoscale 
solar battery that can be removed from the bacterial cell and interfaced with man-made 
electrode materials. This has been achieved using a variety of strategies on metal 
electrodes1–10 resulting in composite biohybrid photoelectrodes that support current 
densities up to ~400 µA cm-2. These half-cells form the platform for biophotovolatics 
(bPVs), which seek to exploit photosynthetic pigment proteins in order to develop 
alternative cheap and sustainable materials for solar energy conversion 11,12. In depth 
summaries of progress in this field of reaction center based biophotolectrodes, 
including parallel work using Photosystem I (PSI) and Photosystem II (PSII) RCs, 
have been published in recent years 13–18.  

A key aspect in the construction of biophotoelectrodes is the interface between the 
photovoltaic protein and the adjacent working electrode. Cytochrome c (cyt c) has 
been utilized as electron transfer (ET) elements between electrodes and surface bound 
enzymes such as cytochrome c peroxidase19,20, bacterial RCs 1,2,4,7 and PSI 21,22, and PSII 
RCs 23, supporting turnover rates approaching 71 s-1 and peak photocurrents of up to 
416 µA cm-2 1,21,22,24–26. In comparison, net photocurrents of 322 µA cm-2 have been 
obtained for PSI connected to planar glassy carbon electrodes with engineered redox 
hydrogel films, but at much larger RC turnover rates of up to 335 s-1 that surpass those 
measured in vivo 16. This suggests that there is untapped capacity for photocurrent 
output from biophotoelectrodes utilizing cyt c to aid ET to RCs.   

The benefits of horse heart cyt c-mediated ET to bacterial RCs have been 
characterized on functionalized gold electrodes, resulting in photocurrent densities of 
a few µA cm-2 and RC turnovers on the order of tens per second1,4. PSI RCs have also 
been interfaced with working electrodes using cyt c, either to form multilayer systems 
that produce photocurrent densities on the order of a few µA cm-2 on flat substrates, or 
up to 150 µA cm-2 on mesoporous substrates21,22. These reports suggested that slow 
heterogeneous ET from the electrode to the cyt c limits RC turnover and thus 
photocurrents. Furthermore, both works suggest that the natural binding affinity 
between cyt c and the RC donor side allows cyt c to effectively act as a docking site for 
the oriented attachment of the RC onto immobilized molecules of cyt c1,21. 
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Cytochromes are a class of heme-based proteins, some of which perform ET 
functions in both respiratory and photosynthetic electron transport chains27. Class I 
cytochromes of the type c (cyt c) are defined by a covalently bound porphyrin, which is 
partially exposed to the solution through a crevice, and have an amino acid sequence 
that is heavily preserved such that the structure, electrochemical formal potential and 
binding properties are strongly conserved.27,28 This allows the substitution of cyt c 
between species as divergent as photosynthetic bacteria and mammals with negligible 
effects on enzyme turnover capacity.21,27,29 In  purple photosynthetic bacteria this 
protein (termed cyt c2) is typically located in the periplasmic space, or loosely attached 
to the periplasmic side of the membrane28,30 and shuttles electrons from the ubiquinol-
cyt c2 oxidoreductase (cyt bc1 complex) to the RC.31 There, it reduces the photo-
oxidized primary electron donor bacteriochlorophyll pair (P+) produced by 
photochemical charge separation within the RC. This charge separation also produces 
a reduced, mobile ubiquinone species at the so-called QB site, which may be substituted 
by a water-soluble ubiquinone analogue to optimize photocurrents in an RC-based 
photocathode.32 

Cyt c has long been at the heart of bio-electrochemistry, beginning with studies of 
mediated ET using soluble mediators such as 4,4 bipyridyl to direct ET on 
functionalized electrodes.33–37 The introduction of self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) 
on bare metal electrodes has enabled diffusionless voltammetry for more accurate and 
physiologically relevant characterization of cyt c ET phenomena by promoting strong 
binding of the electroactive cytochrome.38,39 The use of mixed SAMs (mSAMs) with 
various alkyl chain lengths and terminal functional groups has further increased the 
possibility of fine-tuning the relevant parameters, such as the magnitude of the electric 
field at the SAM-cyt c interface and the degree of protonation of the SAM, which has a 
strong impact on the ET properties of the bound protein.40 This control may be 
advantageous in building bioelectrodes for designing faster ET or in improving protein 
binding.  

In previous work, we have employed bare metal electrodes to bind both cyt c and 
RCs in a manner that results in significant photocurrents on the order of hundreds of 
µA cm-2 2,25. However, cytochromes are known to bind to bare metals in a manner that 
hampers metal to cyt c ET, not only limiting subsequent ET to the RC, but also making 
it difficult to electrochemically characterize the surface-adsorbed proteins and optimize 
ET bottlenecks. In the present work, we resolve these issues by functionalizing the bare 
metal surface using a mSAM that promotes effective SAM-cyt c binding, resulting in 
distinct faradaic currents (Figure S1), fast ET at the SAM-cyt c interface, as well as 
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moderate RC loading21. This facilitated protein film voltammetry (PFV) of the 
electroactive cyt c that yielded key parameters such as the reversibility and rate of ET as 
well as the quantity of electroactive cytochrome. In conjunction with the recently 
coined technique ‘’protein film photoelectrochemistry’’ (PF-PEC)41, this has allowed 
us to simultaneously characterize the nature of cyt c-mediated ET and activity of the 
light dependent enzyme.  This is important for the design and full exploitation of a high 
turnover enzyme/electrode system that uses cyt c as a biological wire. We find that 
optimal photocurrents of ~100 µA cm-2 were obtained in low ionic strength buffers and 
high cyt c loading, resulting in a higher RC turnover. Furthermore, we deduced that cyt 
c mobility plays a crucial role in mediating ET between cyt c and the RC.  

 
Figure 1. Biophotocathode schematic. a) Proposed arrangement of RC and cyt c on the 
electrode surface. Heterogeneous electron transfer from the WE to the cyt c (green arrow), cyt 
c - cyt c electron self-exchange (yellow arrow), and cyt c -RC electron transfer (blue arrow). b) 
Electron transfer mechanism and energetics in the AgR|mSAM|cyt c|RC working electrode. c) 
Photocurrent density response upon illumination beginning at 50 seconds and ending at 170 s
at -50 mV vs. Ag/AgCl. 
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2.2 Results 

Construction of a AgR|mSAM|cyt c|RC biophotocathode. An electrochemically 
roughened silver electrode25,36 was chemically modified with a mSAM consisting of 11-
mercaptoundecanol (MU) and 11-mercaptoundecanoic acid (MUA) in a ratio of 3:1 
(see Methods). Purified Rba. sphaeroides RCs were subsequently drop-cast on the 
electrode, followed by cyt c to provide an electrical contact between the AgR and the 
RC primary electron donor bacteriochlorophylls P870 (Figure 1). This coated 
electrode (termed AgR|mSAM|cyt c|RC) was thoroughly rinsed in buffer solution to 
remove loosely bound complexes and placed in a three-electrode photoelectrochemical 
cell with 5 mM ubiquinone (UQ0) as an electron acceptor 25. Upon photoexcitation 
with a 46 mW cm-2 870 nm LED, charge separation in the RC resulted in photo-
oxidation of the primary electron donor (P+) which was reduced by transfer of an 
electron from a bound cyt c 32. Reduction of cyt c by the electrode resulted in a peak 
cathodic photocurrent of ~100 µA cm-2 (Figure 1c), which translates to an apparent RC 
turnover rate of 19 ± 5 e- s-1 (Table 1) or one electron every 53 ms.  
 
Table 1. Performance of AgR|mSAM|cyt c|RC electrodes 
jphoto 103 ± 24 µA cm-2 
ΓRC 53 ± 12 pmol cm-2 
Γcyt c 298 ± 11 pmol cm-2 
kapp RC 19 ± 5 e- s-1 RC-1 
EQEapp 0.31 ± 0.1 % 
IQEapp

† 13 ± 2 % 
† Assumes a contribution from reflection but not scattering 

 
Characterization of cyt c-electrode binding. To characterize its binding affinity and 
loading, cyt c was titrated onto electrodes, and cyclic voltammograms (CVs) were 
recorded in a cyt c-free working buffer. A typical dataset is shown in Figure 2a. The 
electroactive surface-bound cyt c loading (Γcyt c) was measured from the area under the 
baseline-subtracted CV using equation (1) 35: 

[����	� =
��	
	��	�	��	�	
�

����
]  (1) 

where F is the Faraday constant (96485 C mol-1), v is the scan rate in V s-1, A is the 
electrode area in cm2, and n=1.  

As shown in Figure 2b the value of Γcyt c increased with the concentration of adsorbed 
cyt c until saturation at 30 µM cyt c, at which point Γcyt c reached a maximum of 
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approximately 300 pmol cm-2 (Figure 2b). When RCs were preloaded on the electrode, 
a maximum cyt c loading of 280 pmol cm-2 was observed (Figure 2b). To characterize 
the nature of the cyt c adsorption, the ionic strength of the working buffer was increased. 
It was found that cyt c was completely desorbed above 150 mM KCl (Figure 2c), 
indicating that the cyt c-mSAM interaction is electrostatic in nature. This was in 
agreement with previous results on a mixed MUA SAM42.  

The experimentally determined Γcyt c maximum (300 pmol cm−2) compared well 
with the theoretical maximum of 320 pmol cm−2. The theoretical Γcyt c maximum was 
estimated using the reported loading of 15 pmol cm-2 for an ideally packed cyt c 
monolayer,35 which is in close agreement with the experimentally determined Γcyt c on 
flat Au-MUA42. This is also similar to the reported Γcyt c on a mSAM of the same 
composition used in this work21. This ideal loading was multiplied by a reported 21-fold 
surface area increase for a rough silver electrode versus a flat silver electrode to obtain 
320 pmol cm-2 36.  

 
Figure 2. Cyt c - electrode binding affinity. a) Baseline-subtracted CVs of a AgR|mSAM 
electrode as a function of solution cyt c concentration. b) Γcyt c derived from baseline 
subtracted peak integration of plot (a), on electrodes pre-functionalized with RCs 
(AgR|mSAM|cyt c|RC) and without RCs (AgR|mSAM|cyt c). c) Γcyt c as a function of ionic 
strength. The loading measurements were taken after a 2 minute incubation in the presence of 
KCl at the concentrations indicated. The KCl was not present in the cell during CV
measurements. Error bars represent 1 standard deviation, with n=4. 

The Γcyt c curves in Figure 2b had a similar shape and cyt c concentration at which 
Γcyt c was half maximal (Figure 2b), suggesting that the binding affinity of the electrode 
for cyt c was not affected by the presence of RCs. However, the maximum value of Γcyt c 
was decreased by approximately 6.67 % in the presence of RCs (Figure 2b), indicating 
some competition with RCs displacing available surface binding sites for cyt c.  

Closer examination of the CV traces in Figure 2a revealed a positive shift in the 
formal potential (E°’cytc) and increase in peak width half maximum (PWHM) as Γcyt c 
increases (plotted in Figure S2). Clark et al. have suggested a broader PWHM stems 
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from a more heterogeneous population of electroactive cyt c forms with variation in 
formal potentials. This heterogeneity could arise from favorable stabilization of the 
oxidized form of cyt c on the intrinsically heterogeneous surface and/or adsorption-
induced heterogeneity arising from steric exclusion42.  

 
Figure 3. Binding of RCs to the electrode. Peak photocurrents from AgR|mSAM|cyt c|RC 
electrodes whereby the cyt c was dip-cast first followed by the RC second, and vice versa.  The 
latter electrode was then sequentially treated with 1 M KCl, drop-casted with cyt c (50 µM for 
5 mins), treated with 1% DDM and again dip-coated with cyt c. The last incubation (cyt c 4th) 
ensured the cyt c monolayer was re-established and that any photocurrent decrease was 
attributed to RC desorption. Each step was interceded with rinsing in milli-Q for 15 minutes. 
Error bars represent standard deviation, n=4. 

Characterization of RC-electrode binding. To determine the nature of RC 
adsorption on the electrode surface, AgR|mSAM|cyt c|RC electrodes were exposed to 
high ionic strength buffer (1 M KCl) or detergent-containing buffer (1 % β-dodecyl 
maltoside (DDM)) and photocurrent densities compared (jphoto) (Figure 3). Upon 
treatment with 1 M KCl followed by dip-coating with cyt c, no significant loss of 
photocurrent was observed, indicating that the RC was not adsorbed to the electrode 
through electrostatic interactions. However, upon treatment with 1% DDM, the 
photocurrent was strongly reduced indicating that hydrophobic interactions between 
RC and electrode are dominant for binding. An absorption spectrum of the desorbed 
RC (see Methods) revealed a ΓRC of 53 ± 12 pmol cm-2.  Dip-coating cyt c on the 
electrode first, and RC second, resulted in a similar jphoto, suggesting that preloaded cyt 
c does not play a docking role in binding additional RCs to the electrode, in contrast to 
other reports1. Furthermore, incubation of cyt c first, RCs second electrodes in 1 M 
KCl, which theoretically disrupts both solution RC-cyt c29 and cyt c-electrode binding 
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(see above), resulted in a negligible desorption of RCs, further confirming that the RC 
was docked directly to the electrode and not via cyt c. 

An estimated ΓRC of 53 pmol cm-2 corresponds to approximately 45 % surface 
coverage, assuming a spherical RC with a diameter of 6 nm. Assuming that the other 55 
% is covered by cyt c, one would expect a Γcyt c of around 175 pmol cm-2 based on the 
dimensions of a molecule of cyt c. However, a maximum Γcyt c of ~175 pmol cm-2 was 
measured on the AgR|mSAM|cyt c|RC electrode. This discrepancy suggests that the 
RC and cyt c may co-adsorb. Such an effect was not apparent in the binding affinity of 
cyt c as determined by titration (Figure 2b), which showed no significant difference in 
cyt c binding affinity to RC-adsorbed or RC-free electrodes; however, we cannot 
exclude that the electrode-cyt c and RC-cyt c binding affinities are very similar and not 
distinguishable by this method. It has been shown that the isolated RC can bind (up 
to) 24 molecules of cyt c43 and the PSI RC has been shown to promote the co-
adsorption of electroactive cyt c to form multilayers on electrode surfaces21. It is likely 
that we have a similar semi-multilayer architecture on our electrodes.  

Effect of cyt c loading on photocurrent and onset potential. To characterize the 
effect of a shifted cyt c formal potential on RC turnover, as measured by photocurrent, 
photocatalytic voltammograms (pCV) were recorded at low, medium and high Γcyt c 
(Figure 4c). The pCV can be described as a Nernstian catalytic wave, whose half-wave 
potential (Ehw) allows identification of the midpoint potential of the redox center that 
mediates ET between the electrode and the RC.44. Ehw was determined by taking the 
first derivative of the pCV, as described in Figure S3. From this analysis, it was clear that 
Ehw (Figure 4c) was close to the E°’cyt c (Figure 4a), thus identifying cyt c as the redox 
center mediating the ET between the SAM and the RC.44 However, the total magnitude 
of the Ehw shift was 43.5 ± 5 mV, 20 mV more than the corresponding shift in E°’cyt c. 
This non-proportional shift became more pronounced at lower light intensities (see 
Figure S4).   

To determine whether the faster heterogeneous electrode to cyt c ET played a role 
in this non-proportional Ehw shift, the cyt c-AgRmSAM quasi-reversible ET rate constant 
(kET) was determined via the Laviron method45. kET was found to be to be 41.8 ± 1.9, 
42.7 ± 1.9, and 44.2 ± 2.5 s-1 for high, medium, and low Γcyt c respectively (Figure S5). 
The lack of a significant difference in kET between cytochrome loadings indicates that a 
larger kET between the various subpopulations of electroactive cyt c does not play a role 
in the shift of Ehw or the higher photocurrent at high cyt c loading. To determine 
whether the measured electroactive cyt c consisted of multilayers, we ensured the peak 
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faradaic current (ip-) remained linear with respect to scan rates up to 15 V s-1 (Figure 
S8). This suggests that cyt c is in close ET contact with the working electrode 46, or that 
the scanning speed had not exceeded the rate of cyt c self-exchange (kex) between 
potential cyt c-multilayers, as the ip would otherwise drop off at higher scan rates, as 
shown previously. 46 

 
Figure 4. Effects of cyt c loading on electrode performance. a) Cyclic voltammetry at low (292 
pmol cm-2), medium (155 pmol cm-2) and high (55 pmol cm-2) Γcyt c. b) CV E°’cyt c vs. Ehw from 
the pCV in full vs. striped bars c) pCVs recorded under forced convection at a sweep rate of 10 
mV s-1. d) Schematic depicting the electrode surface at low Γcyt c and e) high Γcyt c.  

 
The non-proportional shift in Ehw relative to the shift in E°’cyt c suggests that ET to 

the RC is more effective at high cyt c loading, requiring a lower electrode overpotential 
(the driving force to sustain the photocatalytic activity of the RC) that is not solely due 
to the positive shift in the formal potential of weakly bound molecules of cyt c. We 
hypothesize that this arises from the transition of a sub-monolayer of relatively isolated 
cyt c molecules to an electrically inter-connected cyt c layer as Γcyt c increases (See Figure 
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S6). This would effectively enable the cyt c layer to act as an electrical capacitor, 
harvesting electrons from the electrode, storing them and shuttling them to the RC 
upon demand. A high Γcyt c would likely: (i) facilitate lateral cyt c-cyt c exchange thanks 
to smaller cyt c-cyt c distances, (ii) increase cyt c-electrode contact points per RC, and 
(iii) increase the probability of cyt c-RC contacts (Figure 1a, yellow, green and blue 
arrows respectively).  

The larger photocurrents may also be aided by the additional mobility of weakly 
bound cyt c molecules that exist under a high Γcyt c. Based on the model depicted in 
Figure 1, the electrical communication between the RC and the electrode can be 
assisted by a massive and unprecedentedly reported reorientation of cyt c involving the 
repositioning of the crevice from the mSAM to the electron entry site of the RC. 
Regardless of the precise mechanism, it is clear a high Γcyt c results in a larger 
photocurrent and a more positive onset potential, amenable for the optimization of the 
open circuit voltage and current in a biophotovoltaic device.   

The observed shift in Ehw with Γcyt c provides evidence against a previously suggested 
RC-cyt c  interaction for wiring of the RC to the electrode surface1, as this would predict 
no significant variation in Ehw at low, medium, or high cyt c loading. This further implies 
that the probability of RC wiring is driven by the local electrode environment in which 
it is bound, be it through strongly or weakly binding the cyt c species (Figure 4d). We 
speculate that under high ionic strength (low Γcyt c), cyt c attaches to regions that 
strongly bind cyt c and wires any surrounding RCs to the electrode, resulting in a 
photocurrent (Figure 4, green circles), but RCs bound to regions that weakly bind cyt 
c do not contribute to the current (Figure 4d).  

Higher Γcyt c boosts RC turnover. To further investigate the effect of Γcyt c on RC 
turnover, photocurrents were measured as a function of irradiance for electrodes with 
low, medium and high cyt c loadings. Under increasing irradiance the photocurrent 
approached a plateau, indicating a rate limitation in the ET cascade (Figure 5). The 
peak photocurrent decreased with decreasing Γcyt c, but the steepness of the initial slope 
was larger in relative terms, indicating that the photocurrent also plateaued more 
quickly with decreasing Γcyt c. 

The data were fitted with a Michaelis-Menten enzyme-single substrate model, 
where it was assumed that the measured photocurrent is directly proportional to RC 
turnover and the substrate term was the light, or more specifically, the rate of photons 
absorbed 22. In this model, it was assumed that the only rate limitation was the 
cyt c-mediated ET on the donor side of the RC. This was valid because ET was 
optimized on the RC acceptor side by using a sufficiently high concentration of UQ0 
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(1.5 mM) in the buffer solution 47 and a rotating disc electrode to mitigate limitations 
imposed by quinone diffusion as reported in previous work.  In this model, the apparent 
Vmax (maximum photocurrent) was a function of both the number of wired RCs and the 
RC turnover rate. From Vmax alone it was not possible to discern whether the individual 
RCs that are wired by cyt c are rate limited by cyt c ET. However, the initial steepness 
of the curve at low irradiance levels in the experimental data (Figure 5) is an intrinsic 
parameter of the population of RCs that are wired. Thus, the apparent RC photon 
absorption rate at which photocurrent is half-saturated (RCabs ½) was used to compare 
the RC turnover capacity at different values of Γcyt c (see Methods 6.5 for calculation of 
this parameter).  The value of RCabs ½ doubled from low to high cyt c loading, suggesting 
that RC turnover was indeed less encumbered at a higher Γcyt c (Table 2). However, the 
photocurrents plateaued at a photon absorption rate of only 150 s-1 RC-1, which falls far 
below the maximum turnover rate of 2300 s-1 that RCs have been shown to exhibit in 
solution, using the same redox mediators UQ0 and equine cyt c 29. 

 

 
Figure 5. Improvement of RC turnover at high Γcyt c. Photocurrents measured as a function of 
irradiance at high, medium and low Γcytc are plotted in black, red and blue, respectively. 
Michaelis-Menten fits are shown as dashed lines, with R2>0.999. Error bars represent standard 
deviation with n=4. The photon absorption rate of the RC as a function of irradiance is shown 
on the top axis.  

Cyt c mobility is essential for ET to the RC. Ions are proposed to play an important role 
in screening charges to facilitate the rate of cyt c -RC binding and unbinding, reaching 
an optimal RC turnover value of 40 mM NaCl 29. To investigate the role of ionic 
strength in our electrode-immobilized system, photocurrents were recorded as a 
function of the concentration of KCl in the buffer solution (Figure 6a, black). The 
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photocurrent was found to peak at 10 mM KCl, which is somewhat lower than the value 
of 40 mM reported in solution studies. However, concomitant desorption of cyt c from 
the electrode surface (Figure 6a, red), skews the real optimal ionic strength of 
cyt c-mediated ET to the RC on the electrode surface. Regardless, RC-cyt c behaviour 
on the electrode was similar to that in solution, suggesting that electrostatic screening 
by ions plays a role in facilitating binding and unbinding of the RC-cyt c complex at the 
electrode surface. It is also likely that electrostatic screening conferred by the higher 
ionic strength plays a role in facilitating cyt c mobility, as this has already been shown 
to lead to cyt c desorption from the electrode surface. The mobility may assist in the 
unprecedented cyt c reorientation needed to position the crevice from the mSAM-
solution interface to face and transfer an electron to the RC.  

 
Table 2. Parameters from Michaelis-Menten fits of photocurrent density as a function of 
irradiance. 

Loading Vmax (ipeak) km (Vmax/2) 
RCabs 1/2 

(nabs s-1 RC-1) 

Low Γcyt c 12 ± 0.2 3.5 ± 0.5 5.6 ± 0.8 

Med Γcyt c 52 ± 0.7 4.5  ± 0.5 7.2 ± 0.8 

High Γcyt c 150 ± 2 6.7  ± 0.5 10.7 ± 0.8 

Adjusted R-squared for all fits is >0.99 

 
To further investigate whether cyt c translation or rotational mobility played a role 

in ET, the cross linkers 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-carbodiimide (EDC) or 
glutaraldehyde (GLUT) were applied to AgR|mSAM|cyt c|RC electrodes, as described 
previously 48,49. EDC is a zero length cross-linker that links amines, which are abundant 
on the RC and cyt c, and carboxylic acids, which are abundant on the SAM and the RC. 
It would therefore be expected to crosslink the cyt c to the RC, and irreversibly bind the 
complex to the electrode surface. Glutaraldehyde is a four-carbon bifunctional cross-
linker that targets amines, and is be expected to lock the cyt c layer and interacting cyt 
c-RCs in place, but not crosslink these to the electrode. With both cross-linkers a sub-
monolayer of cyt c remained on the electrode after rinsing in 1 M KCl, indicating 
successful preservation of covalently bound electroactive cyt c on the electrode surface 
(Figure 6b). However both crosslinking treatments resulted in an almost complete loss 
of photocurrent. This profound inhibition of photocurrent despite ET from electrode 
to surface bound cyt c’s was clear indication that mobility of the protein plays a role in 
the mediating ET from the cyt c to the RC. This is in good agreement with previous 
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conclusions that the rate of many protein-protein ETs is limited, or gated, by 
conformation reorientations50. To ensure that cross-linking did not deactivate the RC 

itself, fresh RCs were adsorbed to the cross-linked RC−cyt c electrodes. We speculated 
that if the cross-linking and denaturation of the RC protein was the cause for 
photocurrent decrease, addition of uncross-linked RCs onto the electrode would 
restore photocurrents; however, this was not the case (data not shown). Conversely, 
addition of cyt c after cross-linking did restore some of the photocurrent in the ECD 
cross-linked electrode, and the RC functionality was probed using the wavelength-
dependent action spectrum. The photocurrent response mirrored that of the native RC 
solution spectra, indicating a native RC conformation after cross-linking in EDC (see 
Figure S8). However, no photocurrent response was shown for the GLUT cross-linked 
electrode both before and after additional cyt c incubation, perhaps due to both RC 
denaturation and restriction of cyt c mobility. 

 
Figure 6. Effect of cyt c binding and mobility on photocurrent. a) Photocurrent density as a 
function of ionic strength (left axis, black) and Γcyt c (right axis, red). b) Effect of crosslinking 
AgR|mSAM|cyt c|RC electrodes with carbodiimide (EDC) and glutaraldehyde (GLUT) on 
photocurrent (black) and Γcyt c (red). 

2.3 Discussion 

Physiological relevance. The mechanism of cytochrome ET between transmembrane 
proteins in biological ET chains has been proposed to involve one or a combination of 
three possible processes: (1) complete three-dimensional diffusion whereby the 
cytochrome detaches from the membrane/protein surface into bulk solution to diffuse 
to the next membrane-embedded redox partner, (2) two-dimensional diffusion on the 
membrane surface via rotational mobility and/or lateral diffusion, and (3) an 
immobilized film configuration in which the cytochromes act as a network or pool of 
relay centers between transmembrane redox proteins51. Self-exchange rates (kex) for 
horse heart cyt c of 103 s-1 at low ionic strength (0.1 M NaCl) and 104 at high ionic 
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strength (1 M NaCl) have been determined52. However, whether lateral ET occurs in a 
monolayer of cyt c on a membrane surface is not known, but has been shown for three-
dimensional multilayers46.  

When adsorbed to a negatively charged SAM in man-made systems, cyt c undergoes 
a redox shift of -45 mV relative to the solution value, which is comparable to that 
reported for cyt c bound to biological membranes due to stabilization of the Fe3+ form35. 
Bowden et al. have suggested that surfaces with a higher defect density, resulting in 
irregularity in the chemical and topographical texture of the mSAM on flat gold, more 
closely resembles the natural membrane-protein environment, yielding a surface that 
binds ET proteins with optimal electronic coupling40. If we also take into account that 
the rough silver topography used in the present work promotes better adsorption of 
protein over a smooth topology,53 it may reveal why the AgR|mSAM is such a good 
candidate for binding cyt c and transmembrane proteins with fast ET, despite the added 
tunnelling barrier inferred by the 11-carbon alkyl chain. 

In the absence of precise information on the structure of the RC-cyt c complex on 
the electrode surface it is not possible to decisively discriminate between the different 
models for ET on our electrodes. However, our data support the model of a cyt c film 
on the membrane surface, with rotational and perhaps lateral mobility playing a role in 
ET. 

2.4 Conclusion 

This work shows that cyt c electrostatically binds and saturates a AgR|mSAM surface, 
forming a full electroactive monolayer. In contrast, RC-electrode adsorption is 
predominantly hydrophobic in nature, suggesting that the RC is adsorbed on the 
electrode via hydrophobic regions that are normally embedded in the membrane 
interior. The finding that high cyt c loading yields larger photocurrents and more 
positive onset potentials is important for improving the short circuit currents and open 
circuit voltages of cyt c based biophotovoltaic systems. We suggest this is due to an 
interconnected cyt c layer, which acts as an electron-funneling antenna and electron 
storing capacitor for delivery of electrons to the RC. Our data show that cyt c mobility 
are crucial for ET from the cyt c to the surface-bound RCs, likely due to reorientation 
of the heme group from the electrode surface for lateral cyt c-cyt c exchange, or towards 
the photo-oxidized RC primary electron donor cofactors. Finally, we have obtained 
definitive evidence on the central role of cyt c mediated ET to RCs immobilized on 
electrodes. We show the cyt c indeed gates ET to the RC, via the shift in the half-wave 
potential that is consistent with the positive shift in cyt c formal potential. 
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Collectively, these findings suggest that further improving both the coverage and 
the mobility of surface adsorbed cyt c will improve the electrical communication 
between the electrode and the RC, thus enhancing the photocurrent and onset 
potential.  The maximum RC turnover rates achieved in the present study (19 e- s-1) are 
still orders of magnitude lower than those determined for solubilized RCs (1000 e- s-1), 
showing that cyt c mediated ET, even when optimized to the extent described above, is 
still insufficient to meet the demands of RC turnover. Thus, it is necessary to further 
engineer the cyt c or substitute it with a more efficient ET mediator that is better suited 
to interface the RC to the electrode. 

2.5 Materials and methods 

Materials. Horse heart cyt c, 2,3-dimethoxy-5-methyl-p-benzoquinone (UQ0), 11-
mercaptoundecanoic acid (MUA) and 11-mercaptoundecanol (MU) were purchased 
from Sigma-Aldrich. Milli-Q water (Millipore, Massachusetts) was used in all 
preparations and procedures. 

Reaction center isolation and purification. A strain of Rba. sphaeroides lacking light 
harvesting complexes and expressing His-tagged wild-type RCs was constructed and 
purified by nickel affinity chromatography as described previously47.  

Electrode Construction. Planar disc 3 mm Ag working electrodes (Metrohm Autolab 
BV, Utrecht, Netherlands) were mechanically polished with Al2O3 lapping films of 
successively finer grain sizes of 5, 3 and 1 µm (Thor Labs), followed by rinsing of the 
electrode with Milli-Q water after each polishing step. An electrochemical roughening 
procedure was then applied as described previously53. Roughened silver electrodes 
(AgR) were then incubated for at least 48 hours in a solution of 1.25 mM MUA and 3.75 
mM MU in 100% ethanol at room temperature in the dark. The resulting AgR|mSAM 
working electrodes were tested for quality by running CVs in 5 mM potassium 
phosphate (pH 5.0) in the presence of oxygen from -300 to +300 mV vs. Ag/AgCl to 
check the SAM quality/full formation. A good SAM did not show any oxygen reduction 
signal, or Ag oxidation at potentials up to -350 mV vs Ag/AgCl.  

After thorough rinsing in ethanol and Milli-Q, AgR|mSAM electrodes were dip-cast 
with a solution of 288 µM RC in 20 mM Tris (pH 8.0)/0.04 % DDM for 15 minutes, 
rinsed, then dip-cast with a solution of 30 µM cyt c in 5 mM phosphate (pH 7.0) for 5 
mins, unless otherwise specified. The resulting AgR|SAM|cyt c|RC electrodes were 
then inserted into a photoelectrochemical cell fitted with a Ag/AgCl/3 M KCl 
reference electrode and a platinum counter electrode (both from Metrohm Autolab) 
in a working solution of 5 mM UQ0 in 5 mM phosphate (pH 7.0). A PGSTAT128N 
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potentiostat (Metrohm Autolab) was used to control the three-electrode cell, with a 
bias potential of -50 mV vs Ag/AgCl being applied unless otherwise specified.  The 
working electrode was illuminated with an 870 nm LED (LED 870-66-60, Roithner 
Lasertechnik) with an irradiance of 46 mW cm-2 at the electrode surface. 

Cyt c titrations. Cyt c was titrated onto the electrode by immersion in a room 
temperature solution containing a defined concentration of cyt c for 2 mins, followed 
by two sets of rinsing in 5 mM phosphate (pH 7.0). Rinsed electrodes were then placed 
into the 3-electrode cell. 

External and internal quantum efficiency. External quantum efficiency (EQE = 
incident photons / charge carriers) was calculated using the following equation: 

��� =
	������	�	

	����	
    (2) 

where jphoto is the peak photocurrent density (C s-1 cm-2), C is the number of electrons 
per Coulomb (6.242 x 1018 e- C-1) and φinc is the incident photon flux (Np cm-2 s-1) on 
the electrode surface (Np is the number of photons). The φinc of the LED used, centered 
at 868 nm with a FWHM of 36.5 nm, was calculated to be 3.99x1017 Np cm-2 s-1 (see 
Figure S7 for the broadband φinc nm-1). This assumed 100 % reflection on the silver 
surface, but ignored any light absorption enhancement from scattering and other 
plasmonic effects. Internal quantum efficiency was calculated using: 

 ��
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where the total number of absorbed photons (φabs) corresponded to the following: 

$
%& = ∑ (1 − +,- ∗ ϕ0��	,	
1222	�3
,4522	�3     (4) 

where (1-Tλ) corresponds to the percentage absorption of the RC layer at wavelength 
λ, taken from the RC loading determined as described below (section 6.6). All 
calculations were carried out in steps of 1 nm. Figure S6 shows full spectrum plots of 
the WE transmittance, LED generated incident photon flux, total number of absorbed 
photons (φabs) and photon absorption rate per RC. 

Determination of RC loading, turnover and photon absorption rate. Upon 
completion of photocurrent measurements, each working electrode was inserted into a 
500 μL microcentrifuge tube containing 250 μL of 1 % β-DDM in 5 mM phosphate 
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(pH 7.0), the tube was vortexed for 30 s in the dark, followed by mild sonication for 30 
s. The electrode was removed and the absorbance spectrum of the solution containing 
extracted RCs was recorded. The loading of RC complexes on the electrode (ΓRC, mol 
cm-2) was calculated using an extinction coefficient of 288 mM-1 cm-154 at 803 nm54. The 
apparent RC turnover rate (kapp) was determined using: 

6
�� =
������

�	�	789
     (5) 

where jphoto is the photocurrent flux in A cm-2, ГRC is the RC loading in mol cm-2, F is the 
Faraday constant (96485 C mol-1) and n is the number of electrons per cyt c turnover 
(i.e. one).  The apparent RC turnover rates assume the quantity and functionality of 
wired RCs is 100 %. 

Determination of cyt c loading. Baseline CVs of AgR|mSAM electrodes were run from 
-150 to +175 mV vs Ag/AgCl at a scan rate of 250 mV s-1 in 5 mM phosphate (pH 7.0) 
before incubation in cyt c. After incubation in buffer at a specified cyt c concentration 
(see above), CVs were recorded at 250 mV s-1 and the baseline subtracted. The total 
charge transferred during the cathodic sweep or anodic sweep was used to calculate the 
Γ cyt c concentration using equation (1). The typical magnitudes of the cathodic and 
anodic peaks were near identical, indicating a reversible ET process whereby the 
number of electrons going into the cyt c layer were similar to the ones going out.  

Catalytic wave. For catalytic wave experiments, AgR|mSAM|RC electrodes were 
incubated in a solution containing 2 µM, 8 µM or 30 µM cyt c for 2 mins in order to 
achieve a low, medium or high loading of cyt c. The catalytic wave was recorded using 
a 3 mm Autolab rotating disk electrode at a scan rate of 10 mV s-1, under constant 
rotation (500 rpm) and in the presence of a high concentration of UQ0 (1 mM) to 
ensure diffusion of acceptor side mediator was not rate limiting for the photocurrent. 
Ehw was determined by identifying the inflection point, or peak of the derivative, of the 
photocatalytic voltammogram as described previously25, and as illustrated in Figure S3. 

Crosslinking. EDC crosslinking was achieved by a 30 minute incubation of a 
AgR|mSAM|cyt c|RC electrode in 5 mM EDC/5 mM phosphate (pH 7.0)/30 µM cyt 
c as described previously48. Glutaraldehyde crosslinking was achieved by incubation of 
electrodes for 2 hours in 0.1% (w/v) glutaraldehyde/5 mM phosphate (pH 7.5). In 
both procedures, incubation was followed by thorough rinsing of the electrode in 5 mM 
phosphate (pH 7.5) before measurement. 
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Chapter 2 Supporting Information 

Figure S1. Cyclic voltammogram of a bare 
silver and MU/MUA functionalized silver 
electrodes incubated for 1 hour in 
30  µM cyt c, SR=100 mV s-1.  
 

Figure S2. Increase in formal potential and 
peak width half maximum (PWHM) with 
increasing Γcyt c. The increase in PWHM with 
increasing Γcyt c indicated the presence of 
multiple populations of cyt c, which were 
increasingly positive in formal potential 
relative to the most strongly bound species. 
 

 
Figure S3. Determination of Ehw. a) 
Typical photocatalytic voltammograms 
under 4.5 mW cm-2 illumination at 870 nm. 
b) The derivative of the Nernstian wave 
reveals a Gaussian peak whose center 
corresponds to the midpoint potential of the 
rate limiting redox center in the system. 
Shading represents the standard deviation, 
n=4. 

 
Figure S4. Cyt c formal potential (E°’cyt c) 
and the half-wave potential (Ehw) under low 
light (0. 45 mW cm-2), medium light (4.5 
mW cm-2) and high light (45 mW cm-2) at 
different values of Γcyt c. 
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Figure S5. Determination of a quasi-reversible ET rate constant (kET) for cyt c. Analysis of data 
at (a) high, (b) medium and (c) low cyt c loadings. Background subtracted cyclic 
voltammograms of cyt c (left) were recorded to determine KET. b) Plot of CV peak separations 
(ΔEp in volts). Linear fit and regression to kET all had a Pearson’s coefficient R>0.98, n=3. 
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Figure S6. Cyt c cooperativity. a) The
photocurrent as a function of Γcyt c. b) 
normalized to the peak jphoto. 
 
To characterize the nature between cyt c 
interconnectivity and photocurrents we 
titrated Γcyt c  on the electrode and 
recorded peak photocurrents.  
Photocurrents were not linear with 
respect to Γcyt c, as would be expected if 
the RC wiring was purely dictated by the 
chance of cyt c and RC collision on the 
electrode. Conversely, the relationship 
was sigmoidal, rising slowly until 
surpassing a threshold and then 
plateauing upon reaching a relatively full 
saturated monolayer. We propose that 
the inflection of the curve signifies the 
region where the cyt c film becomes 
interconnected due to smaller cyt c-cyt c 

distances, leading to an increased rate of 
cyt c-cyt c exchange and more frequent 
ET to the RC. This trend was consistent 
even at sufficiently high overpotentials 
(up to -100 mV vs. Ag/AgCl which was 
identical to -50 mV but omitted for 
clarity) such that electrode cyt c ET 
would not be rate limiting.  

Crude fits were made using a logistic 
response curve, which describes the 
efficacy of the cyt c loading on 
photocurrent below: 

: =
a

1 <	=>�(?>?�-
 

where a=maximum photocurrent 
density, xc = a/2, and k is proportional to 
the steepness of the curve at xc.  
 
 
When we exercise ET control into the 
cyt c pool by lowering the applied 
overpotential, we see that the sigmoidal 
shape  becomes more pronounced 
(Figure S8b), as the line becomes more 
sigmoidal, indicating that the RC 
turnovers is more strongly limited at low 
Γcyt c. For this latter case at more positive 
overpotentials larger than 0 mV vs 
AgAgCl, it may be that the additional 

Table S1. Sigmoidal logistic model fitting results 
Plot -50 mV vs. Ag/AgCl 0 mV + 50 mV + 100 mV 
a 139.6 ± 2.9 130.5 ± 2.4 110.3 ± 1.6 80.5 ± 2.2 
xc 177.0 ± 4.9 175.5 ± 4.4 186.1 ± 3.3 216.5 ± 4.8 
k 0.017 ± 8.8E-4 0.018 ± 8.2E-4 0.019 ± 6.9E-4 0.02 ± 0.0013 
Adj. R-Square 0.995 0.996 0.997 0.994 
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shift is just a result of the more positive 
formal potential. However, the well-
defined sigmoidal behaviour at -50 and 0 
mV vs AgAg/Cl are strong indicators of 
emergent ET synergy in the cytochrome 
c film as loading increases and becomes 
electrically connected, as a result of the 
shorter tunnelling distances between cyt 
c molecules. This synergistic effect ET of 
cyt c synergies that improve the electron 
delivery to the RC after electron transfer 
to the electrode, be it lateral or via 
dynamic motions. This effect is more 
pronounced when we lower the driving 
force of electrons into the cyt c pool by 
applying a more positive overpotential. 
 

Figure S7. Determination of parameters 
relating to IQE and RC photon absorption 

rate. The plot shows the incident photon flux 
(φinc - black), WE transmittance based on the 
absorbance of 9.6 monolayers of RC (red), 
and total number of absorbed photons (φabs) 
and photon absorption rate per RC (both 
blue). All values are in steps of 1 nm.   

Figure S8. Wavelength dependent External 
Quantum Efficiency (EQE) of the 
AgR|MU/MUA| cyt c | RC electrode, and 
after EDC crosslinking + cyt c incubation. 
The peak positions of the RC absorption 
spectrum overlays with the wavelength 
dependent external quantum efficiency, 
indicating a native RC, both on the 
MU/MUA SAM and after crosslinking with 
EDC. The reincubation of the cytochrome c
was necessary to reconstitute a population of 
the mobile un-crosslinked cyt c (from ~80 
pmol cm-2 to 150 pmol cm-2), which we 
suggest is essential for shuttling for the 
electrons to the RC.  
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CHAPTER 3 

 

 

On the Mechanism of Ubiquinone mediated Photocurrent 

Generation by a Reaction Center based Photocathode 
 
 
  
Abstract: Upon photoexcitation, the reaction center (RC) pigment-proteins that 
facilitate natural photosynthesis achieve a metastable separation of electrical charge 
among the embedded cofactors. Because of the high quantum efficiency of this process, 
there is a growing interest in their incorporation into biohybrid materials for solar 
energy conversion, bioelectronics and biosensing.  Multiple bioelectrochemical studies 
have shown that reaction centers from various photosynthetic organisms can be 
interfaced with diverse electrode materials for the generation of photocurrents, but 
many mechanistic aspects of native protein functionality in a non-native environment 
is unknown. In vivo, RC’s catalyse ubiquinone-10 reduction, protonation and exchange 
with other lipid phase ubiquinone-10s via protein-controlled spatial orientation and 
protein rearrangement. In contrast, the mechanism of ubiquinone-0 reduction, used to 
facilitate fast RC turnover in an aqueous photoelectrochemical cell (PEC), may not 
proceed via the same pathway as the native cofactor. In this report we show truncation 
of the native isoprene tail results in larger RC turnover rates in a PEC despite the 
removal of the tail’s purported role of ubiquinone headgroup orientation and binding. 
Through the use of reaction centers with single or double mutations, we also show the 
extent to which two-electron/two-proton ubiquinone chemistry that operates in vivo 
also underpins the ubiquinone-0 reduction by surface-adsorbed RCs in a PEC. This 
reveals that only the ubiquinone headgroup is critical to the fast turnover of the RC in 
a PEC and provides insight into design principles for the development of new 
biophotovoltaic cells and biosensors.* 

                                                                      
 
This chapter is based upon the following publication: 
Friebe VM, Swainsbury DJK, Fyfe PK, van der Heijden W, Jones MR, Frese RN, Biochim Bipohys Acta 
(2016); 1857 (12): 1925-1934. DOI:10.1016/j.bbabio.2016.09.011 
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Introduction 

Most of the biosphere is powered by sunlight through processes of photochemical 
charge separation that take place in reaction center (RC) pigment-protein complexes.  
Although they show variety in composition, structure and detailed mechanism, RCs 
from different organisms have the common attribute of displaying a very high quantum 
yield for solar energy conversion, defined as charges separated per photon absorbed1. 
This is achieved through a multi-step membrane-spanning electron transfer that 
stabilizes the photo-induced charge-separated state for hundreds of milliseconds2,3.  
This provides sufficient time for diffusional processes to remove electrons from the 
“negative terminal” of the RC and donate electrons to the “positive terminal”, resetting 
the RC for the next turnover.  Developments in our understanding of RC mechanism 
have influenced the design of new synthetic materials for solar energy conversion, and 
there is interest in the hybridization of both natural and engineered RC proteins with 
man-made materials for applications in photovoltaics4–9, biosensing10,11 and molecular 
electronics12,13.  

The principle that a naturally photovoltaic pigment-protein can generate a 
photocurrent if interfaced with an electrode was established decades ago14, but recent 
years have seen an acceleration of interest in this aspect of solar energy conversion. 
Particular attention has been paid to the Photosystem I complex from oxygenic 
phototrophs15–17 and both the RC and RC/light harvesting complexes from anoxygenic 
purple photosynthetic bacteria such as Rhodobacter (Rba.) sphaeroides4–8,10,18–23.  Major 
preoccupations of this work have been the development of strategies for effective 
interfacing of the positive and negative terminals of the photovoltaic protein to the 
working and counter electrode, either through direct binding or the use of diffusional 
mediators4–8,16–27.  In the case of RC’s from purple bacteria a particularly effective 
strategy has been to use analogues of the natural electron donor and electron acceptor, 
cytochrome (cyt) c2 and ubiquinone-10 (UQ10), to connect the photovoltaic protein to 
the two electrodes18,20,22,27–29.  At the positive terminal, cyt c2, or more often the 
commercially-available mitochondrial equivalent cyt c, has been used to “wire” the 
transfer of electrons from the working electrode to an RC protein adhered via the 
natural electrostatic protein-protein interactions18,27–29.  The same strategy has also 
been used for the larger complex in which the RC is surrounded by a light-harvesting 1 
antenna protein (termed the RC-LH1 complex)5,7.  At the negative terminal, short-
chain water-soluble analogues of the natural UQ10, such as ubiquinone-2 
(UQ2)7,22,26,28,29 or ubiquinone-0 (UQ0)5,10,19, have been used to connect electron flow 
through the RC or RC-LH1 complex to the counter electrode. 
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 The use of a natural protein as the photoactive element in a biophotovoltaic cell 
opens up the prospect of atomic-scale engineering of its structure to introduce desirable 
features such as redox engineering for larger open circuit voltage and protein-substrate 
self-assembly for higher current densities.  Progress in this area requires a better 
understanding of precisely how a RC protein interacts physically and electrically with 
both the working and counter electrodes, and the extent to which natural 
photosynthetic mechanisms still operate when the protein is interfaced with synthetic 
materials. 

In the Rba. sphaeroides RC (Figure 1), photochemical charge separation takes place 
between a pair of excitonically-coupled bacteriochlorophyll molecules (P) near the 
periplasmic side of the photosynthetic membrane and a tightly-bound UQ10 (QA) near 
the cytoplasmic side, forming the radical pair P+QA

-2,30. QA acts as a single electron relay, 
passing the electron laterally in the membrane to a pseudosymmetrically-located UQ10 
bound at the QB site, forming P+QB

-31,32.  P+ is re-reduced by a molecule of cyt c2, 
resetting the RC for a second membrane-spanning electron transfer to form P+QA

-QB
-. 

Subsequent double reduction of QB is coordinated with double protonation 31,32, and 
the ubiquinol (UQH2) formed dissociates into the intramembrane phase to be replaced 
by a new molecule of UQ10.  In the native membrane the coordinated reduction and 
protonation of UQ10 is required to couple light powered electron flow to proton 
translocation across the membrane to form a proton motive force, but in a 
biophotovoltaic cell this complexity is not required. The diverse natural roles played by 
ubiquinone as a one electron relay in the QA site, a two-electron/two-proton acceptor 
at the QB site, and as a diffusional electron carrier have been previously characterized in 
solution via spectroscopic techniques 33 (Figure 1). 

In contrast, we employ electrochemical techniques to probe the diverse roles of the 
ubiquinones with relevance to the operation of a biophotovoltaic cell. We do so by 
measuring the photocurrents generated by electrode-bound RCs with mutations that 
block specific ubiquinone mediated electron or proton transfer steps within the RC, 
and by examining how isoprenoid “tail” length affects the capacity of ubiquinone to 
mediate diffusional charge transfer between electrodes. With recent large gains in 
photocurrent magnitude4,5,7 and mounting interest in this field, this work provides 
insight into design principles for the development of more effective biophotovoltaic 
cells and biosensors.  

2.2 Results  

Structural characterization of the engineered RCs. Two engineered RCs were used 
to investigate how interruption of double reduction and double protonation of the 
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dissociable QB ubiquinone would affect photocurrent generation by the RC. The first 
of these had a Trp substitution at Glu L212, a functionally important residue in the L-
polypeptide that forms part of the QB binding pocket (mutation denoted EL212W). 
This residue is structurally equivalent to Ala M248 that lines the QA binding pocket 
formed by the pseudosymmetrical M-polypeptide. Previous X-ray crystallography and 
functional studies have shown that substitution of Ala M248 for a much larger Trp 
residue results in steric exclusion of the QA ubiquinone from its binding pocket34,35.  The 
EL212W mutation was therefore introduced with a view to blocking access of 
ubiquinone to the QB site. In addition, it has been reported that Glu L212 is responsible 
for delivery of the second proton to the QB ubiquinone31,32,34,36,37 and so its replacement 
will prevent formation of QH2 should quinone binding not be blocked by the Ala to 
Trp mutation. 

 
Figure 1. Cofactor structure and electron transfer pathway in the RC. Charge separation (black 
arrows) takes place between the bacteriochlorophyll dimer (P870 - magenta) and the QA UQ10

(cyan, left hand side) via a monomeric bacteriopchlorophyll (BChlA - purple) and 
bacteriopheophytin (BPheA blue). QA transfers the electron to the dissociable QB UQ10 (cyan 
carbon, right hand side) whilst P+ is reduced by cyt c (red arrows).  After two membrane-
spanning electron transfers the doubly reduced and doubly protonated QB ubiquinol 
dissociates and is replaced by ubiquinone (cyan arrow).  The locations of the three mutated 
residues are shown in light-grey with backbone atoms shown as lines.  Other atom colours are 
red – oxygen, blue – nitrogen, magenta spheres – magnesium, brown sphere – iron. 
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The second engineered RC had Ala replacements of Glu L212 and the neighbouring 
Asp L213 (denoted EL212A/DL213A), mutations first constructed by Hanson and co-
workers 37,38. As a pair, residues Glu L212 and Asp L213 are structurally equivalent to 
residues Ala M248 and Ala M249 in the QA pocket and so this double mutation renders 
the QB pocket more “QA-like”.  Double replacement of Glu L212 and Asp L213 to Ala 
is known to block proton-coupled electron transfer after delivery of the first electron to 
ubiquinone at the QB site by preventing the transfer of both protons to the ubiquinone 
within the QB pocket39,40 (for reviews see 32,41,42). 

The single and double mutations were constructed as described in Materials and 
Methods. Neither affected the absorbance spectrum of the RC bacteriochlorins and 
carotenoid (data not shown) or the stability of the RC during detergent extraction and 
purification.  The protein structural changes accompanying these mutations, including 
the effect on binding of ubiquinone into the QB pocket, were investigated by X-ray 
crystallography. 

 
Figure 2. Structural analysis of the EL212W and EL212A/DL213A RCs. a) Alignment of 
the X-ray crystal structures of the WT RC (cyan carbons) and EL212W RC (yellow carbons), 
showing four water molecules present in the QB pocket of the WT RC as semi-transparent teal 
spheres. b) Alignment of the X-ray crystal structures of the WT RC (cyan carbons) and 
EL212A/DL213A RC (yellow carbons).  In both panels backbone atoms are shown in white, 
side chain or ubiquinone oxygens in red and side chain nitrogens in blue. 

QB binding site blocking mutant RC EL212W. An X-ray crystal structure was 
determined for the EL212W RC to a resolution of 2.4 Å, as described in Materials and 
Methods. Comparison with the X-ray crystal structure of the wild-type (WT) complex 
(Figure 2a) revealed that the introduced Trp side chain (yellow carbons) occupied 
space normally occupied by the Glu side chain (cyan carbons) and nearby water 
molecules, but did not prevent binding of ubiquinone into the QB site (yellow carbons).  
Four water molecules modelled in the QB site of the WT RC (shown as teal semi-
transparent spheres in Figure 2a) were not resolved in the structure of the EL212W RC.  
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The presence of the second water from the bottom in Figure 2a was directly precluded 
by the Trp side chain, and electron density attributable to the three connected water 
molecules was not present.  There was some hint of concerted movement of the head-
group of the QB ubiquinone away from the mutation site, by between 0.3 and 0.5 Å (left 
and down in Figure 2a).  Although such a small structural change was close to the 
coordinate error for structures at this resolution, it was required to prevent a steric clash 
between one of the carbons of the QB headgroup and the new Trp side chain (the 
closest atom-to-atom approach between the two was 3.1 Å).  These changes of 
structure aside, the Glu to Trp substitution did not affect the general structure of the 
RC in the immediate vicinity of the QB site or beyond.  

QB protonation blocking mutant RC EL212A/DL213A (dAla). An X-ray crystal 
structure for the double alanine EL212A/DL213A RC was previously determined to a 
resolution of 3.1 Å by Pokkuluri and co-workers40.  In addition to the double residue 
substitution, this structure showed shifts in position of sections of backbone adjacent 
to the QB site. This encompassed amino acids L207-L227, with the strongest shifts 
being seen for amino acids L207-213 (~0.5 Å) and L223-L227 (~0.3-0.7 Å).  There 
were also wider-spread small shifts in regions surrounding this, the net result being a 
small expansion of the QB cavity as a result of replacement of Glu L212 and Asp L213 
by smaller Ala residues. 
 In the present work an X-ray crystal structure of a RC carrying this double mutation 
was determined to a resolution of 2.5 Å.  Replacement of Glu L212 and Asp L213 by 
Ala did not induce any major changes in the structure of the QB binding pocket or 
significant changes in the detailed conformation of the QB ubiquinone (Figure 2b).  
The small (0.5-0.7 Å) shifts in the positions of backbone and side chain atoms affecting 
amino acids L207-L213 and L223-227 described above were also seen in this new, 
higher-resolution X-ray crystal structure; in Figure 2b this small expansion of the QB 
pocket can be seen as a lateral shift of the backbone atoms of amino acids L212 and 
L213 from left (WT) to right (mutant).  These changes aside the structure of the 
EL212A/DL213A RC was well preserved, with clear occupancy of the QB site by 
ubiquinone. 

It should be noted that, for the purposes of a parallel research project (Fyfe, P.K. and 
Jones, M.R., unpublished), the RC used to determine the structural consequences of 
the EL212A/DL213A mutations contained a third mutation of Leu M215 to Ala in the 
RC QA site. This third mutation also produced no significant change in the structure of 
the RC outside the immediate vicinity of the QA site. This additional mutation was not 
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present in the EL212A/DL213A RC used for all other measurements described below, 
and for convenience this RC is referred to as “dAla” in the following. 

Functional characterization of the engineered RCs. The effects of mutation on the 
reduction of QB were monitored through recovery of photo-oxidation of P as a result of 
P+QA

- or P+QB
- recombination.  In detergent-isolated WT RCs the recombination 

reaction P+QB
-�PQB occurs with a time constant in the region of 1-2 seconds, whereas 

the recombination of P+QA
-�PQA occurs with a time constant in the region of 100-200 

ms 43. As these two processes are reasonably kinetically distinct, in the WT RC they can 
be used as an approximate measure of occupancy of the QB site, on the premise that the 
yield of electron transfer from QA

- to QB is 100 %. The kinetics of P+Q- charge 
recombination in isolated WT RCs were monitored through millisecond time scale 
recovery of P ground state absorbance at 865 nm. In the absence of exogenous 
ubiquinone, measurements on WT RCs (Figure 3, purple) revealed two recovery 
components with time constants of 1.2 seconds and 200 ms, and relative amplitudes of 
81% and 18%, respectively (Table 2). These values corresponded well with typical data 
from the literature43 and indicated that ~80% of WT RCs have their native QB intact 
after purification. In the presence of a ~20-fold excess of UQ10 (250 µM) or a ~75-fold 
excess of UQ0 (1 mM) a complete loss of the faster recovery phase was observed (not 
shown) indicating the QB site could be functionally reconstituted with both the native 
UQ10 and isoprene tail truncated form UQ0 (Table 2). 

QB protonation blocking mutant RC dAla. The kinetics of charge recombination 
were markedly altered in purified dAla RCs, with a 52 % contribution from a fast 
component and a second, very slow recovery component with a time constant of 22 s 
(Figure 3, red).  Hence replacement of Glu/Asp with Ala resulted in a significantly 
lower yield of QB

- than was the case for the WT RC and also very strongly slowed 
P+QB

- recombination.  Also in contrast with data for the WT RC, full reduction of QB 
could not be reconstituted using either 1 mM UQ0 (31 % yield of QB

-) or 250 µM UQ10 
(48 % yield of QB

-) (Table 2).  These findings were consistent with previous reports 
that double replacement of Glu L212 and Asp L213 with Ala37 or Gln/Asn31 stabilises 
the QB

- semiquinone, strongly slows the rate of P+QB
- recombination, and weakens 

affinity for quinone binding leading to lowered levels of reconstitution41, and we 
conclude that the reduced level of QB

- seen in the dAla RC was mainly due to lowered 
occupancy of the QB site by native UQ10 or added UQ0. 

QB binding site blocking mutant RC EL212W. Purified EL212W RCs displayed a 
single rapid phase of P+ reduction with a time constant of 125 ms, consistent with 100 
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% recombination from QA
- (Figure 3, orange).  This could either indicate an absence of 

native UQ10 binding at the QB site, or a shutting off of electron transfer from QA
- to QB 

due to destabilisation of QB
-.  Given that electron density for QB was obtained in the X-

ray crystal structure of the EL212W RC the first of these scenarios would seem 
implausible, but the X-ray data would not rule out that the QB site in the purified 
EL212W RC is partially occupied by UQ10 that cannot be reduced by QA

-.  Interestingly, 
incubating EL212W RC with 250 µM UQ10 did not change the rate of charge 
recombination but incubation with 1 mM UQ0 produced a slow, 4.4 s decay 
component with an amplitude of 13 % (Table 2).  A possible explanation is that, due to 
the lack of a tail, binding conformations and local interactions ofUQ0 bound into the 
QB site may be less restricted allowing it to undergo reduction whereas UQ10 is not.  
Regardless of the correct interpretation of these data, it was possible to conclude that 
the EL212W mutation prevents formation of QB

- in the presence of UQ10, and largely 
prevents its formation in the presence of UQ0, although it is possible that the QB site 
was occupied with quinone. 

QA binding site blocking mutant RC AM260W. Recombination of P+Q- was also 
examined in a RC with replacement of Ala 260 in the M-polypeptide with Trp 
(AM260W). This mutation causes the RC to assemble without a QA ubiquinone, 
halting charge separation at the P+HA

- state. The AM260W RC has been characterized 
by a range of spectroscopic techniques 35,44,45, and a 2.1 Å resolution X-ray crystal 
structure has been determined that showed a lack of a ubiquinone at the QA site and a 
QB site occupied by UQ10

36.  In the present study, photoexcitation of purified AM260W 
RCs failed to produce a change in 865 nm absorbance, indicating a lack of P+ formation 
on a millisecond time scale (Figure 3, black). This was consistent with the fact that the 
P+HA

- state formed in QA-deficient RCs recombines in a few tens of nanoseconds44 and 
so P oxidation is not detected on a millisecond time scale.  This lack of a response was 
not changed if AM260W RCs were incubated in the presence of 250 µM UQ10, but 
when the measurement was carried out in the presence of 1 mM UQ0 a light induced 
bleach of P ground state absorbance was obtained with approximately one third of the 
amplitude of that of the same concentration of WT RCs (not shown). This P+ signal 
decayed with time constants of 0.1 s (52 % amplitude) and 2.6 s (48 % amplitude) 
(Table 2), which implies the formation of approximately equal amounts of P+QA

- and 
P+QB

- in the subpopulation of RCs that had a UQ0 at the QA site.  This indicated that in 
the case where a UQ0 was bound in the QA site, electron transfer to QB in these QA-
reconstituted RCs proceeds with significantly reduced efficiency. 
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Figure 3. P+Q- recombination kinetics at 865 nm in isolated RCs following flash 
excitation. Data (average of 8 repeat traces) are shown with faded lines and fits are overlaid 
with solid lines.  

Choice of electrode surface for comparative measurements. The three engineered 
RCs described above were used to test the mechanism of photocurrent generation by 
comparison of the photocurrent densities obtained when each RC was interfaced with 
an electrode surface. In previous work it has been shown that RCs generate sizeable 
photocurrents when interfaced with an unfunctionalised planar gold electrode, using 
cyt c and UQ0 as redox mediators5,10,13,20. However, one finding was that the absolute 
current density was variable from one coated electrode to the next under a given set of 
conditions, probably due to variations in loading of RCs on the electrode surface 
through drop casting. In an attempt to improve reproducibility, which is important for 
a comparative study, functionalization of the gold electrode surface was explored. 

In the present study the working gold electrode was coated with a thin SAM formed 
from 4-mercaptopyridine (4-MP)46.  This SAM could be applied through a simple 10 
min incubation, as opposed to a 12-24 h process for other organo-sulfur compounds47, 
and therefore did not significantly complicate electrode fabrication.  RC deposition on 
SAM-coated electrodes was achieved by drop casting followed by careful rinsing, then 
incubation with 200 µM cyt c followed by further rinsing.  Photocurrents from such 
assembled Au|4-MP|cyt c| WT RC electrodes were measured in a liquid three-
electrode photoelectrochemical cell containing UQ0 as the solution electron acceptor.  
Gold electrodes coated with a 4-MP SAM supported a consistently larger RC 
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photocurrent (Figure 4a, blue) when compared to otherwise equivalent bare gold 
electrodes (Figure 4a, red), and improved the reproducibility of the photocurrent 
densities obtained (note the relative sizes of the errors in Figure 4a, represented by the 
shaded areas). 

 
Figure 4. Photocurrent response from working electrodes fabricated with WT RCs. a) 
Photocurrent density in response to 180 seconds of illumination (46 mW cm-2 LED at 870 nm) 
at a bias of -100 mV vs SCE. The shaded region represents one standard deviation, n=4. b)
Wavelength dependence of EQE compared with the RC absorbance spectrum (right axis, 
dotted black line, offset vertically for clarity).  

 
To look at the source of the measured photocurrent and assess the structural 

integrity of the RC when deposited on the substrates, the external quantum efficiency 
(EQE) of the electrodes was calculated between 450 and 930 nm using monochromatic 
excitation, as previously described5. The EQE showed good agreement with the 
solution absorption spectrum of the RC (Figure 4b), indicating that the RC had 
retained its native structure on both the bare gold and SAM covered electrode. As with 
the photocurrent density, the absolute magnitude of the EQE was proportionally 
higher on the Au|4-MP electrode relative to a bare gold electrode, probably due to a 
higher protein loading or a more optimal protein orientation on the electrode surface.  
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Figure 5. Effect of ubiquinol isoprenoid tail length on photocurrent density from WT 

RCs. Photocurrents from Au|4-MP|cyt c|WT RC electrodes were measured for 180 seconds 
of illumination (45 mW cm-2 LED at 870 nm) at a bias of -100 mV vs SCE.  The shaded region 
represents one standard deviation, n=4. UQ(-) denotes no added ubiquinone. 

Suitability of different ubiquinones as redox mediator. To further explore 
parameters that influence photoelectrochemical cell performance, ubiquinones with 
tails formed from zero, one, two, four or ten isoprene units were compared as mediators 
of current flow to the counter electrode. RC photoelectrochemical cells were 
constructed with UQ0 and UQ1 at 500 µM and maximum achievable concentrations of 
326 µM, 3.0 µM and 0.1 µM for UQ2, UQ4 and UQ10, respectively. Upon illumination 
an initial peak photocurrent response was observed which decayed over a period of 3-
4 minutes (Figure 5). The maximum photocurrent was obtained with UQ0, with an 
appreciable current also being obtained with UQ1. Extending the length of the 
isoprenoid tail through two, four and ten isoprene units produced a decreased initial 
peak photocurrent, an increasingly rapid decay of the peak photocurrent, and a 
decreased steady state photocurrent. As the solubility of the quinone decreases 
dramatically with increasing tail length, we interpret these data to suggest that the 
concentration of mediator is the limiting factor and greatly outweighs the negative 
effect of reduced affinity for the QB pocket of non-native quinones, especially UQ1 and 
UQ0

48. This further suggests that diffusive electron flux to the counter electrode is a 
major limiting factor in steady-state photocurrent generation in these cells. 
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When WT RCs depleted of the native UQ10 at the QB site were used for such 
measurements no differences in peak or transient photocurrent were obtained with 
UQ0  as the mediator compared to RCs with a normal complement of native UQ10 in 
the presence of bulk UQ0 (data not shown).  This suggests a mechanism where UQ0 
enters the buried QB site for reduction and protonation rather than a more complex 
mechanism where, for example, a native bound UQ10 at the QB site passes electrons to 
the water-soluble UQ0. 

 

 
Figure 6. Comparison of photocurrent response from working electrodes fabricated 
from WT and engineered RCs. Irradiance was for 180 s (45 mW cm-2 LED at 870 nm). 
Solutions contained 500 µM UQ0, and were performed under -100 mV vs SCE. Error bars 
indicated standard deviation (n=4). 

Photochronoamperometry of engineered RCs. For comparative measurements of 
photocurrent generation, Au|4-MP|cyt c|RC working electrodes fabricated with WT 
or engineered RCs were immersed in buffer containing 500 µM UQ0. With WT RCs 
(Figure 6, purple) a peak cathodic photocurrent of 12.8 ± 1 µA cm-2 was observed 
which, based on an estimate of RC loading (See methods 6.8), corresponded to an 
apparent turnover rate of 12 ± 1 electrons s-1 RC-1 or the transit of one electron per 83 
ms (see Materials and Methods for calculation). Under otherwise identical conditions, 
all three mutated RCs produced a strongly decreased mean peak photocurrent relative 
to that obtained for WT RCs, levels being 5 %, 8 % and 3 % for the dAla, EL212W and 
AM260W RC, respectively (inset to Figure 6 and Table 2). For comparison, the effects 
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of abolishing binding of ubiquinone at the QB site was determined through the addition 
of the tight-binding inhibitor stigmatellin49.  This reduced photocurrent generation to 
0.7 % of the level seen with WT RCs (Figure 6, green), demonstrating that most of the 
residual photocurrent seen in the three engineered RCs arose from a mechanism 
involving ubiquinone binding, reduction and exchange process at the QB site, rather 
than some other light-activated redox process. 

2.3 Discussion 

Although the in vivo mechanism by which the RC produces electrons via the double 
reduction and protonation of ubiquinone is well characterized, the precise mechanism 
of electron transport in this type of photoelectrochemical cell studied by ourselves and 
others has not previously been explored. In this work we employed site-directed 
mutants to systematically block electron transfer and protonation steps necessary to 
form the ubiquinol product. 

Exclusion of UQ10 from the QA pocket through the AM260W mutation reduced the 
observed photocurrent by ~97 % with 500 µM UQ0 as the mediator, indicating that 
formation of the P+QA

- state is necessary for photocurrent generation. This mutation 
has been used by a number of groups to shut off electron transfer from HA

- to QA in 
order to study primary charge separation without formation of long-lived radical pairs 
50, P+HA

- recombination 51, and the activation of inactive branch electron transfer52–55. In 
a recent report employing conductive atomic force microscopy on an orientated RC 
monolayer [13] it was shown that this mutation abolishes electron conduction across the 
RC under an applied bias, revealing that the strong functional asymmetry displayed by 
natural charge separation is retained when the RC is incorporated into an electrical 
circuit. A prediction of this finding is that the AM260W mutation should completely 
block photocurrent generation, but a residual current at ~3 % of wild-type levels was 
routinely observed (Figure 6, inset). Insight into the source of this small current came 
from measurements of P+Q- charge recombination, where incubation of AM260W RCs 
with 1 mM UQ0 caused the appearance of a 865 nm absorbance change implying 
formation of a mixture of QA

- or QB
- in around one third of the RCs. This finding 

suggests that this Ala to Trp mutation does not absolutely block binding of ubiquinone-
0 at the QA site, and that an impaired QA activity can be partially restored in the presence 
of a large (75-fold) molar excess of UQ0 (but not the native UQ10). The residual 
photocurrent seen for AM260W RCs can therefore be attributed to a low level of 
reconstitution of QA activity due to the presence of 500 µM UQ0 as the mediator. 

The remaining mutations affected two residues known to be important for 
operation of the QB catalytic site. The mechanism of proton-coupled electron transfer 
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at this site is complex, and has been studied through a combination of spectroscopy, 
computation and site-directed mutagenesis (for reviews see 32,41,56). The role of Asp 
L213 is delivery of the first proton to the QB semiquinone immediately preceding the 
second electron transfer. Residue Glu L212 is protonated following the first electron 
transfer, and its role is to be to deliver the second proton to the QB ubiquinone following 
delivery of the second electron. The double mutation EL212A/DL213A therefore 
blocks QB site function after the first electron transfer and the single EL212W mutation 
would be expected to block QB site function after the second electron transfer by 
preventing the second protonation.  

Strongly attenuated photocurrents were obtained with the EL212W and dAla RC 
despite the fact that the X-ray crystal structures showed that these mutations do not 
abolish binding of UQ10 at the QB site. The EL212W mutation prevented formation of 
QB

- in the presence of an excess of UQ10 and produced only 13 % QB
- in the presence of 

UQ0, and so the small photocurrent obtained with this RC at 7.8 % of wild-type levels 
could be interpreted as simply reflecting reduced reduction of QB.  The situation with 
the dAla mutation was more complex than this however, as up to a 48 % yield of 
QB

- could be achieved in measurements of P+Q- recombination in this RC, but the 
measured photocurrent was only 5.0 % of that obtained with the WT RC.  The low 
photocurrent here is likely also a consequence of the inability of QB

- to undergo 
protonation and further reduction due to substitution of Glu L212 and Asp L213, 
rendering it incapable of forming the reduced QH2 product which can then dissociate 
and exchange for an oxidized UQ. 

An additional marked feature of the data collected on the dAla RC was the very long 
lifetime of the slow phase of P+Q- recombination, determined to be ~20 s with UQ10 
and ~11 s with UQ0 compared to ~1.2 s for the WT RC.  This long lifetime indicates 
stabilization of QB

- by this double mutation, in accord with previous observations [35].  
In a photoelectrochemical cell, with a mechanism for effective reduction of P+ by the 
working electrode using cyt c as a “wire”, such stabilization would be expected to result 
in photoaccumulation of RCs initially in the state PQB

- and, following a second 
photoexcitation and in the absence of double reduction of QB, the state PQA

-QB
-. These 

results suggests that the photon induced UQ0 semiquinone formed at QB does not 
support a photocurrent response as it cannot dissociate from the QB pocket57 or transfer 
its electron to a second quinone in solution at an appreciable rate to permit fast RC 
turnover. 

Finally, in optimizing an assay system for looking at the impact of quinone site 
mutation on photocurrent density we carried out (for the first time as far as we are 
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aware) a systematic study of how current density depends on the type of ubiquinone 
used. Native ubiquinones are confined to the lipid bilayer and have an isoprenoid tail 
comprising 10 isoprene units (50 carbons), rendering this electron acceptor 
completely insoluble in an aqueous cell. As a result shorter chain analogues have been 
used, including UQ2

7,22,24,26,28,29
 and UQ0 5,10,13,20.  Examination of ubiquinones with 

isoprenoid tails of varying length showed that the photocurrent density decreased with 
increasing numbers of isoprene units. The peak photocurrents obtained with UQ0 and 
UQ1 were identical (Figure 5), but those obtained with UQ2, UQ4 and UQ10 dropped 
precipitously with increasing tail length. We have previously shown that this transient 
peak photocurrent is a consequence of diffusion-limited mass transport of ubiquinone 
from the bulk solution to the working electrode surface driven by the photocatalytic 
consumption of ubiquinone at the QB site5. The peak value therefore is a measure of the 
maximum capacity of the RC layer and associated quinones to support a current, 
whereas the amplitude of the later steady-state current reflects limitations arising from 
quinone exchange due to decreased relative solubilities of different quinones in the bulk 
aqueous phase. The steady-state photocurrent magnitudes were more strongly 
attenuated than peak photocurrents with increasing tail length, due to an increasingly 
lower quinone solubilities and decreased diffusion coefficients under steady turnover 
conditions. The clear conclusion from these assays was that the highest currents in our 
aqueous electrochemical cell were supported by UQ0 as opposed to UQ1 or, as is often 
used in such studies, UQ2

7. 

2.4 Conclusion 

In conclusion we show that electron transfer through surface-bound electrically-wired 
RCs is hampered by disruption of QA binding, QB binding, QB protonation and 
ubiquinone exchange. This behaviour reflects that of RCs in their native cellular 
environment and highlights the intact native functionality of the ubiquinone reductase 
mechanism of the RC in generating photocurrent. Effective adaptation of these 
pigment-proteins from their natural environment to that of a biohybrid device was 
achieved using a ubiquinone with a fully truncated isoprenoid tail, any negative impacts 
on binding or UQ turnover at the QB site being offset by the high concentration of UQ0 
that could be achieved in solution. This resulted in a peak photocurrent density of 12 
µA cm-2, one of the largest photocurrents to date for a reaction center without an 
attendant light-harvesting system. These findings lay the groundwork for further 
enhancement of RC turnover and photocurrent generation via protein and/or 
interfacial electrode engineering to meet the demands of a viable biosensor or 
biophotovoltaic device. 
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2.5 Materials and methods 

Experimental materials. A strain of Rba. sphaeroides expressing His-tagged WT RCs 
was constructed as described previously 10. To construct the EL212W RC, residue Glu 
212 of the L-polypeptide was changed to Trp, and to construct the EL212A/DL213A 
RC residues Glu 212 and Asp 213 of this polypeptide were both changed to Ala.  All 
mutations were introduced using the QuikChange method (Stratagene), were 
restricted to the target codons and were confirmed by DNA sequencing.  For X-ray 
crystallography, mutations were introduced into plasmid pUCXB-1 which is a 
derivative of pUC19 containing a 1841bp XbaI–BamHI fragment encompassing the 
genes for the RC L and M polypeptides 35.  XbaI/BamHI restriction fragments 
containing the mutations were shuttled into expression vector pRKEH10D 58.  For all 
other work, mutations were introduced into plasmid pv102, which was plasmid 
pUCXB-1 modified with a sequence that placed ten His residues at the C-terminus of 
the RC M-polypeptide 10.  XbaI/BamHI restriction fragments containing the mutations 
were then shuttled into expression vector pv4, which is a derivative of broad-host-range 
vector pRK415 containing a 6.2 kb EcoRI–HindIII fragment encoding pufQLM; this 
vector allows expression of the RC L and M polypeptides in the absence of the α and β 
polypeptides of the LH1 antenna complex or the PufX polypeptide.  In both cases the 
expression vector was introduced into Rba. sphaeroides deletion strain DD13 by 
conjugative transfer as described previously 59.  Both procedures yielded transconjugant 
strains that had mutant RCs but lacked both types of Rba. sphaeroides light-harvesting 
complex, and these were grown under dark/semi-aerobic conditions at 34 °C and 180 
rpm in M22+ medium as described elsewhere 58.  Bacterial cells were harvested by 
centrifugation. 
 
RC purification. To prepare RCs for X-ray crystallography, intracytoplasmic 
membranes were isolated by breakage of harvested bacterial cells in a French pressure 
cell and separated from cell debris and soluble components by centrifugation 60. RCs 
were purified for structure determination as described in detail previously 61, the 
procedure employing solubilization of the RC in lauryldimethylamine oxide (LDAO) 
followed by three steps of anion exchange and one of gel filtration.  
For RCs for photochronoamperometry, harvested bacterial cells were broken in a cell 
disruptor (Constant Systems) and His-tagged RCs purified by nickel affinity 
chromatography followed by gel filtration as described in detail recently 10.  
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Table 1.  Crystallographic statistics for data collection and refinement 
 EL212W EL212A/DL213A/LM215A 
Collection statistics   
resolution range a 18-2.4 Å (2.44-2.4 Å) 23.9 – 2.5 Å (2.56-2.5 Å) 
unit cell a = b = 139.82 Å, c = 185.25 Å 

α = β = 90 °, γ = 120 ° 
a = b = 139.0 Å, c = 184.7 Å 
α = β = 90 °, γ = 120 ° 

no. of reflections 307297 360990 
no. of unique reflections 77800 70501 
Rmerge b 5.7 % (50.2 %) 7.2 % (53.5 %) 
completeness 95.0 % (95.6 %) 98.4 % (97.9 %) 
I/sigI 16.4 (1.63) 16.0 (2.7) 
redundancy 4.2 (4.0) 5.1 (4.8) 
   
Refinement   
resolution range 17.9-2.4 23.9 – 2.5 
no of reflections 73853 66935 
Rfactor c 19.0 17.0 
Rfree d 21.7 19.8 
RMSD bonds 0.014 Å 0.017 Å 
RMSD angles 1.763 ° 1.931 ° 
Ramachandran plot   
   preferred 97.1 % 97.1 % 
   allowed 2.5 % 2.78 % 
   outliers 0.4 % 0.12 % 
no. of amino acid residues L: 281; M: 299; H: 238 L: 281; M: 299; H: 239 
no. of non protein residues 4 BChl, 2 BPheo, 2 Ubi, 1 Fe, 

1 Spn, 1 Cdl, 5 LDAO, 3 Hyd, 
292 waters 

4 BChl, 2 BPheo, 2 Ubi, 1 Fe, 
1 Spn, 1 Cdl, 3 LDAO, 5 Hyd, 302 
waters, 1 phosphate 

a  Values in parentheses are for the outer resolution shell.  
b  Rmerge = ∑h∑i|〈I(h)〉 - I(h)i|/∑h∑iI(h)i where I(h) is the intensity of reflection h, ∑h is the sum over all reflections, 
and ∑i is the sum over all i measurements of reflection h.  
c  Rfactor is defined by ∑||Fo| - |Fc|/∑|Fo|. 
d  Rfree was calculated with 5% reflections selected to be the same as in the refinement of the WT RC61 
e  Abbreviations: BChl, bacteriochlorophyll; BPhe, bacteriopheophytin, Ubi, ubiquinone; Spn, spheroidenone 
(carotenoid); Cdl, cardiolipin;  Hyd, hydrocarbon chain. 

 
X-ray crystallography. Engineered RCs were crystallised by sitting drop vapour 
diffusion 61.  Droplets contained 9 mg mL-1 RC, 0.09 % v/v LDAO, 3.5 % w/v 1,2,3-
heptanetriol, and 0.75 M potassium phosphate (pH 7.5) and were equilibrated against 
a reservoir of 1.5 M potassium phosphate.  Trigonal crystals with a space group of P3121 
grew within four weeks, were 0.5 to 2.0 mm in the longest dimension, and had 
approximate unit cell dimensions of a = b = 138 Å, c = 184 Å, α = β = 90°, γ = 120°. 

For mounting in cryoloops, RC crystals washed in artificial mother liquor were 
moved sequentially through liquors with increasing concentrations of glycerol to reach 
a final glycerol concentration of 35 %.  X-ray diffraction data were collected at 100 K on 
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a ADSC Quantum 4R CCD detector on station 14.1 of the Daresbury Synchrotron 
Radiation Source and processed using the HKL2000 package 62.  Collection and 
refinement statistics are given in Table 1. Molecular replacement was performed in 
AMORE 63using the coordinates of the WT RC 61as a starting model. This was followed 
by refinement using REFMAC 5 64. In the Figures, structures were illustrated using 
PyMOL 65. 
 
Table 2. Recombination values for RCs and RCs reconstituted in UQ0 or UQ10 

Sample Additions τ fast 
(s) 

Amp fast 
(%) 

τ slow 
(s) 

Amp slow (%) 

WT None 0.210 ± 0.040 18 ± 2 1.21 ± 0.03 81 ± 2 

dAla None 0.108 ± 0.005 80 ± 2 22.0 ± 1.0 19.4 ± 0.4 
AM260W None n/aa n/aa n/aa n/aa 
EL212W None 0.125 ± 0.005 100 ± 2 n/ab n/aa 
WT UQ10 n/ab n/ab 1.09 ± 0.2 100 ± 1 
dAla UQ10 0.097 ± 0.009 52 ± 3 20.3 ± 0.6 47.7 ± 0.4 
AM260W UQ10 n/aa n/aa n/aa n/aa 
EL212W UQ10 0.125 ± 0.006 100 ± 3 n/ab n/aa 
WT UQ0 n/aa n/aa 1.21 ± 0.02 100 ± 1 
dAla UQ0 0.103 ± 0.008 69 ± 3 11.4 ± 0.3 31 ± 0.4 
AM260W UQ0 0.100 ± 0.030 AM260W UQ0 0.100 ± 0.030 
EL212W UQ0 0.116 ± 0.007 87 ± 3 4.4 ± 0.5 13 ± 1 
a No photobleach observed 
b Only one rate observed 

 
Charge recombination kinetics. Charge recombination kinetics were measured using 
a Cary 60 spectrophotometer connected with a fiber optic coupler to an external 1 cm 
cuvette holder. A 50 ms flash of white light was applied at a right angle to the measuring 
beam from an HL-2000-FHSA halogen light source controlled by a shutter triggered 
by a TGP110 pulse generator (Thurlby Thandur Instruments). A mirrored insert was 
positioned opposite the excitation source to double the excitation light intensity, 
measured at 25 W m-2. Solutions of reaction centers at 13.2 µM were prepared in 20 
mM Tris pH 8, 200 mM NaCl, 0.1% LDAO and either 250 µM UQ10 or 1 mM UQ0, 
and dark adapted for one hour before measurement. A volume of 100 µL of each sample 
was loaded into a 3x3 mm florescence cuvette (Hellma). Data were collected at 865 nm 
with a time interval of 0.0125 s over a total period of 30 s for the WT RC and all mutants 
except the dAla RC, which required a measurement of 60 s to observe complete 
relaxation to the ground state. The flash was applied after 10 s with relaxation over the 
remainder of the measurement. Eight transients were measured for each protein 
preparation, averaged and the data were fit to either single or double exponential 
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functions in Origin 8.0 to determine the rate constant(s). The UQ0 concentration of 1 
mM used in these experiments was the minimum required for full reconstitution of the 
WT RC. This was over four-fold greater than that of Q10, which has a much greater 
affinity for the QB site 66. 

Fabrication of electrodes. Planar disc gold working electrodes of 2 mm diameter 
(CHI Instruments) were mechanically polished to a mirror-like finish using Al2O3 
lapping films of successively finer grain sizes of 5, 3 and 1 µm (Thor Labs), followed by 
rinsing of the electrode with Milli-Q water after each polishing step. To form the SAM, 
the electrode was incubated in a solution containing 10 mM 4-mercaptopyridine (in 
Milli-Q water) for 10 minutes.  Following thorough rinsing, the SAM coated gold 
electrodes were drop-casted with 7.5 µL of 10 µM RC complex for 30 minutes in the 
dark at 4 °C. Unbound protein was removed by controlled, repeated dipping in 20 mM 
Tris (pH 8) at 4 °C using a home-built dipping apparatus.  Subsequently, coated 
electrodes were incubated for 5 minutes in a solution containing 200 µM cyt c in 20 
mM Tris (pH 8), followed by another round of rinsing to remove unbound cyt c.  

Photochronoamperometry. Au|4-MP|cyt c|RC electrodes were inserted into a 
photoelectrochemical cell fitted with a Ag/AgCl/3M KCl reference electrode and a 
platinum counter electrode (Metrohm Autolab BV, Utrecht, Netherlands) in a 
working solution of 500 µM UQ0 in 20 mM Tris (pH 8) unless stated otherwise. A 
PGSTAT128N potentiostat (Metrohm Autolab) was used to control the three-
electrode cell, a bias potential of -68 mV vs. Ag/AgCl (-100 mV vs. SCE) being applied 
for all experiments.  The working electrode was illuminated with an 870 nm LED 
((Roithner Lasertechnik) with an irradiance of 46 mW cm-2 at the electrode surface. All 
photocurrent measurements were performed under ambient conditions, in air at room 
temperature.  

Ubiquinone Isoprenyl tail length assays. Quinones UQ0 and UQ1 were solubilized 
in the working buffer (20 mM Tris pH 8.0) to 500 µM as determined spectroscopically. 
This concentration has previously been determined to be saturating for photocurrent 
generation with UQ0 10. Quinones UQ2, UQ4 and UQ10 were solubilized to their 
maximum achievable concentration in the working solution, which was determined 
spectroscopically to be 326 µM, 3.0 µM and 0.1 µM, respectively. Solubilization of 
ubiquinones with detergents to achieve equimolar concentrations (as in 6.4) was not 
utilized as the presence of detergent in the working buffer desorbed the electrode 
bound RCs, resulting in further decreased photocurrent magnitudes, due to RC 
desorption (data not shown). An extinction coefficient of 15,100 M-1 cm-1 at 275 nm 
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was used to determine the maximum solubility for the oxidized UQ form 
67. 

Photocurrent measurements were performed as described in the last section.  

 
Table 3. Photocurrent density under 46 mW cm-2 irradiation (870 nm) at -68 mV vs. Ag/AgCl 

RC jphoto (µA cm-2) 
RC kapp  
(e- s-1 RC -1) 

Ratio  
(mutant: WTRC) % 

WT 12.8 ± 1.0 11.8 ± 1.23 100 % 

AM260W 0.4 ± 0.04 0.04 ± 0.01 3.1 % 

dAla 0.64 ± 0.15 0.6 ± 0.01 5.0 % 
EL212W 1.0 ± 0.2 0.9 ± 0.01 7.8 % 
RC + Stig 100 µM 0.09 ± 0.02 0.08 ± 0.02 0.7% 

Errors represent one standard deviation of uncertainty, n=4. 
Loading was measured at 10.9 pm cm-2 ± 0.8 for WT RC, and assumed identical for all 
mutants which were incubated under identical conditions. 

Quantification of RC loading and kapp. Upon completion of photocurrent 
measurements, working electrodes were hermetically sealed in a 500 μL Eppendorf 
microcentrifuge tube containing 250 μL of a solution of 80 % acetone and 20 % Milli-
Q water saturated with Na2CO3, then vortexed for 30 seconds in the dark, followed by 
sonication (30s). The electrode was removed and the absorbance spectrum of the 
solution containing extracted bacteriochlorins was then recorded. The loading of RCs 
on each electrode (ΓRC, [mol cm-2]) was estimated using an extinction coefficient at 770 
nm for BChl a in 80 % acetone of 69.3 ± 0.3 mM-1 cm-1 68, and by assuming each Rba. 
sphaeroides RC complexes contains 4 molecules of BChl a. The apparent RC turnover 
frequency (kapp) was determined using:  

���� =
���	
	

�Γ	�
 

where jphoto is the photocurrent flux in A cm-2, Γ is the RC loading in mol cm-2, F is 
Faraday’s constant (96485 C mol-1) and n is the number of electrons per turnover (one 
in this case).  The turnover rates reported are an apparent value because we assume all 
bound RCs are assumed to be active in photocurrent generation.  
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CHAPTER 4  

 

 

Plasmon-enhanced photocurrent of photosynthetic 

pigment-proteins on nanoporous silver 
 
 
 
Abstract: In a quest to fabricate novel solar energy materials, the high quantum 
efficiency and long charge separated states of photosynthetic pigment-proteins are 
being exploited through their direct incorporation in bioelectronic devices. In this 
work, photocurrent generation by bacterial reaction center-light harvesting 1 (RC-
LH1) complexes self-assembled on a nanostructured silver substrate yielded a peak 
photocurrent of 166 µA cm-2 under 1 sun illumination, and a maximum of over 400 µA 
cm-2 under 4 suns, the highest reported to date. A 2.5-fold plasmonic enhancement of 
light absorption per RC-LH1 complex was measured on the rough silver substrate. This 
plasmonic interaction was assessed using confocal fluorescence microscopy, revealing 
an increase of fluorescence yield and radiative rate of the RC-LH1 complexes. Nano-
structuring of the silver substrate also enhanced the stability of the protein under 
continuous illumination by almost an order of magnitude relative to a non-structured 
bulk silver control. Due to its ease of construction, increased protein loading capacity, 
stability and more efficient use of light, this hybrid material is an excellent candidate for 
further development of plasmon-enhanced biosensors and bio-photovoltaic devices.* 

                                                                      
* This Chapter is based upon the following publication: 
Friebe VM, Delgado, JD, Swainsbury, DJK, Gruber MJ, Chanaewa A, van Grondelle R, von Hauff E, 
Millo D, Jones MR, Frese RN. Advanced Functional Materials (2015). DOI:10.1002/adfm.201504020 
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4.1 Introduction 

Through billions of years of evolution, nature has refined photosynthetic pigment-
protein complexes to make highly effective use of the most abundant source of energy 
on our planet, solar radiation. One of these remarkable sunlight conversion systems, 
the reaction-centre light harvesting-1 complex (RC-LH1) from the purple 
photosynthetic bacterium Rhodobacter (R.) sphaeroides (Figure 1a), is capable of 
ultrafast (<50ps) capture and excitation energy transfer, followed by charge separation 
within the reaction centre (RC) (Figure 1b, c) with near unity quantum efficiency1,2. 
This nanoscale photon-conversion unit is assembled in high yield from non-toxic, 
cheap, earth-abundant materials by R. sphaeroides. Growth capabilities under non-
photosynthetic conditions has enabled bio-engineering of desirable 
properties including absorption profiles and redox properties of the photosynthetic 
protein complexes, without compromising the viability of the organism.3,4 As a result, 
this complex is an excellent candidate for exploitation in bioelectronics, biosensors and 
bio-photovoltaics.5 

Opportunities for further enhancement of the optical properties of these biological 
components is enabled via hybridization with man-made materials, invoking 
potentially desirable phenomena that are not exhibited by the individual components, 
such as enhanced light-harvesting via plasmonic effects.6,7 In the related field of thin film 
photovoltaics, much consideration has been given to the efficient management of 
incoming sunlight to compensate for the relatively low absorbance of the thin layer of 
photoactive component using plasmonic metal nanostructures.8,9 Enhanced light 
harvesting has been achieved by various strategies such as light scattering, coupling 
light with surface plasmon polaritons that propagate in the plane of the metal and the 
absorptive material, and localized surface plasmon resonances which create strong 
near-electric field enhancements.8,9  

Although interactions between plasmonic metal nanostructures and fluorophores 
have been well characterized,10 hybrid nanostructures in which photosynthetic 
pigment-protein complexes are interfaced with metallic nanoparticles have only 
recently emerged.11,12 A predominant focus of study of these photoprotein-metal 
nanostructures has been on the enhancement of fluorescence which occurs as a result 
of the hybridization.11 This increased emission, also known as metal-enhanced 
fluorescence,13 can be significant (e.g. >500 fold), and is a result of the combination of 
increases in extinction andes.6,14 Another emergent property of these systems is the 
improved photostability of the fluorophores as a result of a decreased time spent in the 
excited state.15  While these phenomena are interesting for the study of fundamental 
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processes in photosynthesis, super-radiant fluorescence is not conducive to forming 
charge separations necessary for photocurrent generation, and thus a more suitable 
design is desired in bioelectronic devices. Accordingly, we have pursued novel 
arrangements whereby the plasmonic interactions support the rate of charge 
separation, yet inhibit strong radiative and non-radiative decay.  

 

 
Figure 1. a)  3D rendering of an RC-LH1 pigment-protein. b) Energy diagram of electron 
transfer mechanism. c) Schematic of an RC-LH1 complex wired to a RS surface by cyt c. d) 
SEM of a RS surface (top view). e) SEM of a cross-sectioned RS electrode. f) SS and RS 
reflectivity (top) and RC-LH1 solution absorbance (bottom); * denotes the peak plasmon 
absorption band of the RS substrate. Panels (a,c) were generating using the crystal structure of 
the RC-LH1-PufX22 complex (PDB ID:4V9G) and USCF Chimera developed by the Resrouce 
for Biocomputing, Visualization, and Informatics at the Unviersity of California, San Francisco 
(supported by NIGMS P41-GM103311)23. 

In previous work we have shown that RC-LH1 complexes and RCs can be interfaced 
directly with unfunctionalized smooth gold electrodes for the generation of 
photocurrents.16–18 Inherent limitations in these systems for achieving high 
photocurrent magnitudes include low protein loading and light absorption. To address 
these issues, we have interfaced the RC-LH1 complexes with rough silver (RS), a large 
surface area material used for surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS)19,20 and in 
emerging plasmon-enhanced solar cell technologies.8,21 To delineate substrate 
morphology effects, the evaluation of photocurrents, fluorescence intensity, lifetime 
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and stability of RC-LH1 complexes on rough silver (RS|RC-LH1) were compared with 
those from an equivalent mechanically polished smooth silver (SS) electrode (SS|RC-
LH1).  

4.2 Results 

Electrode Construction. A rough silver surface was constructed using an 
electrochemical procedure19,20 and its morphology was characterized with a scanning 
electron microscope (Figure 1d, e). This revealed a 2.4 µm deep, coral-like structure 
comprised of interconnected particles ranging from 50-200 nm in diameter, (Figure 1d, 
e), consistent with previous models that estimated an average particle diameter of 100 
± 6 nm and surface area enhancement of 20-fold.19,20 In contrast, the SS substrate 
displayed a largely planar surface interspersed with ridges and grooves left over from 
the mechanical polishing. Reflectivity measurements on both silver surfaces in air 
revealed a strong absorbance band at 325 nm, typical of bulk silver (Figure 1f, top). An 
additional plasmonic absorbance band at 375 nm (Figure 1f, asterisk) was observed on 
RS that approximately coincided with the Soret band of the RC-LH1 bacteriochlorins 
at 370 nm, and extended across the entire spectrum into the IR, as expected for a 
substrate containing heterogeneous nanoparticle size. 9,24–26. To exclude absorption by 
surface impurities during electrode preparation, the purity of rough silver was 
characterized by energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis (Figure S1). The absorbance 
spectrum of the RC-LH1 complex (Figure 1f) is comprised of multiple bands between 
300-1000 nm arising from the bacteriochlorin cofactors and a broad band between 430 
and 560 nm due to the absorbance of the carotenoids. This complex typically contains 
34 bacteriochlorophylls and 15 carotenoids encapsulated in a disc shaped protein 
scaffold approximately 12 nm in diameter and 6 nm high (Figure 1a).22 

Bio-hybrid nanostructures were constructed by sequentially drop-casting RC-LH1 
complexes and the electron transfer mediator cytochrome c (cyt c) onto the prepared 
SS and RS surfaces (Figure S2).   These coated surfaces were then used as the working 
electrode in a three-electrode configuration liquid cell with water-soluble ubiquinone 
(Q0) in the buffer solution as an electron acceptor. Illumination was provided by a 
tungsten-halogen lamp and a 3 cm water filter with an incident intensity of 100 mW cm-

2, approximating to 1 sun (Figure S3). Electron transfer proceeds stepwise from the 
silver substrate to the cytochrome c, the special pair of the reaction center (P870), 
through the A branch and finally is captured in a ubiquinol that diffuses out of the 
protein into the solution (Figure 1b).27  Support for the proposed mechanism of 
electron transfer is given in Figure S4 and S5.   
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Figure 2. a) Photocurrent density produced by SS|RC-LH1 electrode (red) and RS|RC-LH1 
electrode (blue). The dotted black line is an identical RS|RC-LH1 rotating disk electrode 
(RDE) operating at 500 rpm.  Sun indicates light on, moon indicates light off. b) Wavelength 
dependent external quantum efficiency of SS|RC-LH1 and RS|RC-LH1 electrodes (left axis), 
RC-LH1 absorbance spectrum (right axis). Latter is normalized to the blue trace at 800 nm for 
comparison. *Black dotted arrow indicates parasitic absorption by the RS nanostructure.  

Biophotocathode performance. The SS|RC-LH1 electrode yielded photocurrent 
densities with an average value of 27 µA cm-2 (Figure 2a, red) that corresponded to an 
external quantum efficiency (EQE = incident photons/charge carriers) of 0.022 % and 
an apparent internal quantum efficiency (IQEapp= absorbed photons/charge carriers) 
of 16 % (Table 1). The RC-LH1 loading (ΓRC-LH1) was approximately 2.4-fold more on 
RS and produced an average peak initial cathodic photocurrent of 166 µA cm-2, 
decaying over the next 90 s to a steady-state level of 80 µA cm-2 (Figure 2a, blue).  Given 
a RC-LH1 loading on RS of 12.1 pmol cm-2 (see methods) this peak photocurrent 
corresponded to an apparent electron transfer rate (kapp) of 142 e- s-1 RC-LH1-1 (Table 
1). Under high irradiance that saturated photocurrent, an average kapp of 350 e- s-1 RC-
LH1-1 was achieved, which is roughly half that of an independent estimate of the 
maximum flux through an RC-LH1 complex of 570 e- s-1.28 This discrepancy may arise 
from the fact that not all of the RC-LH1 complexes are functionally interfaced with the 
surface, thus lowering the kapp. Correcting for a measured 2.4-fold greater loading, RC-
LH1 complexes generated a 2.5-fold larger peak current on RS compared with SS 
(Table 1), likely due to plasmonic enhanced light-harvesting.  

Charge Recombination and rotating disc electrode. Upon cessation of three 
minutes of illumination, a transient anodic current was recorded for RS|RC-LH1 
electrodes with a magnitude and decay lifetime that approximately corresponded to the 
spike of cathodic current observed during the first 90 s of illumination (Figure 2a, blue).  
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Current signatures of this type have been attributed to the charge recombination and 
diffusion-limited mass transport of the analyte.29,30 To characterize this transient 
photocurrent further, measurements were made with a rotating RS|RC-LH1 electrode 
to establish a forced convection of oxidized and reduced quinone mediator through the 
bulk solution. At a rotation speed of 500 RPM there was a dramatic increase in the level 
of the stable photocurrent up to values that were almost identical to the initial peak 
transient current, and the dark anodic current was lost (Figure 2a black). This 
demonstrated that the steady state photocurrent was indeed limited by mass transport 
of the analyte, and that the reverse spike was attribution to recombination of the 
product ubiquinol with the electrode.29 

Table 1. Photocurrent density of the smooth and rough silver constructs under 100 
mW cm-2 irradiation at -50 mV vs. Ag/AgCl 

 

jphoto            
µA cm-2 

ΓRC-LH1                

pmol cm-2 
Apparent ET rate       
(e-s-1 RC-LH1-1) EQE % 

Apparent 
IQE %a 

Smooth Silver 27 ± 5b 5.0 ± 0.7 57 ± 14 0.02 ± 0.004 16 ± 2 

Rough Silver 166 ± 13 12.1 ± 0.9 142 ± 12 0.13 ± 0.004 39 ± 3 

Enhancement factor 
(Rough/Smooth) 

6.1 ± 1.2 2.4 ± 0.4 2.5 ± 0.6 6.1 ± 1.6 2.5 ± 0.4 

a Does not take into account enhanced excitation via reflection or scattering 
b Errors represent one standard deviation of uncertainty 

Wavelength dependent external quantum efficiency. In measurements with 
monochromatic excitation, the wavelength-dependence of the calculated value for 
external quantum efficiency (EQE = incident photons / charge carriers) showed 
excellent alignment with the solution absorbance spectrum of the RC-LH1 complex 
(Figure 2b) with no spectral shifts in the EQE spectrum on either substrate. This 
established that the RC-LH1 complex was the source of the photocurrent and that it 
had maintained its functional integrity despite the lack of a self-assembled monolayer 
(SAM) that is generally thought necessary to maintain protein integrity on bare 
metals.31–33 The peak EQE of 1.3% at 875 nm (5 µW cm-2 irradiation) for the 
RS|RCLH1 electrode (Figure 2b) was ~6-fold greater than the largest reported to date 
of 0.21% under 6 mW cm-2 irradiation at 875nm using a gold surface.34 The decreased 
EQE at approximately 375 nm on RS (Figure 2b, arrow) was likely due to parasitic 
absorption by the peak RS plasmon absorption (Figure 1f, asterisk). We suggest 
disparate positioning of the primary metal plasmon band (400 nm) and the primary 
absorptive layer absorbance (870 nm) is conducive to achieving a higher net number 
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of charge separations because it circumvents parasitic absorption in otherwise critical 
light absorption regions (see Figure  S3 for overlap of light source and RC-LH1). 

 Photocurrents and illumination intensity. Measurement of the peak photocurrent 
as a function of excitation intensity revealed a linear increase below 0.5 mW cm-2 
(Figure 3a). At higher irradiances, it was possible to approximately saturate the 
photocurrent density for both types of electrode (Figure 3b), indicating a regime where 
current is not limited by excitation but rather by electron flow through the system, the 
slowest steps of which are expected to be the diffusional limitations of the analyte. The 
linear region of the irradiance curve was analyzed to estimate the excitation 
enhancement on RS (Figure 3a). Dividing the slope of the RS electrode response by 
that of the SS electrode and correcting for the loading produced a value of 2.33 ± 0.5, 
which corresponds to the apparent amount of additional photons that the RC-LH1 
complexes harvest on rough silver, assuming linear scaling.  

Internal Quantum Efficiency. A further approximation of the plasmonic light-
harvesting enhancement was revealed by calculating the IQEapp over various irradiance 
intensities (Figure 3c). This clearly showed that the system is indeed more efficient at 
low light regimes, approaching peak values of IQE of 108 ± 15% and 256 ± 20% on SS 
and RS respectively. An IQEapp over 100 % is only possible if the optical path length of 
light throughout the absorptive layer has increased, or if the absorption cross-section of 
the pigment-protein has increased due to resonant plasmonic enhancement. 
Accordingly, the ~100% IQEapp on SS is overestimated due to reflection since ~99% of 
the photons are reflected directly back through the absorptive layer. This doubles the 
effective photon flux throughout the absorptive layer, reducing the real IQE of the RC-
LH1 complexes on SS to ~50%. Since the intrinsic quantum efficiency of charge 
separation is 100%, this IQEapp of half that value suggests that approximately half the 
complexes are functionally interfaced with the smooth silver electrode. The peak IQEapp 
of 256 ± 20 % on RS is the strongest indication of plasmonic enhancement (Figure 3c), 
as it again discloses a 2.5-fold enhancement of light-harvesting per RC-LH1 even with 
the conservative assumption that all complexes are functionally interfaced.  

Reaction center only based bioelectrodes. A large number of studies have looked at 
photocurrent generation by monolayers of purple bacterial reaction centers (devoid of 
the light-harvesting 1 ring) principally from R. sphaeroides, with current densities in the 
nA or low µA range being obtained under a wide variety of conditions (for reviews see 
Lu et al, Yehezkeli et al. and most recently Tan et al.).35–37 Many studies have employed 
functionalization of the electrode material with a SAM for the purposes of binding and 
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control of orientation, but it has been shown that the highest currents can be obtained 
by directly interfacing RCs with bare metal gold electrodes.16,36  One exceptionally high 
photocurrent of 120 µA cm-2 on a SAM-covered gold electrode has been reported, albeit 
with an extremely high laser irradiance of 10 W cm-2 at 808 nm, revealing a significant 
limiting factor in these single layer systems is the capture of photons, and valorises the 
transition towards RC-LH1 based bio-photovoltaics.38. 

 

 

Figure 3. a) Linear increase of photocurrent density at low irradiances (<0.5 mW cm-2) with 
linear fits. b) Photocurrent density at high irradiance. c) IQEapp over full irradiance range (does 
not assume any contribution from reflection or scattering).  

 

RC-LH1 based biophotoelectrodes. In contrast, a smaller number of studies have 
focused on photocurrent generation by RC-LH1 complexes, beginning with reports up 
to 15 nA cm-2 on SAM functionalized gold or ITO electrodes.39  Drop-casting 
Rhodopseudomonas acidophila RC-LH1 complexes onto unfunctionalised gold 
electrodes has resulted in up to 10 µA cm-2, 16 and increased to 45 µA cm-2 by controlled 
deposition of a Langmuir-Blodgett film, (both studies employing ~20 mW cm-2 NIR 
excitation).40  In work most comparable to the present study, a peak value of 7 µA cm-2 
with 80 mW cm-2 white light excitation of R. sphaeroides RC-LH1 complexes drop-
casted onto an unfunctionalised gold electrode was reported.34 Our average 
photocurrent of 166 µA cm-2 under 1-sun represents an approximate 20-fold increase, 
and our highest photocurrent recorded for a freshly-prepared RS|RC-LH1 electrode 
under 4-suns was 416 µA cm-2. To our knowledge this is far in excess of any reported 
photocurrent produced by purple bacterial photosynthetic proteins on a bare metal 
electrode at comparable excitation intensities, and exceeded the highest photocurrent 
previously measured in published studies by a factor of nine.36,40 
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Figure 4. a) SEM image of a SS surface b) Confocal fluorescence image of SS|RC-LH1 surface. 
c) SEM image of a nanostructured RS surface. d) Confocal fluorescence image of RS|RC-LH1 
surface (a-d have identical dimensions). e) Histogram of fluorescence counts from RC-LH1 
complexes on SS (red), RS (blue) and on a glass/PLL surface (green). f) Time-correlated 
single-photon counting fluorescence intensity profiles for RC-LH1 complexes on SS (red), RS 
(blue) and on a glass/PLL surface (green). The fitted lifetimes are indicated in the legend. 
Binning time was 4 ps and excitation was at 800 nm.  

RC-LH1 fluorescence enhancement. To investigate the source of the photocurrent 
enhancement obtained with RC-LH1 complexes on RS, the effects of both substrates 
on the fluorescence properties of RC-LH1 complexes were investigated by confocal 
microscopy. SS|RC-LH1 electrodes revealed a non-homogenous fluorescence map 
(Figure 4b) that showed patterns of high-fluorescence regions that were strikingly 
similar to the patterns of polishing striations observed by SEM (Figure 4a).  These high 
fluorescence regions are attributed to RC-LH1 complexes sitting on “hot spots” 
comprising plasmonic nanostructures inadvertently generated by the polishing 
procedure that are resonant with the incoming excitation and the RC-LH1 
fluorophores.41 Investigation of these hot spots revealed >100-fold enhanced 
fluorescence relative to more uniform surface areas, shortened fluorescence lifetimes 
(<20ps), blinking events, and blue-shifted and narrowed fluorescence spectra (Figure  
S6), all of which are signatures of strong near-field plasmonic enhancement of 
fluorescence.6,14 The average fluorescence lifetime outside the hotspot regions was 
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approximately 162 ps, similar to the value of 206 ps for RC-LH1 complexes adsorbed 
on a control glass|poly-L-lysine (PLL) surface. Mean fluorescence intensity was also 
decreased two-fold per RC-LH1 complex on SS (Figure 4e, red) relative to PLL (Figure 
4e, green), as expected for fluorophores in close proximity with a silver film.42 Because 
of their infrequency, the hotspots did not strongly skew average fluorescence lifetimes 
and average peak fluorescence intensities for the SS surfaces.  

The RC-LH1-RS electrode displayed a much more intense and homogenous 
fluorescence topography (Figure 4d), with an average fluorescence enhancement of 
approximately 23-fold relative to the SS electrode under identical irradiance (Figure 
4e), which corresponds to a 10-fold increase per RC-LH1 complex. In contrast to the 
SS electrode, fully homogenous fluorescence spectra were obtained that were identical 
to those obtained from RC-LH1 complexes on a PLL surface (Figure S6). Fluorescence 
measurements revealed a significantly shortened average lifetime (77 ps) relative to 
RC-LH1 complexes in on the PLL surface (206 ps) and on SS electrodes (162 ps). 
Taken together, the decreased average fluorescence lifetime and increased average 
fluorescence intensity are analogous to those reported by Wientjes et al.11  However, 
our observations were clearly not as strong as those observed in response to local 
surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) associated with isolated nanoparticles, which 
revealed lifetime shortening up to 20-fold and fluorescence enhancement up to 500-
fold.11  In contrast to LSPR on discrete and isolated nanoparticles, LSPRs on a semi-
continuous substrate may dissociate into delocalized modes and propagate along the 
surface, forming surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs).24 We suggest our observations of 
shortened lifetimes and enhanced fluorescence to be primarily due to interaction with 
such SPPs, previously characterized on similar rough silver surfaces.26 It is well known 
that the magnitude of the electric field enhancement around SPPs is generally less 
intense than that of LSPR, which agrees well with our observations of fluorescence on 
RS.9,41,43 Although the primary RS plasmon absorption band is at 375 nm (Figure 1f), 
the resonance extends over a wide range of wavelengths into the infrared, including the 
primary RC-LH1 absorption band at 870 nm, as expected for an ensemble of 
nanoparticles of different shapes and sizes.9 We expect scattering also contributes to 
enhancing the RC-LH1 light absorption, as the larger diameter (>50nm) nanoparticles 
will primarily scatter light rather than absorbing it, extending the path length of light 
through the absorptive layer.9 Overall, we expect the enhanced excitation in our system 
to derive from a variety of mechanisms including scattering, enhanced near-field, and 
possibly plasmon-induced resonant energy transfer (PIRET).44  
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Figure 5. a) Photocurrent stability. b) Total charge density passed through the electrode. 
 
Although enhanced radiative and non-radiative decay are not obvious assets in a bio-
hybrid photovoltaic device, reducing the dwell time in the excited state could lessen the 
formation of damaging products such as singlet oxygen and thereby increase the 
stability of pigment-proteins.[41] Accordingly, the stabilities of the bio-hybrid SS and RS 
electrodes were characterized under ambient conditions with near-continuous 
illumination (1 minute dark for every 9 minutes illuminated) (Figure 5). For both types 
of electrode the photocurrent gradually decreased over the time course of the 
measurement. Estimating the lifetime of current output from fits with two exponentials 
yielded a dominant component (contribution > 75%) of approximately 8 hours for 
RS|RC-LH1 electrodes as opposed to 1 hour for SS counterparts, indicating a 8-fold 
enhancement of photostability. In terms of performance, the SS|RC-LH1 electrode 
cycled 0.099 C cm-2 over 48 hours, while the RS|RC-LH1 electrode cycled 1.8 C cm-2 
over the same period (Figure 5b), an 18-fold increase. Accounting for loading, this 
corresponded to an average of 1.55 x 106 turnovers per RC-LH1 complex on RS and 
0.206 x 106 on SS over the first 2 days, an 8-fold stability enhancement per complex, 
corresponding well with the lifetime analysis. We speculate that the origin of this 
enhanced photostability is coupling of the RC-LH1 complex to the RS nanostructure 
resulting in enhanced rates of radiative decay. Overall, we report stability on the order 
of days in ambient conditions, with turnover rates and lifetimes comparable to RC-LH1 
complexes in vivo.   

4.3 Conclusion 

This work demonstrates that significant enhancements of photocurrent generation and 
stability can be achieved by simple and direct interfacing of photosynthetic proteins 
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with a plasmonic metal surface. This was achieved by a simple method of drop casting 
photosynthetic protein-complexes onto an electrochemically roughened silver 
electrode without the use of a SAM, resulting in a peak photocurrent of 400 µA cm-2 
previously reported in comparable studies by a factor of nine.36,40 Confocal microscopy 
revealed an increased fluorescence yield and faster RC-LH1 radiative rates, revealing 
the presence of processes detrimental towards charge separation. Despite this, RC-LH1 
complexes netted a 2.5-fold enhanced photocurrent due to a plasmonic increase in 
light-harvesting on RS compared with SS. The increased stability of the RC-LH1 
complex was another promising property of the bio-hybrid RS electrode. Enhanced 
charge separation and stability of this system strongly supports further development of 
the fabrication procedures and cell design, particularly the exclusion of oxygen, and 
could lead to systems that are stable over days under continuous illumination.  Finally, 
the increase in loading of the RC-LH1 complex on moving from a SS to RS substrate 
was only a modest 2.4-fold, and further enhancements could be obtained through an 
oriented three-dimensional electrode architectures that mimic the multilayer 
architectures seen in the photosynthetic membranes of the chloroplasts and 
photosynthetic bacteria that constitute nature’s solar powerpacks. 

4.4 Materials and methods 

Materials. Horse heart cytochrome c (cyt c) and 2,3-dimethoxy-5-methyl-p-
benzoquinone (Q0) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Milli-Q water (Millipore, 
Massachusetts) was used in all preparations and procedures. 

RC-LH1 Mutant. DNA encoding RCs modified with a poly-histidine tag at the C-
terminus of the M-subunit5 was cloned as a 1841 bp XbaI-BamHI restriction fragment 
into plasmid pRKEH103, which is a derivative of broad-host-range vector pRK415 
containing a 6.2 kb EcoRI–HindIII fragment encoding pufQBALMX. The resulting 
plasmid was named pvBALMtX, and was introduced into R. sphaeroides strain DD13 
by conjugative transfer as previously described.3 The resulting transconjugant strains 
contained His-tagged RC-LH1 complexes but lacked LH2 antenna proteins. 

RC-LH1 Purification. This protocol was adapted from that previously published for 
His-tagged RCs.5 Briefly, R. sphaeroides DD13 expressing plasmid pvBALMtX was 
grown under semi-aerobic dark conditions in M22 medium to a total volume of 12 L. 45 
Cells were harvested by centrifugation, resuspended in 20 mM Tris (pH 8) containing 
DNAse I and two complete EDTA-free Protease Inhibitor tablets (Roche) and lysed at 
20,000 psi in a cell disruptor (Constant Systems). Debris was removed by 
centrifugation at 26,890 RCF for 15 minutes at 4 °C. Membranes in the supernatant 
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were solubilised by the addition of 200 mM NaCl and 2% (w/v) n-dodecyl β-D-
maltopyranoside (DDM) at room temperature in the dark for 1 h and insoluble 
material was separated by ultracentrifugation at 100,000 RCF for 30 min at 4 °C. The 
supernatant was loaded onto a 20 mL HisPrep FF Ni-NTA column (GE Healthcare) 
pre-equilibrated with 100 mL 20 mM Tris (pH 8), containing 200 mM NaCl, 20 mM 
imidazole and 0.04% w/v DDM (equilibration buffer). After loading, the column was 
washed with 400 mL equilibration buffer and RC-LH1 complexes were eluted with the 
same buffer supplemented with 500 mM imidazole. Complexes were further purified 
on a Superdex 200 16/60 gel filtration column (GE Healthcare) pre-equilibrated with 
200 mL of 20 mM Tris (pH 8) containing 0.04% w/v DDM. Fractions containing RC-
LH1 complexes were pooled and concentrated. The ratio of absorbance of 
bacteriochlorophyll at 875 nm to protein at 280 nm was 1.9, which corresponded to 
contaminating proteins being undetectable.  Protein was stored in 20 mM Tris (pH 8), 
0.04% DDM at -80 °C. 

Reflectivity. Diffuse Reflectance Spectroscopy was used to measure the reflectivity of 
the silver substrates in diffuse reflectance mode with the sample at 8° to the incoming 
beam placed in the back position of the integrating sphere, enabling capture of scattered 
light and specificity to light extinction on the substrate. (Perkin Elmer Lambda 900 
UV/VIS/NIR Spectrometer, PELA-1020 Integrating Sphere). 

 Fabrication of silver RC-LH1 electrodes. Planar disc polycrystalline silver working 
electrodes of 2 mm diameter (CHI Instruments) were mechanically polished to a 
mirror-like finish using Al2O3 lapping films of successively finer grain size from 5 µm to 
1 µm (Thor Labs), followed by rinsing of the electrode with milli-Q water after each 
polishing step. Rough silver electrodes were prepared by subjecting the polished Ag 
electrodes to an electrochemical procedure consisting of four oxidation/reduction 
cycles in 0.1 M KCl, as described elsewhere.19,20 Smooth and rough silver electrodes 
were drop-casted with 7.5 µL of 51.5 µM RC-LH1 complexes for 15 minutes in the dark 
at 4 °C. Unbound protein was removed by controlled, repeated dipping in 20 mM Tris 
(pH 8) at 4 °C using a home-built dipping apparatus.  Subsequently, coated electrodes 
were incubated for 5 minutes in a solution containing 200 µM cyt c in 20 mM Tris (pH 
8), followed by another round of rinsing to remove unbound cyt c.  

Photochronoamperometry. Silver working electrodes (Metrohm Autolab, 3mm 
diameter) drop-casted with RC-LH1 complexes and cyt c were placed into a 
photoelectrochemical cell also fitted with a Ag/AgCl/3M KCl reference electrode and 
a platinum counter electrode (Metrohm Autolab BV, Utrecht, Netherlands) in a 
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working solution of 1.5 mM Q0 in 20 mM Tris (pH 8). A PGSTAT128N potentiostat 
(Metrohm Autolab) was used to control the three-electrode cell, a bias potential of -50 
mV vs Ag/AgCl being applied for all experiments (approximating to the dark open 
circuit potential).  The working electrode was homogeneously illuminated with a home 
built 150 W tungsten halogen lamp (HXL 64242, Osram) at an irradiance of 100 mW 
cm-2 (approximately 1 sun) at the electrode surface. A series of neutral density filters 
were employed to vary the irradiance, which was measured with a thermopile detector 
(Coherent Powermax 2). To study diffusion-limited process in the cell, force 
convection of the analyte by the working electrode was achieved via an Autolab RDE 
rotating disc electrode (Metrohm Autolab). All photocurrent measurements were 
performed under ambient conditions, in air at room temperature.  

Quantification of RC-LH1 loading. Upon completion of photocurrent 
measurements, silver working electrodes were hermetically sealed into a 500 μL 
Eppendorf microcentrifuge tube containing 250 μL of a solution of 80 % acetone and 
20 % milli-Q water saturated with Na2CO3, then vortexed for 30 seconds in the dark, 
followed by sonication (30s). The electrode was removed and the absorbance 
spectrum of the solution recorded. The loading of RC-LH1 complexes on each 
electrode (ΓRCLH1, (mol cm-2)) was estimated using an extinction coefficient at 770 nm 
for Bchl a in 80 % acetone of 69.3 ± 0.3 mM-1 cm-1 ,46 and by assuming each R. 

sphaeroides RC-LH1 complexes contains 32 molecules of BChl a.22. Full removal of 
photosynthetic material was confirmed by the absence of a photocurrent on the treated 
electrodes and absence of any detectable absorbance after completely grinding the 
electrode, fragmenting the rough silver layer. 

Measurement and calculation of EQE and IQE. The external quantum efficiency 
(EQE) is defined as the ratio of generated charge carriers to the number incident 
photons. To measure the wavelength dependence of EQE, the 150 W white light source 
was passed through a monochromator resulting in an illumination intensity of 25 µW 
cm-2 at 880 nm and a FWHM of 2 nm, measured with an Ocean Optics fiber optic 
spectrometer (USB2000 UV-VIS) and a Coherent UV-VIS Si power meter, 
respectively. Photocurrents were measured while the excitation wavelength was 
scanned at a rate of 1 nm per second from 400 to 900 nm and then from 900 to 400 nm, 
and the two scans were then averaged.  EQE at each wavelength was calculated from 
the measured photocurrent density (J) and the incident irradiance (I) at that 
wavelength using the following equation: 
 

���	(%) = 100	 × (� ∙ ħ�)/(� ∙ �) 
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where e is the elementary charge of an electron, ℏ is Planck’s constant and ω is the 
frequency of light. 
The internal quantum efficiency (IQE) is the ratio of the number of generated charge 
carriers to the number of photons absorbed per second as previously calculated.40,47 

Confocal fluorescence microscopy and lifetime measurements. The adsorption 
profile of RC-LH1 complexes on silver working electrodes was measured using a home-
built confocal fluorescence microscope described elsewhere.48,49  Excitation at 800 nm 
was achieved using a Ti:sapphire laser system (Coherent, Mira900) that yielded 200-
femtosecond pulses at a repetition rate of 76 MHz. The excitation was focused to a 
diffraction limited spot at the water-electrode interface, and fluorescence emission 
resolved using a dichroic beam splitter (815 dclp, Chroma Technology). The working 
electrode was raster scanned in a home-built holder mounted into a closed loop two-
dimensional piezo stage (P-731.8C XY PZT Flexure Stage, Physik Instrumente) 
controlled by a digital four-channel controller (E-710.4LC, Physik Instrumente). 
Fluorescence intensity and lifetime profiles were measured using a single photon 
avalanche diode (PD-050-CTE, Micro Photon Devices) coupled to a time-correlated 
single photon counting module (PicoHarp 300, Picoquant). Fluorescence spectra with 
1-second integration times were obtain by dispersing the fluorescence emission with a 
grating (HR830/800nm, Optometrics) onto a nitrogen-cooled back-illuminated CCD 
camera (Spec10:100BR, Princeton Instruments, Roper Scientific B.V.). The working 
buffer for all experiments consisted of 20 mM Tris (pH 8). To enhance RC-LH1 photo-
stability, anoxic conditions in the working buffer were achieved via an oxygen scavenger 
system described previously.49 The confocal microscopy images in Figure 3 were taken 
under 200 nW excitation at 800 nm with identical exposure times per pixel (200 x 200 
pixels, smoothing 3, identical fluorescence counts). 

Scanning Electron Microscopy and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. SEM 
images were taken with a FEI Verios high resolution SEM. Samples were prepared and 
immediately stored under nitrogen until imaged.  Images were taken with an 
accelerating voltage between 1-5 kV under a vacuum (10-6 mbar). An energy dispersive 
X-ray (EDX) microanalysis module by Oxford provided information on the elemental 
composition of the surface of the electrodes. Focused-Ion Beam etching was performed 
with a FEI Helios nanolab dual beam SEM and enabled cross-sectional imaging of the 
RS substrate. 
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Chapter 4 Supporting Information 
 

 
Figure S1. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) analysis of the rough silver substrate
without RC-LH1. Fit reveals <1% by weight oxygen, carbon and other trace elements.  

 
 

Figure S2.  Schematic of electrode preparation and experimental workflow.  
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Figure S3. Absolute irradiance of illumination source and RC-LH1 solution absorbance. The 
absolute spectral irradiance provided by light from a tungsten halogen lamp passed through a 
3 cm water filter (yellow - total irradiance = 100 mW cm-2) and the absorbance spectrum of the 
RC-LH1 complexes (purple). 

Internal Quantum Efficiency. To calculate the apparent Internal Quantum Efficiency 
of the RC-LH1 complex, we use the absolute irradiance our light source and 
absorbance profile of the RC-LH1 complex (Figure S3).  First, the spectral profile of 
the tungsten halogen lamp was measured with an ocean optics spectrometer 
(USB2000), and normalized to the absolute irradiance (100mW cm-2) measured with 
a Coherent thermopile power sensor to yield the photon flux per nm, for an integrated 
photon flux of 7.70 x 1017 photons cm-2 s-1 over all wavelengths. From the absorbance 
spectrum and known extinction coefficient of RC-LH1 at maximum absorption (ε RC-

LH1 = 3400 mM-1 cm-1 @ 870 nm [4]) we calculated the absorption cross section of our 
absorptive layer at every nm throughout the visible & IR region. [4] Combined with the 
measured loading density of RC-LH1’s per cm2, we calculated the % of photons per cm2 
theoretically absorbed at each λ for both the SS and RS surface. We then multiplied 
theoretical % of photon absorption by the measured photon flux at each nm and 
integrated across all λ to get the total theoretical # of absorbed photons per second per 
RC-LH1 complex. This is then divided by the measured # of generated electrons per 
RC-LH1 per second to yield the apparent IQE. We assume that the RC has an intrinsic 
quantum efficiency of 100%, and any losses or gains are explained by inefficiencies in 
the electrochemical/electron transfer process or plasmonic interactions. In this 
calculation for apparent IQE, we assume that light makes a single pass through 
complex, thus no contributions from reflection or scattering are included in our 
calculations as mentioned in Table 1.  
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Device Fabrication. The current output from the photoelectrochemical cell depends 
upon the fabrication procedure used to interface RC-LH1 complexes and the presence 
of electron transfer mediators Q0 and cyt c with the RS or SS electrode (Figure S4). 
When no mediators were present in solution, no photocurrent response was measured 
on working electrodes formed by drop-casting RC-LH1 complexes onto an RS surface 
(Figure S4, black). On the addition of cyt c to the buffer solution (Figure S4, red) a 
sharp peak of cathodic photocurrent was observed on illumination (charge extracted 
from the working electrode by the protein) with a very small but persistent subsequent 
stable cathodic photocurrent.  This effect can be rationalized by cyt c “wiring” the 
“positive terminal” of the RC-LH1 complex to the working electrode. If cyt c  is the only 
mediator present, charges can travel from the working electrode via the cyt c into the 
RC, but cannot exit the RC itself, resulting in a charge build up in the RC as mentioned 
elsewhere.[1] This results in a fast and transient cathodic current (~12.5 µA cm-2), which 
quickly dwindles to a small stable photocurrent (~1 µA cm-2), probably facilitated by 
native hydrophobic quinones (Q10) associated with the purified RC-LH1 complex. 
With only cyt c present, a reverse electron transfer (anodic current) was not seen when 
switching off excitation (Figure S4, red), due to comparatively slow back electron 
transfer from the RC to the working electrode.[2] When Q0 was the only mediator 
present, a slow rise towards a small stable cathodic current at the onset of illumination 
was observed (Figure S4, green). This indicates slow electron injection into the RC 
from the working electrode that also limits the steady state current that can be achieved 
to around 10 µA cm-2.[3] When both Q0 and cyt c were present an optimal photocurrent 
response was observed (Figure S4, magenta).  

As indicated in the Methods section, the standard fabrication was to drop-cast RC-
LH1 complexes onto the electrode, incubate and rinse, then to drop-cast with cyt c, 
incubate and rinse.  Measurements were then carried out in a buffer containing Q0.  
Essentially identical photocurrents could be obtained by drop-casting RC-LH1 
complexes onto the electrode and then measuring in a buffer containing both Q0 and 
cyt c (Figure S4, blue).  Both these procedures imply that cyt c in some fashion 
intercalates between the working electrode and adhered RC-LH1 complexes in order 
to mediate electron transfer between the two.  This stepwise adhesion of RC-LH1 first, 
followed by cyt c consistently produced higher photocurrents than drop-casting cyt c 
onto the electrode before RC-LH1 complexes (data not shown), presumably because 
this competed with adhesion of the latter to the electrode.   
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Figure S4. Photocurrent densities produced by RS|RCLH1 electrodes with various mediators. 
Buffer only (black), cyt c only (red), Q0 only (green), Q0 and cyt c (blue) and Q0 after electrode 
incubation with cyt c (magenta). Sun indicates light on and moon indicates light off.  

 

Catalytic Wave Voltammetry. The heterogeneous electron transfer between bare 
metal and cyt c was characterized with catalytic wave voltammetry (Figure S5). Taking 
the derivative of this catalytic wave reveals the midpoint potential of the rate limiting 
redox center in our electron transfer cascade, which was measured to be approximately 
225 ± 25 mV vs. SHE.[5] This midpoint potential corresponds well with that of native 
cyt c reported in the literature[6], and confirms the interaction between the bare metal 
and the cyt c.  

 
Figure S5. Cyclic voltammetry of the RS|RC-LH1 electrode in the dark and in the light. (Top) 
Cyclic voltammetry traces. (Bottom) Derivative of the catalytic wave, revealing the midpoint 
potential of the controlling redox centre in the electron transfer cascade at 225 mV vs. SHE, 
corresponding to the mid-point potential of cyt c.  
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Figure S6. Fluorescence spectra of RC-LH1 complexes on SS and RS substrates. In both panels 
spectra are for four random spots recorded under identical irradiance and bin times. The 
fluorescence spectrum of RC-LH1 complexes on a control PLL surface is shown in black-
dotted, and all spectra are normalized to the same maximum amplitude. 
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CHAPTER 5  
 

Evaluation of a biohybrid photoelectrochemical cell 

employing the purple bacterial reaction centre as a 

biosensor for herbicides 

 
Abstract: The Rhodobacter sphaeroides reaction centre is a relatively robust and 
tractable membrane protein that has potential for exploitation in technological 
applications, including biohybrid devices for photovoltaics and biosensing.  This report 
assessed the usefulness of the photocurrent generated by this reaction centre adhered 
to a small working electrode as the basis for a biosensor for classes of herbicides used 
extensively for the control of weeds in major agricultural crops.  Photocurrent 
generation was inhibited in a concentration-dependent manner by the triazides 
atrazine and terbutryn, but not by nitrile or phenylurea herbicides.  Measurements of 
the effects of these herbicides kinetics of charge recombination in photo-oxidized 
reaction centres in solution showed the same selectivity of response.  Titrations of 
reaction centre photocurrents yielded half maximal inhibitory concentrations of 208 
nM and 2.1 µM for terbutryn and atrazine, respectively, with limits of detection 
estimated at around 8 nM and 50 nM, respectively.  Unlike previous efforts in this area 
using optical spectroscopy or surface plasmon resonance to assess herbicide binding to 
reaction centres, photocurrent attenuation provided a direct measure of herbicide 
concentration, with no need for model-dependent kinetic analysis of the signal used for 
detection or the use of prohibitively complex instrumentation and prospects for the use 
of protein engineering to develop the sensitivity and selectivity of herbicide binding by 
the Rba. sphaeroides reaction centre are discussed.   
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5.1 Introduction 

There is increasing concern over the effects of pesticides on human health and the well-
being of the biosphere, creating a need to fully understand the consequences of 
exposure of non-target species to these chemicals 1.  This concern has also fueled a 
desire for convenient and relatively low-cost devices for in-field and real-time 
monitoring of contamination of non-target sites by specific chemical agents.  One 
solution is to develop portable biosensors that are specific to a particular pesticide 
molecule, or family of molecules, by combining a biological component that interacts 
with the molecule(s) with a high affinity and selectivity, and a supporting apparatus that 
can accurately transduce the consequences of that interaction for quantification. 

Much of modern agriculture is supported by the use of herbicides to control 
competing growth of weed species.  A variety of chemicals show selective herbicidal 
activity, with many inhibiting the light-powered electron transfer used by plants to 
generate the NADPH and ATP that support carbon fixation, cellular growth and 
division, the mode of action being competitive inhibition of quinone reduction and 
protonation by the Photosystem II (PSII) reaction centre 2.  The use of tens of 
thousands of tons of such agents annually across the globe is not without controversy, 
a case in point being the triazine herbicide atrazine (N2-ethyl-6-chloro-N4-isopropyl-
1,3,5-triazine-2,4-diamine) that is used to inhibit the growth of annual and perennial 
monocotyledonous and dicotyledonous weeds through both pre- and post-emergence 
treatment.  The use of atrazine in European Union (EU) countries was discontinued in 
2003 amid concerns over its persistence and accumulation in soil and watercourses 
(SANCO/10496/2003).  However it is still used extensively in the United States, 
particularly for the production of corn, sorghum and sugar cane, and in around sixty 
other countries worldwide.  Despite having not been licensed for use in the EU for ten 
years this molecule and its metabolites are persistent in water and soil, and it remains a 
major contaminant of environmental samples 3.  Some related triazine herbicides such 
as simazine are also not permitted for use in the EU but others, such as terbuthylazine 
(N2-tert-butyl-6-chloro-N4-ethyl-1,3,5-triazine-2,4-diamine), are still licensed and are 
used extensively. 

The case of atrazine is one of the better known controversies regarding the use of 
herbicides to improve crop production and quality.  There is growing evidence in 
support of claims that atrazine can disrupt the endocrine systems of a wide range of 
species including amphibians, fish, reptiles and mammals, leading to a range of gonadal 
abnormalities including hermaphrodism, feminization of males, reproductive organ 
malformation and reduction in sperm quality 1,3–5.  In particular, atrazine has been 
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associated with gonadal abnormalities in male frogs 4,6,7.  Controversies of this sort have 
provided much of the impetus for the development of biosensors that are specific for 
herbicides such as atrazine, and there have been multiple attempts at using PSII-
containing biomaterials in a biosensor aimed at this molecule, and herbicides from the 
same family.  A variety of preparations have been employed, ranging from intact cells 
and organelles to the purified PSII reaction centre; see for reviews 8–12.  Inhibition of 
photosynthetic electron transfer through PSII generates a range of detectable signals, 
including decreases in oxygen consumption, decreases in electron flow and increases in 
fluorescence 8–10.  The more sensitive prototype biosensors have yielded values of half 
maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50) and limits of detection (LOD) in the low 
nanomolar range, similar to the upper concentration limit for an individual pesticide in 
drinking water in the EU of 0.1 µg L-1, equating to ~2 nM for a molecule the size of 
atrazine.  In addition to addressing many challenges concerning the portability, 
sensitivity and stability of PSII-based prototype biosensors, in recent years attention 
has turned towards improving their specificity for particular herbicides through 
modelling and protein engineering 12–14, and the design of peptides that mimic quinone 
binding sites 15.  

 
Figure 1.  Overlay of the D, E and de ɑ-helices that form the QB pocket, and terbutryn 
occupying the pocket in the Rba. sphaeroides reaction centre (yellow) and the T. elongatus PSII 
(cyan).  Prepared using Protein Data Bank entries 2BNP 16 and 3PRQ 17, and PyMOL 
(Schrödinger, LLC). For a stereo, color representation see Supplementary Figure 1. 

 
An alternative to PSII for the development of herbicide-specific biosensors is the 
homologous reaction centre from purple photosynthetic bacteria, electron transfer 
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through which is also blocked by triazines and some other classes of herbicide 18.  The 
quinone reductase (QB) site in both complexes is formed by the transmembrane (TM) 
D and E ɑ-helices, and the connecting de ɑ-helix (Figure 1), and the binding of the very 
potent triazine herbicide terbutryn has been characterized in both Photosystem II17 and 
the purple bacterium Rhodobacter (Rba.) sphaeroides 16.  The overlay in Figure 1 shows 
the strong similarity in backbone fold around the QB site in the two complexes and 
consistency in the binding conformation adopted by terbutryn (and see Supplementary 
Figure 1 for a color, stereo view of this overlay).  Purple bacterial reaction centres from 
species such as Rba. sphaeroides offer a number of advantages as an experimental system 
for the development of biosensors, not the least of which is the fact that the reaction 
centre is expressed at high levels during chemoautotrophic growth in the dark, 
facilitating extensive protein engineering without compromising the viability of the 
organism 19.  The Rba. sphaeroides reaction centre is also relatively robust, one reason 
being that it operates at potentials that are much less oxidising than PSII, and thus is far 
less prone to self-inflicted photo-oxidative damage.  

Compared to PSII there have been fewer evaluations of the use of purple bacterial 
reaction centres to detect herbicides.  Most studies have utilized the fact that charge 
separation between the primary electron donor bacteriochlorophyll pair (P) and the 
primary (QA) and secondary (QB) acceptor quinones is blocked at the stage P+QA

- in 
the presence of a herbicide, displacement of the QB quinone preventing formation of 
P+QB

-.  Recombination of the P+QA
- radical pair occurs around 10-fold more rapidly 

than recombination of P+QB
- (half times of ~100 ms and ~1 s, respectively) and so the 

binding of a herbicide to the QB site will alter the kinetics of radical pair recombination 
after a period of illumination, or the kinetics of P photo-oxidation during a period of 
weak illumination, both of which can be monitored through recovery or bleaching, 
respectively, of a P ground state absorbance band.  Several research groups have used 
this to study binding of herbicides or other inhibitors by purified Rba. sphaeroides 
reaction centres in solution 20–23, reconstituted into liposomes 24, or embedded in a 
cationic polymer 25,26.  Data analysis in most of these studies required the application of 
a mathematical model to translate changes in the kinetics of P photooxidation or 
subsequent recovery into the amount of herbicide binding at the QB site 23,26.  Atrazine 
binding has also been detected by surface plasmon resonance (SPR) through an 
unidentified change in the properties of Rba. sphaeroides reaction centres immobilized 
on an SPR chip 27.   

In previous work we described a simple photoelectrochemical cell based on purified 
Rba. sphaeroides reaction centres interfaced with an unfunctionalized gold electrode, 
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and characterized the capacity of such cells to generate photocurrents under a range of 
conditions of illumination, applied potential and mediator concentration 28.  
Photocurrents of several hundred nA cm-2 could be generated using reaction centres 
interfaced with the working and counter electrode by cytochrome c and ubiquinone, 
respectively.  In the present work we explore the use of such a photoelectrochemical 
cell as a biosensor by quantifying photocurrent attenuation by a range of herbicides and 
other quinone site inhibitors. 

5.2 Materials and methods 

Construction and expression of His-tagged reaction centres. DNA encoding a ten 
residue polyhistidine tag preceded by a thrombin cleavage site was designed in silico 
such that the resulting protein sequence was LALVPRGSSAHHHHHHHHHH. The 
DNA sequence was placed before the pufM stop codon in plasmid pUCXB-1, which is 
a derivative of pUC19 containing a 1841bp XbaI-BamHI fragment encompassing 
pufLM 29, such that the protein sequence was inserted at the C-terminus of the PufM 
polypeptide. The resulting XbaI-BamHI fragment was shuttled into plasmid 
pRKEH10D 30, which is a derivative of broad-host-range vector pRK415 containing a 
6.2 kb EcoRI-HindIII fragment encoding pufQLM.  The resulting plasmid was named 
pvLMt, and was introduced into Rba. sphaeroides strain DD13 31 by conjugative 
transfer, as described previously 30.  Transconjugant strains were selected as described 
previously 30,31 and contained His-tagged reaction centres as the sole pigment-protein 
complex in the cell. 

Purification of His-tagged reaction centres. The procedure for purification of His-
tagged reaction centres was based on that described by Goldsmith et. al. 32. Rba. 
sphaeroides DD13 expressing plasmid pvLMtX was grown under dark/semiaerobic 
conditions in M22 medium as described previously 33. Cells from 12 litres of culture 
medium were harvested by centrifugation and resuspended in 100 mL 20 mM Tris (pH 
8), containing several crystals of DNAse I and two cOmplete Protease Inhibitor 
Cocktail Tablets (Roche). Cells were lysed using a Constant Systems cell disruptor at 
20 000 psi and cell debris was removed by centrifugation at 26,890 x g for 15 minutes 
at 4 °C. Reaction centres were isolated from membranes in the supernatant by the 
addition of 0.5 % n-dodecyl-N,N-dimethylamine-N-oxide (LDAO) and 200 mM NaCl 
in a final volume of 500 ml 20 mM Tris (pH 8), followed by stirred incubation in the 
dark at 4 °C for 1 h. Membrane debris was removed by centrifugation at 100,000 x g for 
30 min at 4 °C. Solubilized reaction centres in the supernatant were loaded onto a 20 
ml HisPrep FF Ni-NTA column (GE Healthcare) pre-equilibrated with 100 mL of 20 
mM Tris (pH 8), containing 300 mM NaCl, 0.1% LDAO and 10 mM imidazole 
(equilibration buffer). The column was washed with 400 mL equilibration buffer to 
remove unbound protein and reaction centres were eluted with 20 mM Tris (pH 
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8.0)/300 mM NaCl/0.1% LDAO/500 mM imidazole. Eluted reaction centres were 
further purified by size exclusion chromatography on a Superdex 200 16/60 column 
(GE Heathcare) pre equilibrated with 20 mM Tris (pH 8)/0.1% LDAO. Purity was 
assessed by UV/Vis absorbance spectroscopy (Okamura et al 1974), fractions with a 
ratio of protein absorbance at 280 nm to bacteriochlorophyll absorbance at 802 nm of 
less than 1.4 being retained for use. Reaction centre concentrations were calculated 
using an extinction coefficient at 802 nm of 2.88 × 105 M-1 cm-1 34. 

Fabrication of photovoltaic cells. Photovoltaic cells were constructed as described 
by den Hollander and co-workers 28. A 2 mm diameter gold working electrode was 
cleaned by polishing with a slurry of 0.3 µm aluminium oxide nanopowder followed by 
sonication for 10 min in Milli-Q water (Millipore). In addition, electrochemical 
cleaning was performed  by immersion in 1 M sulphuric acid and cycling of applied 
potential between -0.3 and +1.5 V versus a Radiometer Analytical standard calomel 
electrode (SCE) using an Autolab PGSTAT128N potentiostat (Metrohm) controlled 
by a PC running Autolab Nova 1.4 software (Metrohm). The electrode was then rinsed 
with Milli-Q water and dried under a stream of nitrogen gas. 

To adhere reaction centres the cleaned gold electrode was immersed in 25 µL of a 1 
mg mL-1 (approximately 10 µM) solution of purified reaction centres in 20 mM Tris 
(pH 8.0)/ 0.1% LDAO for 1 h at 4 °C in the dark. Unbound reaction centres were 
removed by dipping the electrode in ice-cold 20 mM Tris (pH 8.0) three times.  The 
coated gold electrode was assembled into a glass-bottomed cell along with a Pt counter 
electrode (Radiometer Analytical), and an Ag/AgCl reference electrode (Radiometer 
Analytical). The cell was filled with 1 ml of 20 mM Tris (pH 8.0) containing 20 µM 
horse heart cyt c and 30 µM UQ0 (both from Sigma-Aldrich) and placed above a 
shutter-controlled 1.5 W 880 nm LED light source (Roithner LaserTechnik), resulting 
in an illumination intensity of 46 mW cm-2 at the working electrode. A potential of -100 
mV vs SCE was applied and photocurrents measured by chronoamperometry using an 
Autolab PGSTAT128N potentiostat (Metrohm) controlled by a PC running Autolab 
Nova 1.4 software (Metrohm).  

Determination of the Km (apparent) for UQ0. Photovoltaic cells were assembled as 
described above but with the omission of UQ0. Photocurrents of 30 s duration were 
measured in the absence of UQ0 and after the addition of increasing amounts of UQ0. 
Maximal currents from three titrations were averaged, plotted as a function of UQ0 
concentration then fitted with the Michaelis-Menten equation using Origin 8.0 
(OriginLab). 

Inhibition of photocurrents and inhibitor titrations. For single measurements at 
high concentrations of herbicide or inhibitor, the photocurrent from a freshly prepared 
cell was measured for a standard period of 30 s, as described above, and then 2 µL of 50 
mM atrazine, terbutryn or stigmatellin, or 10 µl of 50 mM bentazon, bromoxynil, 
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DCMU or capsaicin dissolved in ethanol was added. The cell was incubated for one 
minute before measurement of a 30 s photocurrent. All herbicides and inhibitors were 
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 

For titrations, the photocurrent from a freshly prepared cell was measured for 30 s 
before and after the addition of increasing concentrations of atrazine, terbutryn or 
stigmatellin prepared in 20 mM Tris (pH 8.0)/20 µM cyt c/30 µM UQ0. After each 
addition the cell was equilibrated for 60 s before measuring the photocurrent, which 
was sufficient to allow stabilisation of the applied current required to maintain a 
potential of -100 mV vs SCE. Maximal photocurrents were plotted as a function of 
inhibitor concentration and fitted with a logistic function to determine the IC50 and IC5 
(see text).  These IC50 values were used to estimate Ki using the Cheng-Prusoff equation 
(see text). 

Analysis of recombination kinetics. Analysis of the effects of herbicides or inhibitors 
on the kinetics of charge recombination was performed using a Cary60 
spectrophotometer connected to an external 1 cm cuvette holder (Ocean Optics) via a 
fibre-optic coupler. A white light pulse of 50 ms duration was applied to the sample 
cuvette at 90° to the pulsed measuring beam by an HL-2000-FHSA white light source 
with a fast shutter (Ocean Optics) delivering approximately 25 W m-2 illumination at 
the cuvette surface.  The actinic pulse was triggered by a TGP110 pulse generator 
(Thurlby Thandur Instruments). Solutions of 13.2 µM reaction centres in 20 mM Tris 
(pH 8.0)/ 30 µM UQ0 were prepared with and without the addition of 500 µM atrazine, 
terbutryn, stigmatellin, bromoxynil, bentazon, capsaicin or DCMU. Test samples were 
loaded into to a 3 x 3 mm fluorescence cuvette (Hellma) aligned to the measuring and 
excitation pulses and absorbance at 865 nm was measured for 20 seconds after delivery 
of the light pulse, with a further period of at least 60s to allow full dark adaptation of the 
reaction centres before re-excitation. A set of eight kinetic traces were recorded for each 
sample, averaged, and fitted using a single or double exponential function in Origin 8 
(OriginLab). 

5.3 Results 

Fabrication of photoelectrochemical cells. Photoelectrochemical cells were 
fabricated using wild type Rba. sphaeroides reaction centres that were modified with a 
poly-histidine tag on the C-terminus of the M-polypeptide, and purified by nickel 
affinity chromatography (see Materials and methods).  Purified reaction centres were 
adhered to 2 mm diameter cleaned gold electrodes and inserted into a detergent-free 
buffer solution containing 20 μM cyt c and 30 µM UQ0 as mediators (see Materials and 
methods).  As reported previously, these electrodes generated cathodic photocurrents 
of the order of 1 to 2 µA cm-2 under the measuring conditions described in Materials 
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and methods 28.  The operational lifetime of an individual coated electrode was well in 
excess of that required to conduct a full herbicide titration (data not shown).  

To optimize the concentration of the substrate for the reaction centre quinone 
reductase (QB) site in the cell the Km

(apparent) for UQ0 was determined by measuring the 
maximum photocurrent density during a 30 s period of illumination as a function of 
increasing concentrations of UQ0. A concentration-dependent increase in the 
photocurrent amplitude was obtained, which was fitted with the Michaelis-Menten 
equation (Supplementary Figure 3). The Km

(apparent) in the photoelectrochemical cell 
was 42 ± 2 µM and the maximum current density was  -1.1 µA cm-2. This Km

(apparent) for 
UQ0 is, to our knowledge, the strongest reported to date. Previously published KD 
values appear to be dependent on the LDAO concentration 35, being 600 µM in 0.1 % 
LDAO, 480 µM in 0.06 % LDAO and 175 or 90 µM in 0.0025 % LDAO 35–37. As the 
present assay was conducted in detergent-free buffer, the stronger Km

(apparent)
 obtained is 

consistent with this trend. 
The sensitivity of such photoelectrochemical cells to inhibitors was dependent on 

two key variables, the maximal photocurrent and the concentration of substrate. As 
both of these parameters were directly dependent on the concentration of UQ0, assays 
of herbicide inhibition of photocurrent were conducted in the presence of 30 µM UQ0. 
This gave high sensitivity to inhibition whilst retaining a maximal uninhibited 
photocurrent density of around -1 µA cm-2.  
Inhibition of photocurrent generation. The response of photocurrent generation to 
different classes of herbicide was initially tested using a relatively high concentration.  
Agents screened were the triazide herbicides atrazine and terbutryn, the thiadiazine 
bentazon, the nitrile bromoxynil, the phenylurea 3-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)-1,1-
dimethylurea (DCMU - also known as diuron) and the non-herbicide capsaicin. The 
molecule stigmatellin and was included as positive control for effective inhibition of the 
QB site.  Stigmatellin, an antibiotic isolated from the myxobacterium Stigmatella 
aurantaica 38, is a potent inhibitor of the QB site in the Rba. sphaeroides reaction centre 
39 with a dissociation constant in the 4-400 nM range depending on conditions 35.  An 
X-ray crystal structure for Blc. viridis reaction centres with this inhibitor bound is 
available 40 and its inhibitory effects are well characterized.  Capsaicin, the component 
that gives chilli peppers their distinctive properties, has been reported to be a weak 
inhibitor of the Rba. sphaeroides reaction centre and again an X-ray crystal structure 
with this agent in the QB pocket has been determined 21. 

The results of an initial screen using a high concentration of each agent is 
summarized in Figure 2a.  Almost complete abolition of the photocurrent (less than 
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10% remaining) was achieved with 100 µM atrazine, terbutryn and stigmatellin. In 
contrast very little inhibition (greater than 80% remaining) was obtained with 500 µM 
bentazon, bromoxynil, capsaicin and DCMU.  

 
Fig. 2.  Effects of relatively high concentrations of herbicides on reaction centre function. 
(a) Impact on photocurrent density.  To adjust for small variations in absolute current 
output from cell to cell, traces are normalized to the maximum photocurrent generated by 
each cell over an identical time period before the addition of the herbicide or inhibitor. Grey 
background indicates periods without illumination. (b) Effect on charge recombination in 
photo-excited reaction centres, measured through recovery of primary donor absorbance at 
865 nm after photobleaching with a pulse of white light. Raw data (faded lines) are overlaid 
with fitted single or double exponential decays (solid lines).  Data for bentazon, bromoxynil 
and capsaicin, which were similar to that for the uninhibited and DCMU samples, have been 
omitted for clarity.  Parameters from fits are shown in Supplementary Table 1. 
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To ensure this pattern of results was not specific to the conditions within the 
photoelectrochemical cell, the ability of these inhibitors to replace ubiquinone at the 
QB site was also tested by measuring the rate of recombination from QA and QB to the 
primary donor bacteriochlorophyll (P) after excitation with a pulse of white light (see 
Materials and Methods). As outlined in the Introduction, recombination of P+QA

- or 
P+QB

- occurs with lifetimes of ~100 ms and ~1 s, respectively.  As the QB quinone is 
partially lost during purification of reaction centres, assays were conducted in the 
presence of 30 µM UQ0 to reconstitute QB, the reaction centre concentration being 
13.2 µM.  The recombination rate was unaffected by the presence of 500 µM DCMU 
(Fig. 2b) or the same concentrations of bentazon, bromoxynil and capsaicin (not 
shown), but recombination was accelerated significantly in the presence of 500 µM 
atrazine, terbutryn or stigmatellin (Fig. 2b), suggesting near to complete QB inhibition. 
These assays therefore correlated with those monitoring photocurrents, strong 
inhibition being seen for stigmatellin, atrazine and terbutryn, but not for bentazon, 
bromoxynil, capsaicin or DCMU.  Parameters from fits to the decay data in Figure 2b 
(and equivalent measurements for bentazon, bromoxynil and capsaicin, not shown) are 
compiled in Supplementary Table 1. 

 

 
Fig. 3.  Photocurrent attenuation by increasing concentrations of terbutryn. Grey background 
indicates periods without illumination. 

 
Determination of IC50 and Ki for atrazine, terbutryn and stigmatellin. To 

quantify the sensitivity of photocurrent generation to atrazine, terbutryn and 
stigmatellin identified from the initial screen, the maximal photocurrent after a 
standard period of 30 s was recorded as a function of herbicide or inhibitor 
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concentration.  A sample titration for terbutryn is shown in Figure 3 and titration data 
from three repeats are shown in Figure 4. The titration data, expressed as the 
percentage of the maximum current in the absence of the herbicide/inhibitor, were 
fitted to a logistic function (eq. 1) to determine the IC50. 

	� = ��� + �	
�����([���������]���� )� �!!��"##�$�"��                  (1) 

where Max and Min are maximal and minimal photocurrents, respectively.  The values 
of IC50 obtained were similar for sigmatellin and terbutryn at 280 ± 60 nM and 208 ± 
10 nM, respectively. The IC50 for atrazine was approximately 10-fold higher at 2.1 ± 0.1 
µM (Table 1).  Given the level of noise in the raw data we estimate the sensitivity with 
which a change in current amplitude can be detected is in the region of 5 % of the 
amplitude of the uninhibited current. Based on this, the LOD can be represented by an 
IC5 value that can be calculated from the parameters of the IC50 fit (eq. 2). This yielded 
of 49, 8.3 10 nM for atrazine, stigmatellin and terbutryn, respively. 

%&' = () 5100 − 5.
�/�0012344�5�367 × %&'9 (2) 

To compare the sensitivity of our photochemical cell device to previous studies 
employing Rba. sphaeroides reaction centres, the IC50 values were converted to values 
for the binding affinity of the inhibitor (Ki) using the Cheng-Prusoff equation (eq. 3) 
41: :� = ;1���� [<]=>     (3) 

where [S] is the substrate concentration and Km is the measured Michaelis constant for 
UQ0 (see above).  The values obtained for atrazine, terbutryn and stigmatellin were 1.2 
µM, 123 nM and 165 nM, respectively (Table 1). 
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Fig. 4.  Inhibition of photocurrent generation by atrazine, terbutryn and stigmatellin. 
Percentage inhibition is the maximum photocurrent density during 30 s illumination relative 
to that obtained prior to addition of the first aliquot of inhibitor.  Each data point is an average 
from three titrations on three separate cells, with error bars showing the standard error. Solid 
lines show fits to a logistic function to determine the EC50 (see text). 

 
Table 1.  Sensitivity of photocurrent generation to effective QB inhibitors. 

Inhibitor IC50 

(nM) 
Calculated Ki

a 
(nM) 

LODb 
(nM) 

atrazine 2100 ± 100 1200 49 
terbutryn 208 ± 10 123 8.3 

stigmatellin 280 ± 60 165 10 
a Based on Km for UQ0 of 43 µM and a UQ0 concentration of 30 µM using the Cheng-Prusoff equation 
(see text). 
b Calculated LOD based on the IC50 and Hill coefficient derived from the fit parameters (see text). 
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5.4 Discussion 
Photoelectrochemical cells with Rba. sphaeroides reaction centres can form the 
basis of a triazine-specific biosensor. In an early study, Stein and co-workers 
conducted a comprehensive screen of the efficacy of PSII herbicides from different 
classes in inhibiting the QB site in the Rba. sphaeroides reaction centre, and concluded 
that both benzonitriles and symmetrical triazines are effective inhibitors 18. 
Effectiveness was quantified as a dissociation constant for herbicide binding at the QB 
site, using an experimental system comprising 1 μM reaction centres in a buffer 
containing 10 mM Tris (pH 8.0), 100 mM NaCl, 0.06 % TX-100 and 20 μM UQ10.  KD 
values for effective triazine inhibitors were in the range 3 μM (for terbutryn) to 120 μM 
(for atrazine).  Bromoxynil, a benzonitrile, yielded a KD of 30 µM and was classed as an 
effective inhibitor whereas DCMU, a urea, was classed as an ineffective inhibitor with a 
KD in excess of 800 µM.   

In the present study the two symmetrical triazine herbicides tested were found to be 
potent inhibitors of the QB site whereas DCMU was ineffective, in line with the 
conclusions of Stein et al. 18. However in the present experimental system bromoxynil 
was ineffective, in contrast to the data of Stein et al. where its efficacy was intermediate 
between that of terbutryn and atrazine.  The reasons for this are not clear, but may be 
related to differences in experimental conditions such as the use of 0.06 % Triton X-
100 in the buffer system in the previous work compared to the detergent-free buffer 
used in the present study.  In support of this, it has been shown that the affinity of 
quinone for the QB site is sensitive to detergent concentration36. We note that Sinning 
and co-workers grouped the related ioxynil with DCMU as very weak inhibitors of the 
Blc. viridis reaction centre 42.  In the present study only weak inhibition was seen with 
bentazon, a thiadiazine herbicide that, to our knowledge, has not previously been tested 
on purple bacterial reaction centres.  Our conclusion, therefore, is that 
photoelectrochemical cells constructed from Rba. sphaeroides reaction centres can 
form the basis of a triazine-specific biosensor. 

An advantage of using a reaction centre-generated photocurrent as a detector of 
herbicide inhibition is that the measurement is direct, with no requirement for 
mathematical manipulation of the measured signal or assumptions over parameters 
such as the rate of recombination of different charge separated states.  Detection of 
herbicides through attenuation of currents supported by PSII has been carried out in a 
small number of studies, with most looking at atrazine and so enabling comparison with 
the present study.  Bhalla and co-workers looked at the effect of atrazine on currents 
generated by PSII reaction centres or BBY particles (PSII-enriched membranes) 
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adhered to screen printed gold electrodes, reporting an IC50 of 49 nM and LOD of 1.15 
nM 43.  Koblížek and co-workers looked at atrazine inhibition of currents obtained from 
PSII complexes in a glutaraldehyde-BSA matrix on a graphite electrode, reporting an 
IC50 of 90 nM and LOD of 2 nM 44. Masojídek and co-workers used PSII adhered to a 
screen printed Pt working electrode in a glutaraldehyde-BSA-glycerol matrix, reporting 
an IC50 of 890 nM 45. Finally, Touloupakis and co-workers looked at spinach thylakoids 
immobilized on a graphite working electrode in an albumin glutaraldehyde matrix, 
reporting an IC50 of 100 nM and LOD of 12.7 nM 46.  Thus the values of IC50 and LOD 
obtained with PSII, ranging from 49-890 nM and 1-2 nM, respectively, are considerably 
lower than the 2.1 µM IC50 and 49 nM LOD obtained in the present study using Rba. 
sphaeroides reaction centres.  Some studies of herbicide detection using PSII have 
reported a limit of detection for atrazine of a few nanomolar, which is in the region of 
the maximum permitted amount of an individual pesticide in the EU. 

Scope for tuning of the herbicide selectivity or sensitivity of a biosensor based on 
the Rba. sphaeroides reaction centre. A drawback of using PSII as a biosensor is that 
it exhibits strong binding across a range of different herbicide types and variants, and so 
is not very selective.  This compromises its usefulness as a biosensor for specific 
herbicide such as atrazine.  To address this site-directed or random mutagenesis of the 
region around the QB binding pocket in PSII has been carried out with a view to 
increasing selectivity for individual triazine herbicides 13,15.  An advantage possessed by 
the Rba. sphaeroides reaction centre in this regard is that it appears to be natively 
selective for this class of herbicide, and as illustrated below there seems to be every 
prospect that this selectivity could be enhanced or switched to a different class of 
herbicide through protein engineering.   

A second issue is the sensitivity with which herbicides can be detected by the purple 
bacterial RC.  The values of LOD estimated in the present study for atrazine (49 nM) 
and terbutryn (8.3 nM) are somewhat lower than previously reported in studies of 
herbicide binding by Rba. sphaeroides reaction centres (750-3000 nM and 40-170 nM, 
respectively 20,23,26, but are nevertheless considerably higher than the maximum 
concentration for a single herbicide permitted in drinking water in the EU (~2 nM for 
atrazine).  As a result if a biosensor based on purple bacterial reaction centres is to be 
useful in detecting triazine herbicides at around this threshold level then its sensitivity 
needs to be improved by around an order of magnitude for terbutryn and two orders of 
magnitude for atrazine.  Again, there seems every prospect that this could be brought 
about by protein engineering of the QB pocket to be more akin to that seen in PSII, 
where the affinity for these herbicides is significantly greater (see above).  This is 
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entirely feasible in the case of Rba. sphaeroides because a fully functioning reaction 
centre is not required to support its growth, and so any mutations made in this part of 
the protein are not constrained by a need to retain a functional ubiquinone reductase 
site. 

A further advantage is that engineering of the purple bacterial reaction centre for 
enhanced and/or selective herbicide binding can be guided by X-ray crystal structures 
that show how herbicides are bound into the QB pocket.  Such structures are available 
in the Protein Data Bank for the Rba. sphaeroides reaction centre with terbutryn 16, the 
Blc. viridis reaction centre with terbutryn 47, atrazine 48 or stigmatellin 40, and PSII with 
terbutryn 17.  Figure 1 and Supplementary Figure 1 illustrated the strong conservation 
in the overall fold of the Photosystem II D1 and Rba. sphaeroides PufL proteins that 
form the QB site, but scrutiny of the residues that line the QB pocket reveals differences 
in both amino acid side-chain and conformation (Figure 5 – and see Supplementary 
Figure 3 for a color stereo view).  Of the 14 residues identified as lying within 6 Å of the 
terbutryn in both structures, only four are identical and two of these, Leu (#4) and Phe 
(#10) have significantly altered conformations.  Differences in the affinity of the two 
QB pockets for a given herbicide presumably originate from this diversity, and we are 
currently exploring. 

Finally, as an illustration of how site-directed mutagenesis can be used to address 
selectivity and/or sensitivity of herbicide binding by the reaction centre, Sinning and 
co-workers have shown that the affinity of Blc. viridis reaction centres for the normally 
weakly-binding DCMU can be increased by at least four orders of magnitude through 
a single tyrosine to phenylalanine change in a residue close to the QB binding pocket 42.  
The residue in question is that labelled 9 in Fig. 5, and is an alanine in PSII.  This Blc. 
viridis mutant was isolated following exposure of cells to terbutryn, the most potent of 
the triazine inhibitors of bacterial reaction centres, sensitivity to this inhibitor 
decreasing by 660-fold (with a similar decrease for atrazine).  This rather conservative 
mutation also increased sensitivity to ioxynil (a benzonitrile similar to bromoxynil) by 
100-fold.  This study shows rather dramatically the considerable scope for tailoring the 
inhibitor sensitivity and selectivity of the QB site in the purple bacterial reaction centre 
through site-directed mutagenesis with a view to engineering a protein that gives a 
selective response to a herbicide from a particular class.  We are currently exploring the 
key determinants for herbicides such as terbutryn and atrazine through molecular 
modelling and directed mutagenesis. 

 
Conclusions 
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The data described in this report illustrate the direct manner in which the photocurrent 
generate by Rba. sphaeroides reaction centres adhered to an unfunctionalized gold 
electrode could provide the basis of a biosensor for controversial herbicides such as 
atrazine and its relatives.  The construction of such a device will require further 
development of the hardware for photoexcitation and current detection, and protein 
engineering of the biological component to provide greater selectivity to individual 
herbicide molecules and sensitivity to low concentrations of such agents.  Given the 
tractability and relative robustness of the purple bacterial reaction centre there seems 
every prospect that the sensitivity and selectivity of this component can be engineered 
to lie in the range required for implementation of a practical device. 
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Chapter 5 Supplementary information 

Supplementary Fig. 1.  Stereo view of overlay of the D, E and de ɑ-helices that form the QB

pocket, and terbutryn occupying the pocket in the Rba. sphaeroides reaction centre (yellow) 
and  the T. elongatus PSII (cyan).  Prepared using Protein Data Bank entries 2BNP 16 and 3PRQ 
17, and PyMOL (Schrödinger, LLC). 

 

Supplementary Fig. 2. Structures of the quinones, herbicides and inhibitors used in this work. 
Three dimensional structures are from the ChemSpider database (Royal Society of Chemistry) 
and are for ubiquinone-0 (ChemSpider ID 62289), ubiquinone-10 (4445197), atrazine 
(2169), terbutryn (12874), bentazon (2238), bromoxynil (14775), DCMU (3008), 
stigmatellin (394850) and capsaicin (1265957).  Atom colors are: carbon – grey, oxygen – red, 
nitrogen – blue, chloride – green, sulphur – yellow. 
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Supplementary Fig. 3.  Maximum photocurrent densities as a function of UQ0 concentration. 
Points are an average of three data sets with standard errors. The solid line shows the fit to the 
Michaelis–Menten equation; Km

(apparent) = 42 ± 2 µM and maximum current density = -1106 ± 
16 nA cm-2. 
 
 
Supplementary Table 1. Effects of inhibitors on charge recombination. 

Inhibitor 
(500 µM) 

τ1a 

(s) 
 A1

a 
(%) 

τ2 
(s) 

A2 
(%) 

none 0.096 ± 0.014  62.2 ± 3.1 0.96 ± 0.03 37.8 ± 7.3 

atrazine 0.212 ± 0.004  100 --- --- 

terbutryn 0.152 ± 0.004  100 --- --- 

stigmatellin 0.095 ± 0.003  100 --- --- 

bentazon 0.129 ± 0.015  39.0 ± 5.8 1.09 ± 0.03 61.0 ± 3.0 

bromoxynil 0.038 ± 0.009  36.1 ± 12.4 1.14 ± 0.04 63.9 ± 2.2 

capsaicin 0.152 ± 0.011  41.0 ± 3.8 1.19 ± 0.03 59.0 ± 2.2 

DCMU 0.179 ± 0.012  51.7 ± 3.7 1.18 ± 0.04 48.3 ± 3.7 
a Variations in τ1 and A1 should be treated with caution given the level of noise in the experimental data 
and the duration of the excitation pulse (~50 ms) relative to this time constant. 
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CHAPTER 6 
 

Discussion & Closing Remarks 

6.1 Charge recombination 

Looking back on rough silver transient photocurrents with and without a SAM, it is 
clear that the anodic (positive) current spike after light is turned off is dissipated on the 
functionalized electrode (Chapter 4 vs Chapter 2). This indicates that the SAM plays a 
role in preventing charge recombination of the product (ubiquinol) with the electrode. 
Furthermore, because of the inherently small potential difference between the products 
quinone and cytochrome c, there is a small driving force for the recombination of the 
two species within the same cell, making our system good for large photocurrents, but 
inherently limited for large VOC. The large currents are also enhanced by the chemically 
irreversible nature of ubiquinone, which typically undergoes 2 electron 2 proton 
reduction at an electrode, and is slow to recombine with the (1-electron) cyt c3+, due to 
the slow formation of the intermediate (semiquinone, SQ’-) which is the only form able 
to back-react with cyt c at an appreciable rates.  

6.2 Electron tunneling barrier 

In Friebe et al. 20161, photocurrent from an RC-LH1 on mesoporous silver electrode 
showed an RC turnover frequency (TOF) of 142 e- s-1 and photocurrent of 166 µA cm-

2. Conversely, RCs on functionalized mesoporous silver (Ag-mercaptoundecanoic 
acid/mercaptoundecanol) showed an electron turnover rate of only 19.5 e- s-1, but a 
photocurrent of 103 uA cm-2. The similar photocurrents but starkly contrasting TOF 
are a result of a 5 times as many RCs on the electrode, however, each cycling about 7 
times slower. One might gander that the low light harvesting capacity was the 
limitation, but we showed with light titration that this was not the case, and the low 
turnover rate are due to the longer tunneling distances to the redox mediated cyt c 
imposed by the 11-carbon SAM. In short, the functionalized electrode supported a 
larger number of RCs, but at a maximum turnover rate that was much slower than on 
bare silver. Thus, while the SAM was a useful in enabling the diagnostic tools of protein-
film voltammetry and bioelectrochemistry to determine the mechanism of cyt c-RC ET 
in chapter 2, a functionalized SAM, at least of this length, is a barrier toward achieving 
high performance BPVs. These considerations have lead us to conclude that our 
electrode performances are limited by the heterogeneous electron transfer step from 
electrode to RC, guiding us towards strategies for overcoming them.    
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6.3 Why use the RC instead of PSI? 

The low potential difference between the acceptor and donor cite of the RC raises the 
question, why use bacterial RCs for biophotovoltaics at all, especially when PSI already 
has a much higher potential difference? The answer lies partly in our access to high 
purity, activity, large quantity of photosynthetic complexes from the purple bacteria, 
due to the nature of our collaboration with Dr. Mike Jones. First-hand experience in 
isolating pigment proteins here at the VU reveals that much of the performance 
enhancement realized in this work is thanks to the sample preparation alone, which 
goes often unrecognized, but plays a large role in improved photocurrent densities of 
late. For example, photocurrents from in-house purified RC-LH1 sphaeroides self-
assembled on flat gold resulting in ~2 uA cm-2, but rose to ~30 uA cm-2 when utilizing 
histag purified RC-LH1 from sphaeroides1.   
 Secondly, the low probability of recombination between the low energy products of 
the RC-LH1 and electrode make it possible to focus on strategies to optimize electron 
transfer between electrode and the photosynthetic RCs, without having to 
simultaneous address deleterious charge recombination.  This is significant in an 
electrochemical cell where the electron donors and acceptors are exposed to each other, 
rather than separated by a lipid bilayer in vivo.  
 Thirdly, the ideal band gap material for solar irradiation is at 1100 nm, ~500 nm red 
of PSI and ~200 nm red of the RC, making the RC a spectrally more suitable starting 
point for photoconversion.  
Lastly, the extensive mutagenesis of the RC used to discern the fundamental 

mechanisms of charge separation is a springboard for bio-engineering the reaction 
center for biophotovoltaics. This includes: 
 

1) Redox engineering for greater free energy gaps between donor and acceptor 
cites, resulting in larger ultimate efficiencies.  This is shown in copious works 
which have shifted the midpoint potential of the special pair hundreds of 
millivolts 2,3 

2) Cofactor binding selectivity, perhaps for faster one electron acceptors or 
acceptors with lower (more negative) redox midpoint potentials4,5 

3) Engineering more robustness into the RC, as exemplified in the thermophilic 
species T. tepidum6.  

4) Truncated protein shell around the primary donor or acceptor cofactors for 
facilitating ET 
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6.4 The ideal photovoltaic RC 

Clearly numerous strategies are built around the idea of modifying the RC to be more 
like PSI in terms of larger potential energy, while others focus on interfacial phenomena 
for protein function in a non-native environment. Ultimately, the ‘’ideal’’ RC for 
biophotovoltaics would likely not even function in the native species, which makes the 
metabolic flexibility of the Rhb. Sphaeroides handy, since one can grow these mutant 
RCs heterotrophically. Further engineering for optimum power conversion efficiency 
would include tuning the light harvesting apparatus broader, perhaps even ‘’black’’ in 
appearance. Furthermore, the RC should be self-adsorbing, self-orienting monolayer 
and perhaps capable of multilayer films formation, as posited by Jones 20157. Lastly, 
engineering robustness in terms of stabilization in a non-aqueous/lipid bilayer 
environment or perhaps via protein-protein stabilization along with the self-assembly 
is essential. Nevertheless, I believe there is great potential for using the atomic level 
bioengineering not available at this complexity in any man-made systems to make 
sustainable, cheap and efficient biophotovoltaic devices.  In closing, I believe the largest 
current limitation in photoconversion by biophotovolatics lie not in the photosynthetic 
complexes themselves, but rather in our ability to extract the energy of the natural 
system.  
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Summary 
 
This thesis explores the possibility of harvesting energy from natural photosynthetic 
pigment-proteins for a variety of applications that include biophotovoltaics, 
bioelectrochemical fuel cells and biosensing.  This process begins with the physical 
hacking of plants and photosynthetic bacteria, in order to access, isolate and purify the 
photo-electro-chemical engines of photosynthesis.  Known as reaction centers, this 
nanoscale machinery may be wired to conductive electrode materials in order to hijack 
the driving force behind photosynthesis in its prime, and use it to drive current flow 
which we detect with an electrochemical apparatus known as a potentiostat. The 
electrochemical techniques used to show how we may exploit these proteins 
simultaneously allows us to explore the fundamental aspects behind electron transfer 
processes within complex bio-photo-electro-chemical systems, providing us not only 
with the necessary information for targeted design but also fundamental insights into 
redox protein function.  
 
This widely interdisciplinary topic encompasses aspects of photosynthesis, molecular 
biology, bioelectrochemistry, organic photovoltaics, and spectroscopy. As such, 
Chapter 1 draws from each discipline to provide the necessary tools to navigate 
through this thesis. This includes a description of the structure and function of the 
photosynthetic reaction centers and light harvesting complexes, much of which has 
been elucidated here at the VU.  We follow with a detailed description of the 
fundamental limits of solar power conversion efficiency of photosynthetic complexes, 
seen from the design perspective of solid-state photovoltaics. The numerous strategies 
behind building biophotoanodes and biophotocathodes are described, and their 
performances, predominantly based upon the quantity of photocurrent, is compared.    
 
Chapter 2) We explore and definitely reveal the role of cytochrome c electron transfer 
in a RC-based biophotocathode. We showed electrode�cyt c�RC electron transfer 
is improved by high cyt c loading density and is reliant upon cyt c mobility for proper 
function. We also show the arrangement of RC and cyt c attachment on the electrode, 
which are dominated by hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions, respectively. This 
result is in contrast to the previously established hypothesis that RC-cyt c binding drives 
RC-electrode attachment, and thereby provides valuable insight for RC/cyt c based 
bioelectrode construction.  
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Chapter 3) To facilitate RC turnover and improve biophotocathode performance, we 
utilized a close analogue of the natural electron acceptor of the reaction center, 
ubiquinone-10 (also known as the dietary supplement, coenzyme Q). We show that 
truncation of the ubiquinone-10 isoprene tail is essential for RC turnover in an aqueous 
(non-membranous) environment. Site-directed mutagenesis was used to 
systematically remove critical electron and proton transfer steps in order to define the 
RC-ubiquinone reduction pathway on an electrode. This was inevitably shown to 
operate identically on the electrode as in vitro, via concerted 2-electron 2-proton 
transfer, revealing hydroquinone as the ultimate product of the RC biophotocathode.  

Chapter 4) We utilized a mesoporous metal electrode to enhance light-harvesting, 
protein loading and electron heterogeneous electron transfer in our standard cyt c|RC-
LH1|ubiquinone system to obtain record photocurrent densities. Spectroscopic 
techniques were used to definitively reveal plasmon-enhanced fluorescence of 
adsorbed RC-LH1, resulting in approximately 2.5x times more photons absorbed per 
complex. Ultimately, we reveal that RC turnover becomes strongly diffusion limited, as 
apparent in a large discrepancy between peak and stable photocurrent densities, which 
we were able to remove via the implementation of forced convection of the analyte. 
This stimulates what may perhaps become the hurdle in progressing from 
biophotoelectrodes towards biophotovoltaic devices, which is to efficiently mediate 
electron transfer between the two electrodes. One solution may be to place the 
electrodes close enough together such that regeneration and diffusion limited mass 
transport of the analyte is minimized, or to avoid a solution-based cell altogether and 
adopt a solid state system as shown previously8.  

Chapter 5) Here we explore the capacity of our RC based biophotocathode to act as a 
biosensor. By exploiting the herbicide binding affinity of the QB site to block electron 
transfer and thereby decrease photocurrent densities, we showed we can use this 
inhibited signal to quantify herbicide concentrations in solution. While the sensitivity 
was just shy of tolerated herbicide levels, engineering of the QB binding affinity opens 
up the prospect for achieving practical sensitivity as well as selectivity towards various 
herbicides.     
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Abbreviations 

 

4-MP 4-Mercaptopyridine 
Ag/AgCl  Silver/Silver Chloride Electrode 

(3M KCl)(+212 mV vs SHE) 

AgR Rough Silver 
AM Air Mass 
ATP Adenosine Triphosphate 
Bchl Bacteriochlorophyll a 
BPEC Biophotoelectochemical Cell 
bPV Biophotovoltaics 
CE Counter Electrode 
CMO Cubic Miles Of Oil 
CV Cyclic Voltammetry 
cyt bc1 Ubiquinol-Cytochrome c2 

Oxidoreductase Complex 
cyt c Cytochrome c 
DCMU Diuron, (3-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)-

1,1-dimethylurea) 
DDM N-Dodecyl-Β-D-Maltoside 
DET Direct Electron Transfer 
EDX Energy Dispersive X-Ray  
Ehw Half-Wave Potential 
Epa & Epc Anodic and Cathodic  

Peak Potential 
EQE External Quantum Efficiency 

(aka IPCE) 
ET Electron Transfer 
ΓPC Photosynthetic Complex Loading 
HET Heterogeneous Electron Transfer 
HOMO/ 
LUMO 

Highest Occupied/Lowest 
Unoccupied Molecular Orbital 

i Current (amperes, C s-1) 
IPCE Incident Photon-To-Current 

Efficiency (aka EQE) 
IQE Internal Quantum Efficiency 
ITO Indium Tin Oxide 
Jphoto Photocurrent Density 
kex Self-Exchange Rate 
LDAO Detergent, N-Dodecyl-N,N-
LH Light Harvesting Complex 
LH2 Light Harvesting Complex 2 
 

 

 
LOD Limit of Detection 
LSPR Localized Surface-Plasmon 
MET Mediated Electron Transfer 
mSAM Mixed Self-Assembled Monolayer 
MU Mercaptoundecanol 
MUA Mercaptoundecanoic Acid 
MV Methyl Viologen 
ƞ Power Conversion Efficiency (%) 
PC Photosynthetic Complex 
PCA Photochronoamperometry 
pCV Photocatalytic Voltammetry 
PEC Photoelectrochemical Cell 
PF-PEC Protein-Film 
PIRET Plasmon-Induced Resonant Energy 
PLL Poly-L-Lysine 
PS I Photosystem I 
PS II Photosystem II 
PT Proton Transfer 
PV Photovoltaic Devices 
RC Reaction Center 
RC-LH1 Reaction Center Light Harvesting-I 
RE Reference Electrode 
RS Rough Silver 
SAM Self-Assembled Monolayer 
SCE  Standard Calomel Electrode 

((sat'd KCl) +244 mV vs SHE) 
SHE Standard Hydrogen Electrode 

(NHE Outdated) 
SPR Surface Plasmon Resonance 
SS Smooth Silver 
TOF/kapp Turnover Frequency/Apparent RC 

Turnover Rate (e-RC-1s-1) 

TON Turnover Number (e- s-1) 
TW Terawatt 
UE Ultimate Efficiency 
UQ0, UQ10 Ubiquinone-0,  

Ubiquinone-10 
V Voltage 
VOC Open Circuit Voltage 
WE Working Electrode 
WT Wild Type 
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